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rn as many areas of librarianship as has the "Father of the Library
Movement in India."

to guide us through the uncerrainties of modern librarianship:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Books are lor use.
Euery reader his booh.
Eaery booh its reader.
Saaethe time of the read,er.
The library is a growingorganism.

Reorganization
of ALATRTSD
Robert Wedgeuorth
The Fall 1971 issue of LRTS (v. 15, no. 4) carried in it a tear-out
questionnaire which members of the Resources and Technical Services
Division were asked to indicate their preferences with regard to the
reorganization of ALA as well as to a possible teorganization of RTSD.
The results of this survey, which were reported at the 1972 Annual
Conference, were quite inconclusive. Of the 10,503 eligible respondents,
only 177 (1.68 percent) responded. Even when allowances are made for
the 1,547 members and subscribers who reside outside of the U.S. this
is an extremely poor showing.
Of those responding, 68 percent preferred the present separatedivision
of RTSD to a merger with other divisions or to dispersal among several
type-of-library divisions. As to the reorganization of ALA, the responses
were about evenly divided between the present organization of ALA
(38 percent) and a federation of divisions forming ALA (33 percent).
Many of the responses carried notes indicating that LRTS was a
"primary" or "essential" benefi.t of membership in RTSD. While this is
quite gratifying to the l,RTS Editorial Board, it does raise the question
of what the division ofiers to those members who for various reasons
cannot attend the Midwinter and Annual Conferences. The importance
of this question was underscored by respondents calling for "alternate
general and regional meetings," or "local area or regional chapters." The
fact that regional groups for technical servicesalready exist suggeststhat
less time should be spent worrying about the structure of ALA and
RTSD while more time should be spent developing programs to meet
membership interests and needs.
It seemsvery clear that ALA, in general, and RTSD, in particular,
must develop means other than journals to carry its programs to its
membership at large. The successof the regional MARC seminars can
as easily be attributed to making an ALA program more accessible to
the membership as to interest in the subject matter. Can it be that
ISBD, government documents acquisition and organization, as well as
cataloging nonbook materials are of as much current interest?
RTSD to the people!
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CafalogingIn-Publication
'
Problemsand Prospects
HnNny W. WrNcerr
Graduote School of Business Administration
Uniaersity of Virginia
C harlot tesaille, V irginin

The Cataloging-in-Publication program has been accompanied by u
good deal ol optimism. The program faces, howeuer, a number of difficult problems uhich must be solued if Cataloging-in-publication is to
succeed. The difficulties that resulted. in the failure of the 1958-59
Cataloging-in-Sourceprogram still exist, and the actual aalue of such a
project to libraries has yet to be proued. For a number of reasons, the
optimism zoith which CIP has been approached does not appear to
be uarranted.

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS issued its very negative
\trfHEN
Y v report in 1960 on the Cataloging-in-source program it was generally felt that the century-old idea of a system which would provide
for the printing of cataloging information in each individual 6ook as
published was at last dead. The idea had been first suggestedin 1876
and experimented with during the late 1870s. By 1880, however, the
experiments had ceased due to a general lack of interest.l During the
twentieth century the concept has been frequently revived, and projects
similar to Cataloging-in-Source have been undertaken in Australia,
New Zealand, the Soviet Union, and the United States.By far, the mosr
important experiment was the 1958-59 Cataloging-in-source program
carried out by the Library of Congress. In an eight-month period from
July 1958, to February 1959, the Library of Congress cataloged 1,203
books before publication, using page proofs senr ro the Library by
publishers. The cataloging entries were rerurned with the proofs to
the publishers, and the entries appeared printed in each copy of 1,082
of the 1,203 titles cataloged. The entry generally appeared on the verso
of the title-page in the form of a more or less accurate facsimile of a Library of Congress card. In 1960 the Library issued its conclusions concerning the program in a 199-page reporr.2 Based on the eight-month
experiment, it was decided that:
the over-all conclusion seemsinescapablethat a permanent, full-scale CataVolume 16, Number 4, FalI 1972
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Ioging-in-Sourceprogram could not be justified from the viewpoint of financing, tec-hnicalconsiderations,or utility.
In the light of the experience
gained through the experiment,it is concludedthat neither a full nor a partial Cataloging-in-Sourceprogram is desirableThere should be no further experimentswith Cataloging-in-Source.3
The failure of the project was so conclusive that it appeared the
idea had been dealt a deathblow. In truth, it had only been stunned. The
concept remained dormant for nine years, and then in 1969 it was revived in what appears to have been an almost spontaneous plea on the
part of librarians for a new program. The revival rapidly gained momentum and in two years has led to the current Cataloging-in-Publication program. The optimism accompanying this new program might
seem curious in light of the failures of such projects in the past. There
has been some feeling among librarians, however, that the 1958-59 CIS
efiort was not given every chance for survival by the Library of, Congress. It has been argued that inadequate funding and the limited
number of books cataloged invalidate the conclusions reached by the
Library. Be that as it may, there is now a new program which poses
many problems and has far-reaching implications for all libraries.
Cataloging-in-Pub lic ation f rom the Pub lishers' Viewpoi,nt
The single largest problem which any Cataloging-in-Publication
program faces is that of gaining the cooperation of individual publishers. Unlike the Library of Congress which may accept the greater
part of the burden of a Cataloging-in-Publication program in its role
as the national library or the individual libraries which will make
use of the cataloging information supplied through CIP, the individual
publishing firm has very little to motivate it to cooperate'in a program.
Nearly a century ago, within a year of the first suggestion for prepublication cataloging, R. R. Bowker saw the problem quite clearly.In 1877,
speaking at the annual meeting of the American Library Association,
he pointed orlt:
The diftculty in regard to obtaining the co-operation of the book trade would
be that publishing booksis a businessand not philanthropy. It is desirableto
approach publishers chiefly from the commercial side. They desire to see
that thereis moneyin it.a
This is essentially the same problem which faces Cataloging-in-Publication today.
Because book sales to libraries do represent a sizable portion of the
revenues of most publishers, the publishing industry has no desire to
alienate librarians by vigorously opposing an idea which has so long
been cherished by librarians and the American Library Association.
At the same time, CIP does not appear to ofier any incentive to publishers which might insure their participation in the program. In 1968,
libraries accounted for approximately 19 percent of the total book
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salesin the United States ($486 million of the $2.6 billion total).5 More
important than the fact that the publishing industry does not depend
overwhelmingly on the library market is the realization on the part of
the individual publisher that libraries are obligated to buy books without regard to the presenceor absenceof CIP entries in those books.
The 1960 report on Cataloging-in-Source pointed out some of the
difficulties involved in eliciting the cooperation of publishers. In 1958,
the Library of Congress approached over 300 publishers to ascertain
whether they would be willing to participate in the CIS experiment. Of
these, 244 agreed to send in page proofs for one or more of their forthcoming books. Flowever, when the project was terminated in 1959,
only 157 publishers or something less than 52 percent of the more than
300 originally approached had submitted proofs for at least one book.6
Perhaps more telling is the fact that in the post-experiment survey
which the Library of Congress took of publishers in 1959 only 50 publishers expressed a willingness to continue in the program.T That is,
something less than 16 percent of the more than 300 publishers approached had cooperated in Cataloging-in-Source and were willing to
continue to do so. Furthermore, "co-operation" on the part of a publisher generally meant submitting a small percentage of his total output. Of the l4l trade publishers who actually submitted proofs-the remaining 16 publishers were U.S. government agencies-only 12 submitted more than 14 books during the entire period. On the other
hand, 106 publishers (or about 75 pe.rcent) submitted fewer than 7
books each.8
The types of books which publishers chose to send to the Library
of Congress for Cataloging-in-Source also indicate something about the
attitude of the industry toward the program. Individual publishers,
realizing that some delay in their production schedules would be inevitable, tended to submit proofs for books which had not been assigned a high priority, rush schedule. This tendency was evident in the
very small percent of CIS books which became bestsellers. Of the 136
titles which appeared on the lists of bestsellers in Publishers'
Weekly during 1958-59,only 5 contained CIS entries.e Unfortunately,
the books which publishers refused to submit for Cataloging-inSource were the very books libraries were most interested in getting to
their readers in the shortest possible time. If Cataloging-in-Publication
is to achieve its objective of reducing the processing time for prime
adult fiction and nonfiction, publishers must be persuaded to submit
their more important titles for prepublication cataloging.
The record of publisher cooperation in the 1958-59 Cataloging-inSource project was a very poor one, and there is reason to suspect that
their performance in the current Cataloging-in-Publication may be no
better. One of the problems encountexed by publishers in the 195859 progtam was the delay involved in sending the proofs to the Library
of Congress. In the words of the 1960 report: "The interruption of
production schedules was reported by a great majority of publishers
Volume 16, Number 4, FalI 1972
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as being a very real problem. Only a few firms experienced no difficulties
of this sort."lo If present plans are carried out, there will be considerably more delay involved in the new program than in 1958-59. In
Cataloging-in-Source the Library of Congress set a 24-hour time limit
for cataloging a book. This emphasis on speed led, however, to some
difficulties for the cataloging stafi.
The work was taxing becauseof the over-all time limit, the presenceof the
"rush" slip, the necessityfor recording the exact amount of time spent, and
the specialdifficultiesinvolved in working with proofs and data sheets.These
{actors combined to produce a feeling of tension and considerably gteater fatigue than in regular cataloging.rl
To relieve pressure on the cataloging staff the new program will operate under a ten-day time limit rather than the previous Z4-hour
limit. This will no doubt relieve some of the tension for the catalogers,
but a week-long delay may prove to be unacceptable to a majority of
publishers.
It has been suggested that the only way to assure satisfactory publisher participation in a Cataloging-in-Publication program is to require their cooperation by force of law. K. A. Lodewycks offered this
solution in 1953.12flowever, the record of Cataloging-in-Publication
in the Soviet Union has demonstrated that even legal requirements will
not necessarilyinsure success.In 1959, the Russian Ministry of Culture
ordered publishers to include cataloging information in all books in
certain classes.At the same time, the burden of cataloging was shifted
to publishers by requiring that books be cataloged at the individual
publishing houses by members of their own staffs.13Even under these
circumstances Cataloging-in-Publication has experienced difficulty. It
was reported in 1970 that "after a decade of effort, the Soviet Union
still has not achieved the comprehensive CIP program that is envisaged
by American proponents of the plan."ra
Supporters of Cataloging-in-Publication have for years-the first instance was in l877rs-argued that publishers would be willing to participate in a program because it would result in increased book sales.
The reasoning is that such a program would permit reductions
in the cataloging stafis of most libraries and so would permit funds
previously spent on cataloging now to be spent for book purchases, thus
resulting in increased revenues for the publishing industry. This argument is faulty in at least two respects.In the first place, it has never
been demonstrated that Cataloging-in-Publication would actually reduce cataloging costs for individual libraries. There was no study
conducted after the 1958-59 project to measure the efiect of the program on the processing routines of libraries. The second fault in the
argument results from its failure to look at Cataloging-in-Publication
from the viewpoint of individual publishers. If indeed the program
did result in increased book sales for the publishing industry, it
would not ofier incentives to individual publishers to include CIP en-
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tries in their books. Publishers will recognize the fact that libraries
cannot base their book selection on the criterion of whether or not a
book contains cataloging copy. Libraries will have to continue to purchase books for their collections without regard for Cataloging-inPublication entries. To the individual publisher, this means that participation in the program will not necessarily result in increased book
salesto libraries.
While there are other problems that Cataloging-in-Publication
presents from the viewpoint of the publishing industry-such as cost,
aesthetic considerations involving the appearance of a facsimile of a libraty card, on the printed page, objections to the printing of authors'
real names in pseudonymous works, and interruptions of production
schedules-the main difficulty is that Cataloging-in-Publication means
to each publisher additional expense and additional problems while
it offers him nothing in return.
Cataloging-in-Publication lrom the Vi,ewpoint of the
Library of Congress
The l95B-59 Cataloging-in-Source experiment was not a happy experience for the Library of Congress. After eight months of the program, there were still some publishers who were willing to continue to
submit proofs for selected books, but the cataloging stafi at the Library
of Congress was nearly exhausted. The problems encountered in 195859 have, however, been valuable in planning for the current Catalogingin-Publication program. A number of changes have been made in the
new project in an efiort to avoid some of the difficulties experienced
in the earlier project.
Probably the most difficult aspect of Cataloging-in-Source for the Library of Congress was the pressure on the cataloging stafi caused by
the 24-hour "nonstop-rush" schedule. The 1960 report concluded that
the catalogers "were unanimous in regarding this type of cataloging as
unrewarding and taxing."r6 To eliminate this pressure CIP will operate on a ten-day schedule. While this undoubtedly will reduce the
pressure on the cataloging staff, it is questionable if the publishers who
complained of the delay involved in the 24-hour schedule will be
able to tolerate the new schedule.
unanges have
Changes
nave also been made 1n
reduce the
tne
ln the new prograln to r€duce
percentage of discrepanciesbetween the catalog entries and books which
had been so high in 1958-59. Of the 1,082 titles published with CIS
copy, 615 or 57 percent of the entries contained one or more errors.l?
Many of the 615 entries included more than one error, resulting in a
total of 1,062 errors. Very close to one half of the errors (505 to be
exact) occurred in the collation. Errors in the imprint accounted for
another lB4 discrepancies. Because the greatest occurrence of errors
was in the imprint and collation, ir has been decided that in CIP these
statements will be omitted altogether. Judging from the 1958-59 project this should reduce the rate of discrepancy from the 57 percent of
Volume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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the CIS experiment to approximately 20 percent. There has been
some discussion of further reducing this discrepancy rate by omitting
all subtitles.te Additional omissions would of course serve to further
decrease the error rate, but at the same time they would reduce the
usefulness of the program. Carried to its logical conclusion, this process
would result in no errors, but also in no entries. In any event, there
will always be a fairly high rate of discrepancy in cataloging done from
proofs. Alex Ladenson, writing in 1960,described the problem:
The basic difficulty is that a book cannot be cataloged adequately until it
has been endowedwith all of the physicalpropertiesof a book. To attemPt to
catalog a book from galley or even page proofs is to ignore some of the fundamental basesof cataloging.le
To the Library of Congress, this means that it must, to all intents
and purposes, catalog every book in the CIP program twice. The Li
brary will first catalog a book from the proofs to prepare the CIP copy.
After the book is published the Library will be faced with the task of
preparing another, completely accurate, catalog entry for its own cata'
logs and for the production of Library of Congress cards to be sold
through the Card Division. The discrepancy rate of the CIP entry will
always be too high to permit a cataloger to accept any part of the entry
without checking it carefully against the published book, and the omissions which are part of the current program will necessitate adding the
collation and imprint in the secondcataloging process.
The problems which Cataloging-in-Publication present for the Library of Congress are not as formidable on the whole as those which
concern the publishing industry. It is the Library of Congress, however, which must, almost alone, bear the total cost of Cataloging-inPublication. ft must be willing to increase its cataloging stafi considerably in order to handle the double cataloging which CIP entails.
Cataloging-in-Publication from the Viewpoint of Librarians
The main purpose of any Cataloging-in-Publication program is, of
course, to provide individual libraries with cataloging information for
a particular book within that book. The simplest way to accomplish
this is to have a facsimile of a Library of Congress card printed on the
verso of the title page of each copy of a title selected for CIP. Ideally,
this would enable each library acquiring the book to produce a set o[
cards, using the cataloging information in the book as the master copy.
In this way, the processof ordering and waiting for catalog cards could
be eliminated, and the book could be processedimmediately. There a.re,
however, a number of obstacles which must be overcome if anything
near this objective can be achieved.
The single factor which might have made Cataloging-in-Publication
the panacea that some of its stronger advocateshave claimed it to be is
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the elusive "cataloger's camera." This is the device which would photocopy the facsimile of the Library of Congress card appearing in a book
and then produce a complete set of catalog cards from that photocopy.
Until the present CIP project the idea of such a camera has been inseparably linked with the idea of prepublication cataloging. The final
rePort on the Cataloging-in-Source experiment saw the cataloger's camera as an integral part of the program:
The underlying concept was that all books could be cataloged once and for
all at some central point by standardizedmethods, and that libraries would
transfer the catalog entries by means of a "cataloger'scamera" from the books
themselvesto cards., . .20
The idea of such a camera has been abandoned, at least for the foreseeable future, for a number of reasons. In addition, the 1958-59 experiment demonstrated that even if a satisfactory cataloger's camera
could be developed, its use would be severely limited because of the
high number of discrepancies between CIP entry and printed book.
The current program has had to completely abandon this concept,
due to the omissions of collation and imprint from the entries. It
would be necessary to add these items to the facsimile before a set of
cards could be produced.
Lacking a method by which card sets could be produced directly
from the CIP entries, the important questions become how and to what
extent libraries will use Cataloging-in-Publication. Unfortunately, there
was no study of the actual use made by libraries of the I,082 entries
which were printed in books during the 1958-59 experiment, and therefore there is no accurate measurement of the impact a CIP program
might have on libraries. There have been a number of surveys taken
with the intention of measuring the attitudes of librarians toward such
programs, and as one would suspect these have shown that they are
endorsed by a large majority of librarians. These surveys could hardly
have come up with a difierent conclusion, since libraries will bear none
of the expensesof a CIP program but stand to reap all of its benefits.
While the surveys have shown very little negative reaction on the part
of librarians, there is some indication of a feeling of apathy toward the
idea.
The often cited "Consumer Reaction Survey," which was taken in
1959 after the cessation of the Cataloging-in-Source project, reached
the conclusion that "the vote for CIS was overwhelming approval, possibly as high as 98 or 99 percent."zl A closer look at the survey shows
that these figures may be misleading. In the first place, the method of
selecting the libraries to be surveyed raises some questions. Rather
than sending the questionnaires to randomly selected libraries, the survey committee followed a difierent procedure:
When the interview form settled down into its final shape, letters were sent
to approximately200 libraries to ask if they would cooperatewith the CataVolume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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loging-in-Source
project to the extent of granting intewiews.
after they consentedthat they sawthe questionnaire.22

It was only

In efiect, only librarians who expressed an interest in the program
were surveyed. It is curious that a 100 percent expression of approval
was not achieved using this method. More telling perhaps is the fact
that 56 percent of the librarians stated that they would conrinue to
purchase Library of Congress or Wilson cards for those books containing CIS entries.2s It appears that while "98 or 99 percent" expressed
approval of the program, only 44 percenr intended to use it for its pri
mary purpose: the preparation of card setsfrom CIS entries.
A more recent survey of librarians was taken in 1970 to measure
their attitudes toward the new CIP project. Like the earlier survey,
it concluded that "97 percent in all welcomed it."24 Again, this indication of overwhelming enthusiasm may be misleading. The survey was
conducted by mailing questionnaires to 391 libraries of all types. However, only 230 questionnaires were completed and returned.26 This
represents a 59 percent response. Of those responding, indeed, 97 percent did express approval. The rnore important factor here, however, is
the percentage of returns. By not taking the time to complete a questionnaire which consisted of 7 multiple-choice questions, a librarian
was at least expressing a degree of indifierence, if not disapproval. If
only 59 percent of all librarians in the U.S. are interesred enough in
Cataloging-in-Publication to take the time to return a questionnaire, the
need for such a program may be doubtful.
More important than the attitudes of librarians toward the CIP
program is the question of how CIP entries will be utilized. With the
elimination of the concept of the "cataloger's carnera" to produce
card sets directly from CIP entries, librarians are faced with a rather
limited range of options. Each CIP entry will have to be recyped onto
card stock to prepare a master card from which a card set can be produced. It has been suggestedthat this is not a cataloging task, but rarher a clerical operation.26 }fowever, the rate of discrepancy between the
entries and the books will necessitatecareful examination of every CIP
entry. This, together with the tasks of retyping the partial CIP entry
and examining the book itself to obtain the missing imprint and collation would appear to require a cataloger rather than a clerk. Because
the missing information must be supplied as rhe master card is typed,
it will probably be necessary for a cataloger to prepare the entire
card. Perhaps the most economical method of producing card sets
under these circumstances would require the use of an IBM Magnetic
Tape Selectric Typewriter (MT/ST). An MT/ST would permit a cataloger to type a number of master cards onto a tape which could later
be run off by a clerk to produce the card sets. Because of the increased
typing time on the part of catalogers,utilization of CIP entries by a library may require an increase in its cataloging stafi while permitting a
reduction in its clerical staff.
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Conclusions
Any Cataloging-in-Publication program is made difficult by the fact
that publishers, the Library of Congress, and the libraries which will
use the entries must all cooperate and must find such a program consistent with their individual objectives. Publishers must be willing
to include in their production schedules a step which will permit
galley or page proofs to be sent to the Library of Congress, and they
must be willing to pdnt in each copy of every title cataloged in the
program the catalog card facsimile prepared by the Library of Congress.
The Library of Congress must be willing to accept practically the entire expense of the program and must set up a department to rush
catalog the titles submitted by publishers. 'fhe libraries which will
use the CIP entries will have to demonstrate that the program is indeed as useful as has been claimed. If the publishers, or the Library of
Congress, or libraries find the program inconsistent with their objectives, the program is destined to failure.
Cataloging-in-Publication programs, in spite of a long record of
failures, seem always to be approached by librarians with surprising
optimism. The optimism surrounding the current program is very
much in evidence in recent journal articles which have appeared on
the subject. A more critical attitude might in the long run mean the difference between the program's successor failure. The fact that any Cataloging-in-Publication program is fraught with problems should not be
glossed over by the optimism of well-meaning libradans. The program
would be better served by a more objective examination of the problems
facing it.
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Title Entryas Unif Entry
Jev E. Derr.y
Grad,uate School of Library and, Information Sciences
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsb urgh, P ennsylaani,a

Author entry as main entry is derived from traditions that are no
longer aalid when the identical entry can appear under rnany d,iferent headingsor is used in a computerizedsystem.Title entry as unit
entry eliminatesthe unnecessary
choice of a main entry and, prevents
problems of i,dentificationin a computerizedsystem. The resulting
sirnplif,cation of processingsharply reduces the need, for d,escriptive
cataloging by professionals wi,thout sacrificing quality as all entries
are of equal aalue.

Main Entry

was an accepted conclusion. Scholars have always cited authors, hence
the "natural" rule that entry should be made under author. Panizzi's
rules did not provide for coiporate authorship so that a great portion
of the British Museum catalog was main entry by title under the heading "Anonymous." Strictly interpreted, main entry is a convenience of
book catalogs. If full entry is to be found in only one place, then a system of rules is necessary to establish autho$hip so that, in Panizzi's
theory, anyone aware of bibliographic practice could find the full entry
without recourse to cross referencing by added entries for title, secondary authors, and subject.l

eventually standardizing the number ordered for all books cataloged.

Volurne 16, Number 4, FalI 1972
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Even the development of locally produced unit cards did nothing to
bring the tradition into question.2
The tradition was exported along with other accomplishments of

of a main entry system is to condense information
of space in a book catalog.

for practical reasons

Unit Entry

tries, we can define the method as main entry and the particulat tyPe
of main entry as author, following Panizzi's rules, or "Author or Equiv'
alent" in Cutter's method, now substantially preferred in the Anglo-

edition. These may be compared with the following list:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tirle
Subtitle or alternate title
Author statement
Edition statement
Edition identification (illustrator, translator, editor, etc.)
Place, Publisher
Date
Pagination
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9. Illustration
10. Seriesstatement
ll. Price, Standard Book Number, Binding, etc.
(Given before Seriesin SBO;a
These elements constitute the endogenozrsitems of description that
identify copies down to edition. We might, if we wanted to be quite
pretentious, call them the endogerzs of description, borrowing our
terminology from the Greek, through French and biological science of
the 1830s.In biology, the distinction is made between pathological conditions that arise within the organism (endogenous) and those that
invade it (exogenous). For a book, the endogenous elements should be
found in the copy at hancl, and it is an accident or peculiarity of the
edition if any must be ascertained from reference sources. Other elements such as descriptive notes and contents notes are usually endogenous as well, but the former may identify a single copy and the latter
is very much a matter of choice in format as well as precise statement.
An annotation is as much a contents note as is a list of the individual
parts of a book. The important thing to note here is that we are dealing with details needed ro creare a unit entry on the reasonable basis
tllat no two copies of difierent editions will have all these details in

Except for some contents notes, all else is exogenous and must be
derived by reference from another source than the book in hand,
whether subject heading list, classification schedule, or book of rules
for selection of main entry. we can now add more elements of description, it being understood that these are derived not solely from direit
quotation of printed mater in the copy at hand, thereby further limiting the definition of a bibliographic endogen.
12. Descriptive notes
13. Contents notes (or annotations)
14. Tracing

Unit Entry in Automated Systems
To store bibliographic information in a computer and minimize
programming difficulties, these fourteen elements may be divided into
independently searchable, dependently searchable, and non-searchable
Volume 16, Number 4, FalI 1972
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fields. A long seties of experiments on the author's part, but especially an experiment conducted by a skilled programmer showed that title
entry was an independently searchable field and the principal field of
identity. I'hat is, only the title can be programmed to take full advantage of the redundancy of natural language so that inquiry can be
based on approximation rather than precise statement. Obviously a
proper name must be correctly spelled to be found, there being no redundancy at all until unnecessaryportions are added. Smith, John and
Smita, Joan are two difierent identifications however you want to chop
them. "Laws of Iran" if spelled "Lhws of Irhn" would still be searchable becauseof the redundancy in position of terms and the ubiquitous
particle "of." The particularity of "Iran" as the name of a country aids
in identification, but that must be disregarded here. The crucial test
is in the natural language and its consequences."Laws" may be varied
throughout the alphabet for the second letter, but only "lows" is an
English word. The choice is limited to "Laws of Iran," "Laws of Iraq,"
"Lows of Iran," "Lows of Iraq," etc. As the only element to be given in
the response to every inquiry, the title alone serves as a primary identifying feature. More identification is conveyed by the title than any
other endogenouselement of bibliographic description.
This can be simply tested by referring to the title section of
Boohs in Print and The Subject Guid.e to Books in Print and counting
the number of books with the same title and different authors. Either
"economics" or "education" makes a good test, especially if the term
is truncated to "Econom" and "educat" and all the book titles with
these words are listed. The result of the test will show that no proper
name can be truncated without producing irreconcilable ambiguity
and that a greater amount of identifying detail is needed for proper
names to resolve the ambiguity than is required for titles. Even if the
title is, for instance, "Economics" the ambiguity is within controllable
limits.
Obviously syntactical words such as "the, a, an, of, and . . ." do not
constitute a fair or reasonable test. It is just these words in the title
that may be programmed so that inquiry is not dependent upon precise statement. The initial article is suppressedin any case.
All inquiries yield the title as well as the element sought, including
all that is stored if necessary. Independently searchable fields may be
sought as logical products of fields, but the title is necessary as an element of the logical sum of dependently searchable fields. No inquiry
can be based on a nonsearchable element.

Principal fielil
l. Title
Not Searchable
,
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Independently
Searchable
2. Subtitle or Alternate title
3. Author Statement
6. Publisher
10. SeriesStatement
library

4.
5.
7.
9.

Dependently
Searchable
Edition Statement
Edition Identification
Date
Illustration
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ll. Standard Book
Number
8. Pagination
13. Contents note (in(8. Size)
cludes "Bound
t2. Descriptive Notes
with" as contents
note)
14. Tracing
The distinction between searchable and nonsearchable fields is easy
to discern. Even descriptive notes are of little value in the average
search, and it can be assumed that few if any users would want to
find a book based on the number of pages or number of volumes. In'
formation that will be needed as the basis of search may be put in
other fields. The contents of the nonsearchable fields would be printed
out, but no search strategies may be based on any of these fields. In'
dependently searchable fields may be searched on the basis of complete information such as the whole subtitle or alternate title, author,
ieries statement, and tracing-the usual areas where entries are made
at present in a manual system. A programming feature to Prevent inordinate listing on the basis of a search is easily developed so that the
number of items within a search field can be offered the user before the
Place

\
l

other means fail, but any list made for a certain number would be
limited to one item if the complete number was used as the limit of the
titles to be listed. Other programs can be developed so that analysis
of contents is possible. Independently searchable fields may be combined into limited strategies using the title field or other independent
fields where partial information can be used to obtain a comPlete record for identification. These possibilities can be investigated as the library develops its program.
Dependently searchable fields, however, can be used only in conjunction with the title. There is often need to determine how many
different editions of a title the library has, especially in p,,r'ocessing
gift books, so that identification of edition by means other than numbering is listed as a separate dependently searchable field. Date and il'
lustraiion are each of value in the search for different editions of a
title, although it is very doubtful that either field alone is of much value
as means ofJearch. An inquiry for all the third editions of all books in
the library would be foolhardy and ought to be prevented in the pro-
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puterized method of inquiry, although obviously the system musr be
limited to what technology aftords. It is very likely that the whole catalog of a large research library can never be put into a searchable online fiIe. There seems to be no good reason why it should be if the
same results can be achieved by a variety of up-dared bibliographies
basedon the independently searchablefielcls.
Only the briefest tinkering with rhe MARC tapes is necessary ro
establish that they comprise a valuable reference source but are not
suitable for use in systems automation. The amount of "garbage" in
the tapes is of less consequence than the fact that no system other than
that developed for a particular library can provide a means of accumulating data, storing, and manipulating it as the materials processing system demands. It must be the most apparent fact in the world
that every library has a unique collection calling for a particular selection and processingoperation.
One of the old problerns, if not bugbears, of technical services operations has been how to pass along information gathered in the acquisitions process so that catalogers need not retread steps already
covered. An automated system that cannot resolve the dilemma is insufficient, and title unit entry is the only way found to achieve what
systemsautomation aims for.
Early in the development of various projects meant to codify thinking about systemsautomation, a curious paradox was revealed. Arranging temporary files by main enty, as prescribed by cataloging rules,
meant that a book would, in efiect, have to be cataloged from other
than the best source. Bibliographers have always demanded a copy in
hand before they begin their work; yer, on-order files were suppoGd to
be arranged by main entry before the book was obtained, sometimes
before_it was published. The question led to a conclusion about unique
entry- files: Main entry assumessecondary entries. Unique entry means
that for one item there must be only one entry. On-order files especially require this rule if unwanted duplicate copies are not to snarl the
processing and deplete the budget {or materials.
For reasons that reconfirm title entries as the least troublesome in
single entry systems,title entries are virtually essential in unique entry
systems. Field experiments comparing matching operations under
AACR
entry as unique entry, as against title entry as unique
-main
entry brought incontrovertible evidence that clerical personnel could
utilize title unique entry files with greater speed, gteate. success,and
greater accuracy than was ever possible with established main entry
in unique entry files. Repeated irials brought the same resurt, henci
reluctantly we musr difier in this detail from welch in her article "Acquisitions" in the Encyclopedia of Library antl Information science.a,s
If an orderly progression of steps is to lead. ultimately to the announcement that certain material is available for use by the patrons
of a library, then all temporary fiIes and especially the unit entry of an
automated system must utilize title as the principal independently
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searchable element of bibliographic identification. It is inescapable
(and only further evidence so far as the author is concerned) that
the computer is teaching us a great deal about librarianship that we
failed to notice before,
Data can be accumulated as it is found and incorrect data revised
so that the establishment of the record parallels the procedures of obtaining, cataloging, classifying, and announcing that materials are available for use. In other words, the sequence of elements is fixed so that
endogenous elements of bibliographic descriprion can be handled by
clerical personnel from the point of selection ro the point of establishing the choice and form of entries and the classification for a particular library. The record can be identified as
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Desiderata
On Order
Received
In Cataloging
Cataloged
Listed (in Accessions
List or otherwise)

Any data collected in this process may be stored in the appropriate
field of the appropriate record and revised as necessary. Indeed, the
fallibility of human beings in citing bibliographic detail accurately
need not hinder accessto the record sought even if it must be selected
from those that are obtained in response to an inquiry.
Unit Entry in Existing Systern
Too many years as practicing librarian make any large revision for
whatever theoretical reason undesirable to the author. All the foregoing would never have been offered for discussion outside the sheltered environment of his laboratory, if the author had discovered that
a change of existing records is essential to establish a title unit enry
procedure in automated systems or in the popular semimechanized
systems that abound in all types of libraries. In fact, often enough,
title is main entry, so that for the dictionary catatrog there is little
change except where an ettot of filing has survived despite all reason
and logic.
Filing should go from added entry authors directly to the title. The
main entry author must be disregarded if the cross referencing function of added entry is not to be lost. In fact, there is as much reason to
file by subject then by title as by subject then by author, although the
latter appears to be preferable. Subject headings are a natural language approach to an artificial system of classification even when there
is little correspondence between the two. They are never separable
because the classification is simply an artificial approach to a natural
language classification obtained by the title of the book. The tendency
of catalogers is to make subject headings of titles, because in a highly
Volume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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amPle,
fran. Laws, statutes, etc.
for both, as well as the required transcription of the title page for the

tablished as a functional method of arrangement for all temporary
files, even books awaiting processing, that further argument seems un'
necessary.
Title Unit Entry and Cataloging-in-Source
A close study of the possibility that uniform cataloging informa'
tion can be a part of a book convinces one that the reason for previous
failure was more mechanical than actual. Errors in the collation as
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g anything tended to discredit the expeliment of the late
ay{r
1950s..This is highly regrettable because collation is the very element
that is most easily ascertained by a trainecl clerk or technical assistant.6
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ders with the speed of a computer. For new books, the very ones most
desired by patrons, it is frankly impossible at Present.
If, into the bargain, publishers would accept Standard Biblio-

nation.
Rules f or Title Unit Entry
(l) Title:

(2) Subtitle or alternate title:

.
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Transcribe the title exactly as found on
the title page or its substitute but observing the rules of capitalization and
punctuation. Do not re-arrange elements
found unless clearly indicated by the nature of the book and other bibliographic detail. Capitalize only proper names
and proper adjectives, as in formal English, and the first word of the title. Do
not omit articles or shorten the title.
Include the complete subtitle or the alternate title, distinguishing between the
two by punctuation. Subtitles are preceded by a comma following the title.
Alternate titles are preceded by a semicolon, the word "or" if found on the title
page, and a comma. The first word of a
subtitle is not capitalized. The first word
of an alternate title is capitalized. Subtitles do not begin with the word "or."
Do not supply the word "or" in brackets if not found on the title page.
Library Resources 6 Technical Seruices

(3) Author sraremenr:

(4) Edition sratemenr:

The author or authors of the work are
always cited and always identified by
the word "by." This may be suppliecl
in brackets if not found on the title
page. If found on the title page, it is
preceded by a comma and the name (or
names) of the authors given exactly as
found on the title page. If more than
three authors are given, all after the
first are omitted and this is followed by
the words "and others" in brackets ii
the work is in the English language. If
the work is in another language, the
abbreviation "et al." is supplied in
brackets, but not underlined or italicized. Authors may be actual persons,
imaginary persons, or corporate bodies.
Do not use the name of the publisher
as author. If publisher's name precedes
the title on the title page, it should be
so transcribed. If not, it will ordinarily
be shown in the imprint. Compilers or
editors of the first edition may be considered authors.
At times a book is published in a special
edition with editor given, such as "I I
ed. by Christopher Morley." This can
be transcribed precisely. At other times
a new edition may be published without
identifying it except by the editor's
name. Sometimes the only clue to the
edition is the name of a translator or an
illustrator. At times, the illustrator or
editor may be a compiler as well and
really be equivalent to an author so that
his name must be shown in the author
statement. Transcribe the information
found on the title page or rhe verso of
the title page regarding identification of
edition, but do not attempt to locate
such information elsewhere.

Obvi-ously, details of spacing on catalog enlries will have to be cletermined in local applications of this system. The examples of problem
casestise block spacing and include all matter found on the tiile page
and elsewhere to demonstrate some of the peculiarities of the system.
Volume 16, Number 4, Falt 1972
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The rules and rnany examples will be found in Cataloging.of Separate'
,q Tt*t
and Worhbooh for Li.brary TechIy pubtished, Monographt)
Myers. It is
nical Assistants, co-aulhored by Jay Daily and Mildred
from
variations
suffrcient here to state that ther-e are no significant
descripti.on-is
far
as
so
cataloging Rules of 1967
the Anglo-american
concern"ed. The difierence iJ in establishing that the unit entry will be
Description a-s the international
equivalent to Standard Bibliographic
bisis of agreement. The choice of type and form of entry depends on
the library

and the material

being cataloged.
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Booksfor EsfablishingChinese
PersonalNames
Szn-Tsnxc WeNc
Catalog Department
The Ohio State Uniaersit,t Libraries
Columbus, Ohio
The Library ot' congressNtrinted,cardsfor chinese literature haae had
a history of only stightly cruera decad,e.They haae not grown into a
aast resource.For the establishmentol Chinesepersonal names, the
cataloger rnust consult a good number of referenie tools, in addition
to the National Union Catalog. The writer lists selected,books in
Chineseas zoell as in other languageswhich haae been
found helpful at the Ohio State tlni,uersity libraries. Each book is described or
eaaluetedfrom the cataloger's
standpoint.
-fHE
ESTABLISHMENT
OF PERSONAL NAME, whether it is to
I be used as the main entry or an added entry, is always imporuant
in the organization of library materials for use. If the personal name
happens to be that of an author of belles-lertres,the establishment of
that name, with proper dates added, will determine the classification.
In organizing the majority of Wesrern language materials, the cataloger has found the National Union Catalog an adequate authority
for establishing personal names. flowever, that is not the case with
many Chinese materials. Since the Library of Congress printed cards
for Chinese literature have had a history of only slightly over u decade,
they have not grown into a vast resource. For the establishment of
Chinese personal names, the cataloger must consult a good number of
reference books, in Chinese as well as in other languages, in addition
to the Nafional Union Catalog.
The following is a list of such reference books that have been found
helpful for establishing Chinese personal names at the Ohio State University libraries since the inception of the East Asian collection over

sideration the nature of the cataloger's work. A cataloget is chiefly responsible for creating authentic records of the materials he organizes
Volunte 16, Number 4, FalI 1972
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for use. He is not engaged in time-consuming research. A cataloger,
therefore, always attempts to "cut through to the heart of the problem" as quickly as possible, and prefers those books that are sensibly
arranged, or well-indexed, or better still, both. All of the books listed
below meet with such requirements. They are divided into three categories: (l) works covering several periods, (2) works limited to a
Jpecific period, and (3) works dealing with a specific profession. Under
each category, the books are further arranged in descending order according to their importance or usefulness.
( 1) W orhs coaering seueralperiods
Li tai i6n wu nien Ii pei chuan tsung piao. ("A chronology of Chinese
personalities through the dynasties, with their native places, from
inscriptional biographies.") Compiled by Chiang Liang-fu. Rev. ed.
Hong Kong: Chung-hua shu chii, 1961.p. 8,753,87.
ThiJ is the most informative chronology of Chinese personalities
from s.c. 551 down to 1919, with their alternative names, native places,
and biographical sources given. The cataloger will find this work clear
and easy to use. The first edition was published in 1937 by Shang wu
yin shu kuan, Shanghai, under titlel. Li tai, ming itn nien li pei chuan
tsung piao ("A chronology of famous Chinese through the dynasties,
with their native places,from inscriptional biographies.")
Li tai mi,ng jdn shtng tsu nien piao. ("A chronology of famous men in
Chinese history.") Compiled by Liang T'ing-ts'an. Shanghai: Shang
wu yin shu kuan, 1933; Reprinted by Chung Mei t'u shu kung ssfi,
1 9 6 9 .p . 2 7 9 .
This work lists the names of approximately five thousand Chinese
of historical importance, dating from the time of Confucius (n.c. 551479) down to the year l9ll. Names are arranged chronologically according to the year of birth, and under each name are given: (l) alternative nalne or names, (2) native places, (3) birth and death dates, and
(4) length of life. At the beginning, there are two indexes to names,
one by the number of strokes, and the other by the four-corner system.
At the end, there are tables of emperors, famous women, and famous
Buddhist monks; preceded also by indexes similar to those for the
main part of the work. The clarity of arrangement and good indexes
make this work convenient to use.
Ku chin |tn wu pieh ming so yin. ("An index to the alternative names
of Chinese personalities, ancient ancl modern.") Compiled by Ch'6n
T6-yiin. Canton: Ling-nan ta hsiieh t'u shu kuan, 1937; Reprinted
by I w€n yin shu kuan, Taipei, 1965.p. 630.
This work comprises over 70,200 given names, pen names, and fancy
names of Chinese personalities, and many of the foreigners that once
served in China. These names are arranged according to the compiler's
o\^/n system, which is explained in his preface. Under each alternative

.
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chung-hu_o
ming ta tz'{r tien. ("Dictionary of chi.ese names.")
-jtn
Edited-ll^
Tu"S Li-ho and orhers. Shanghai: Shang wu yin shu
kuan, 1938; Rgplinte{ by T'ai-wan Shang wu yin shu-kuan,'Taipei,
1 9 6 8 p. . r l 9 r , 1 8 0 8 ,r l 5 9 r .

F

(2) Worhs limited to a specificperiod
Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing period, (1644-1912). Edited by Arthur
'lg4g_44.
W. Hummel. Washington: Government printing Office,
2 v o l s .p . 1 1 , 1 1 0 3 .
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This biographical dictionarY is
handling materials that deal with th
ty. It contains sketches of over ei1
dynastic, racial, military, territorial,
religious phases of Chinese history <
chiei souice materials are the major Chinese biographical literature'
with its clefects corrected, ancl non-Chinese historical documents. ln
addition to biographical sketches, this work ofiers much biographical
information inviluiUtc in both descriptive and subject cataloging. There
are separate indexes to names, boois, ancl subjects, and a list'ing of
names arranged in chronological order'
ch'ing tai hsiieh cht chu shu piao. (''A table of ch'ing scholars and
thEir works.") Vol. y of Chiing tai t'ung shih. -("A__generalhistory
of the ch'ing dynasty.") By Hiiao I-shan. 5 vols. shanghai: Shang
wu yin shu ki-ran, tgdnS; ileprinted by T'ai-wan Shang wu yin shu
kuan, Taipei, 1963.
Of the seien tables contained in the fifth volume of this authoritative history of the ch'ing dynasty, the sixth table on the leading
scholars and their works iivery useful to the cataloger for establishing
chinese personal names. This table is divided into four columns: (D
Name and alternative names, (2) native place, (3) birth and death
dates, and (4) published and unpublished works. It is arranggd i"
chronologicai otb". but the catalo-ger,with some Practice, should not
find it difficult to use.
Biographical Dictionary of Repubtican China. Howard L' Boorman'
Eaito.; Richard C. Howard, associate editor. New York: Columbia
University Press,1967-71.4 vols.
Intended as a supplement to Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period'
(1644-1912), this worl contains over 600 biographies in four volumes'
The cataloger will find it an excellent authority for establishing names
of the chinese, both the living and the dead, for the period l9ll-1949.
The criterion for inclusion in this work is prominence in some aspects
of chinese life, political, military, economic, literary, aftistic, or academic. In addition to the subject's name, alternative name of names'
native place, birth and death date
ject's family background, educatio
writings. The fourth and final vol
liography. It lists the published ,
each biography and the sources, t
preparing the biography.
Hsien tai Chung-huo tso chia pi' ming lu. ("A list of pseudonyP: of
modern Chinese authors.") bompiled by Yiian Yung-chin. Peiping:
Chung-hua t'u shu kuan hsieh hui, 1936; Photocopy by Dai An
Kabushiki-kaisha, Tokyo, 1968.p. 144-
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a former caraloger ar Kuo li pei-p'ing t'u shu kuan
._-Cg-pilgd,by
-.o,r.t.ry
(National_Library of Peiping), this lisr conrains nades,
names,
and pseudonyms of over five hundred modern chinese authors. The
names are arranged by the number of strokes, with real names ap_
pearing in the first column on each page, followed by the corresponding
alternative names in the second column. There is a detailed index to
all the names, and alternative names, and an arphabetical index to
those who write their narnes in romanized forms, or ro-an letters.

pseudonyms, and there are cross references between them. At the end
of each volume, there is an index by the number of strokes.

There is an index by the number of strokes, and an appendix which
groups all personalities by profession.

I
I
I

who's_\llho in Modern china (from the beginning of the chinese Replb_h1 to the end of 1953).Edited by Mix peielberg. Hong Kong:
Ye Olde Printerie,19b4.p. 12,428.
This work contains biographical sketches of over two thousand
leading personalities in variouJ fields of modern china from the es-

A Guide to Doctoral

Dissertations by Chinese Students in America,
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names of Chinese trained in America and Canada.
List of Doctoral Dissertations by Chinese Students in the United
states', 1961-1964. compiled by Li Tzri-chung. chicago: chinese'
American Education Foundation , 1967- p' 84.
This is the continuation of A Guide to Doctoral Dissertations by
Chinese Stud.entsin America, 1905-1960, compiled by Yiian T'ung-li. It

A

United Statesduring the years 1961-1964.
Doctoral Dissertationsby ChineseStudents in Great Britain and Northern lreland, 1916-1961. Compiled by Yiian T'ung-li' lTaipei? 19631

A Guide to Doctoral Di,ssertationsby Chinese Students in Continental
Europe, 1907-1962. Compiled by Yiian T'ung-li. Washington, D'C':
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grouped.-alp^habeticallyby authors under various disciplines.
The caraloger will find this guide 'ery useful for establishing tlre
names of
Chinese trained in continental Europe.
Chu-gohu bunhahai iimb.uxu soha,n.- (,A biographical dictionary
of
chinese intellectuals-") compiled ny Hasiit awa Tokio. peking:
Ch91g-!ua fa ling pien yin kuan, t9i0; Reprintecl in Tokyo?
196I?
p. ,861,Bl5, 1481.
This work was prepared by a
author, and published in
Japanese
"
l^.lj"g^ y-nd_erJapanese occupation during the Sino-Japan'ese Confl ict,
1937-1945. Ir lisrs somewheri berween 4iSOOana 4,60'0
.ont.mporar-y
chinese prominent in cultural and educational fields,
and is particulaiIy stro'g. in petsons trained at the
Japanese universities. For each person, it gives his name, alternative nu.rre o, names, birth
date, native
place, education, career, and writings or other achievements.
The brief
biographical sketches are arranged iccording to the number
of strokes.
(3) Worhs dealing with a specific profession
chung4uo

utn

hsiieh chia ta tz'il tien. ("A dictionary of chinese
T'an Ch6ng-pi. Shanghai: Kuang
by \,V€n shih ch'u pan sh6, Hon[
rhical sketches of more than 6.g00

jlff i,::j
name
s,birthanddeathdates,.
?
T:.fffr;,:r:
"
",t,1;:'".11".ili:i
th.e most, significant.-writings. The arrangement is chronologicai,
3nd.

beginning with Lao-tzir (b_.ca. i.c. b7r) and including
with a writer
.
who died in 1931. The index
to the ,rur,'", is arranged,'by the number
of strokes.

Chunghuo hua chia iA?.
ta tz'il, tien. (,,A biographical dictionary
of chinese painters.") "1i?9
Ediied by sun ra. strangtail snen chou kuo
sh6, 1940; Reprinted by T'ai-wan tung fang shu tien, Taipei,
fl1^ng
1 9 6 2p. . 6 , 4 , 7 5 2 .
T-his
_biographical dictionary of Chinese painters through the dy_
nasties also includes writers who have made achievements"in
the artistic fields. Each biographicar sketch gives the artist's name,
arternative name or names, n_ativeplace, chief" activities, and a
description of
.*kr
an$.s1fl-e. No exalt birth or death date i, gi"""; lnly the
lI
dynasty
in which he flourished is indicated. Howevea"uiutiogruphical
source or sources are often cited, and the cataloge, can so-eiimes
determine the exact birth and death dates from tf,ese sources.
There is
an index to the names accorcling to the number of strokes.
chung-huo li tai shu hua chuan h'o chia tz{r,hao so yin.
(..An index to
the alternative names of Chinese calligrapher,
p*rrters through
the dynasries.") compiled by shang ch'cttg-tr,r
"rraaird Huang Hua.
Volume 16, Number 4, Fatt 1972
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Peking: J6n min mei shu ch'u pan sh6, 1960; Reprinted by Chungkuo shu hua yen chiu hui, 1968.2 vols.
This work contains approximately sixteen thousand alternative
names for Chinese calligraphers and painters from the Ch'in dynasty
(s.c. 25b-209) through Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1912). Its chief source
material is Chung-kuo hua chin jtn ming ta tz'ti tien ("A biographical
dictionary of Chinese painters"), edited by Sun Ta, but the exact birth
and death dates are given. The first volume gives the artist's alternative name or names, his real name, his native place, and his specialty,
in that order. The second volume is an index from the artist's real
name to his alternative name or names, with pagination in the first
volume indicated. This work, compiled with painstaking care, serves as
a reliable source for establishing the names of Chinese calligraphers
and painters.
Sung Yilan Ming Ch'ing shu hua chia nien piao. "A chronology of calligraphers and painters of Sung, Yiian, Ming, and Ch'ing dynasties
(960-1912)." Edited by Kuo Wei-ch'ti. Peking: Jdn min mei shu ch'u
p a n s h € ,1 9 6 2 .p . 1 2 t , 7 6 , 5 5 3 , t 6 9 r .
This work includes more than four thousand calligtaphers and
painters, and important collectors, as well as writers related to calligraphy and painting. It lists their names and alternative names, birth and
death dates, length of life, chief activities, and representative works,
with bibliographical sources indicated. The arrangement is chronological, but there is an index to the names by the number of sffokes.
Among the appendices which the cataloger will also find useful are:
(l) a list of additional calligraphers and painters about whom only
scanty information has been found, and (2) a chronology of important calligraphers and painters of the Chin, Sui, and T'ang dynasties,
and the Five Dynasties,covering 265-960 e.n.
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The PeriodSubdivisionin
SubiectHeadings
Lors Mer CuaN
CoIIegeof Library Science
Uniaersi,ty of Kentuchy
Lexington, Kentucky
According to the Library of CongressSubject Headings list and the
SearsList of SubjectHeadings,there are at least six d,ifferentforms in
which period subdivisionsunder main subject headingsare constructed, some with aerbal designations,others with numerical dates. The

nature and function of the period subdiaisionin subject headingsand
uith regardto its usefrom the cataloguser'spoint of uiew.

catalogs,.would legitimately object to the necessity of interfiling headings so difierent in form."2
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The various subdivisions under subject headings do not represent

the cards.
Since certain subject areas, such as history, the politics and government of individual countries, music, and national literatures, lend themselves to historical or chronological treatment, the period subdivisions

However, there is also diversity in the formation of period subdivisions for which there is little apparent logical reason. According to
both the LC and the Sears lists, there are at least six ways of constructing a subject heading with period subdivisions. The Sears list
difiers from the LC list only in the degree of subdivision in period
subdivisions, not in form. The examples used throughout this paper
are taken from the 7th edition of the LC list.
(l) An inverted "noun, adjective" heading, for example:
Sculpture, Ancient
Baroque
Gothic
Medieval
Renaissance
Rococo
Romanesque6
Modifiers such as "Ancient," "Renaissance," "Rococo," and "Modern"
denote both period and subject characteristics. Such headings ale not
true period iubdivisions, and therefore are interfiled alphabetically
with other subheadings that have no period connotation.
However, in certain cases, some of the same adjectives are used as
period subdivisions, instead of as modifiers, for instance:
Music-History
Music-History
The ALA
point:

and criticism-Ancient
and criticism-Medieval.

Rules for Filing Catalog Cards are quite explicit on this

The divisions ANCIENT, PRIMITIVE, MEDIEVAL' RENAISSANCE' BAt454.
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ROQUE, MODERN, etc. are arranged alphabetically, not chronologically,
evenwhen followed by a date (e.g.,HISTORY, MODERN-ZOIh CENTURY),
except when used as further divisions of the subdivisionsHISTORY or HISTORY AND CRITICISM (e.g.MUSIC-HISTORY AND CRITICISM-ANCIENT).6
Note that in the latter case,the headings are filed chronologically.
This type of subdivision is usually not followed by dates. The filer
and the user are assumed to know the proper sequence of these divisions, e.g. "Medieval" comes between "Ancient" and "Renaissance"
or "Modern." Although this creates problems in filing by machine, to
the manual filer, and the catalog user, at least, it poses relatively
few problems, since most of these terms, such as "Ancient" and "Modern," are indicative enough.
(2) A main subject heading with a subdivision in the form of a
noun or phrase (without any dates) clearly denoting a chronological
period or historical event, such as,
English drama-Early modern and Elizabethan
English drama-Restoration
American literature-Colonial period
American literature-Revolu tionary period
U.S.-History-Colonial period
U.S.-History-Revolu tion
U.S.-History-Civil War
In filing, according to both the ALA Rules and the order in which
they appear in the LC Subject Headings list, these subdivisions are a?
ranged chronologically (instead of alphabetically with the other forms
of subdivisions); that is, "[J.S.-History-Revolution"
is filed as if written "U.S.-History-1775-1783," and "U.S.-History-Civil
War" as if
written "U.S.-History- I 86l-l 865."
This peculiarity creates a number of problems. The difficulty in
instructing a machine to file these headings in the proper chronological
order is obvious and has often been commented on in print. The
manual filer must mentally translate the period subdivision into dates,
for these headings are arranged chronologically without chronological
(i.e., numerical) designation. If the filing rules in this particular regard create numerous problems for the librarians, for the average
reader they must be close to a mystery. Moreover, even if the reader's
awareness of the filing rules is taken for granted, it must also be assumed that he has a familiarity with the chronological order of the
events under that particular subject in order to find the headings in
the proper places. This means the reader also must insert the dates
mentally in the headings. Haykin, recognizing this problem, made
the remark: "The date . . makes the sequence of periods in the catalog clear, rvhile the name, if used alone, would make it difficult, sometimes perhaps impossible, for the reader to find." He offered an explanation for the use of such subdivisions in the LC Subject Head-
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irzgs list: "Because terminal dates are not always easy to establish, or
beiause there is disagreement about them, or because certain Periods
and events are familiar to readers, they are sometimes omitted. This

listr
The general principle of decision is that the heading should be that under
whictrit is supposedthat the majority of educatedAmericanswill look.a
It is probably true that "the majority of educated Americans" know
when the Civil War or the American Revolution took place and can
mentally supply the dates to the headings when they use the_ catalog'
However, in the case of many others, especially foreign readers, one
cannot assume a similar degree of familiarity. One cannot expect them
to be able to always recall the dates of these events and to place them
in the proper chronological sequence. With the increasing international siope in the ,tse of Library of Congress catalogs and cards, this
national bias should not be retained.
(3) A main heading with a subdivision containing the name of a
historical period or event followed by dates.
English literature-Middle English (l lO0-l500)
English literature-Early modern (to 1700)
of the Roses, 1455-1485
Great Britain-History-Wars
Great Britain-History-Ffouse of York, l46l-1485
period, 1485Great Britain-History-Modern

the Roses."
(4) A main heading with the name of the century as a subdivision.
English fiction-l9th century
English fiction-20th century
These subdivisions are arranged as if written "1800-1899" (for nineteenth century), "1900-1999" (for twentieth century) , etc. This type of
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subdivision usually occurs when there is a lack of a clistinctive name
for the period or event and in cases where a longer period of time
than a single event or movement has to be covered.
(5) A main heading with a period subdivision constructed with
the preposition "to" followed by a clate.
Great Britain-Hisrory-To 1485
Great Britain-Hisrory-To
I 066
Great Bri tain-History-T o 449
Although this type of heading may cause difficulty in filing by machine,
it presents little problem for the manual filer ancl the user. These
headings usually precede all the orher periocl subclivisions, i.e., as
the beginning period subdivision under a su6ject.
(6) A main heading (often with aspect subclivision) with dates
alone as period subdivision.
English language-Grammar-l 50(Fl 800
English language-Grammar-1800-1870
English language-Grammar- I 870Great Bri tain-History- 1714-1827
Great Britain-History- I 760*I 789
Great Britain-Hisrory- I 789-l 820
Among the different forms listed above, this is the most logical and
straightforward.
From the examples cited above, it is obvious that there is no consistency or uniformity in the formation of the period subdivisions. The
various forms often appear simultaneously under the same main heacling. U.S. and British history will serve as examples:
U.S.-History
-French and Indian War,1755-17G3
-Revolution
- I 783-t 865
-Confederation, l788-l 789
-Constitutional period, 1789-l809
it r^ tt rk
-war of 1898
-20th cenrury
_19t9_1933
Great Brirain-History
-To 55 s.c.
-Roman period, 55 e.c.-449 e.o
*Anglo-Saxon periocl, 449-1066
_1066_1687
-ifi*JFi*

*Commonwealth and Protectorate, 1649-1660
-1660-1714
Volume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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-Restoration, I 660-1688
-Revolution of 1688
-1689-1714
-l8th century
There are no apparent logical or inherent reasons why the perio<l
subdivisions should be formed in six difierent ways, for they all serve
to give the subject a chronological or historical treatment. The diversity in form creates numerous problems while serving no useful
purpose. On the other hand, the revised form proposed for use in the
computer filing code appears to be a logical and the most practical one.
If all the period subdivisions were formulated in one format:
Main heading- (subject subdivision, if any)-dates
od or event, if desired)

(name o{ peri-

the problems discussed above with regard to both filing and using
these headings could be largely eliminated. The period subdivisions
adopted by the Canadian Library of Parliament for use with Canadian
history in the French catalogue follow precisely this format:
e.g. Canada-Histoire
-l 534-1763, Rdgime franEais
-1534-170r
-1701_1763
{t it
-1812, c,r".r" .i"
-1837-1838, R6bellion
-t841-1867
-1866-1870, Invasions fenianese
One can see little reason for objecting to this revision, except a
tenacious adherence to tradition or habits; for, in fact, subject headings with period subdivisions are being filed as if they were constructed according to the above format, e.9., "U.S.-History-Civil
War"
filed as if written "U.S.-History-1861-1865 (Civil War)." The revision will affect the outward forms of the headings only, and will not
disturb the order of the cards already filed in the catalog. On the
other hand, it will facilitate both the filing and the using of the
cards, as the filers and the users are no longer required to supply the
dates mentally, or to transposethem to the proper place.

r. Hines, Theodore c. and Jessica t- ;::::":puter Fitins of Index, Bibliographi.c,
and Catalog Entries, Newark, N.J.: Bro-Dart Foundation, 1966, p.35. Also, Harris
and Hines, "The Mechanization of the Filing Rules for Library Catalogs: Dictionary or Divided ," LRTS, 14:509 (Fall 1970) , and Jessica Lee }J,arris, Subiect Analysis:
Computer Impli,cations of Rigorous Definition, Metuchen, N.J.: The Scarecrow
P r e s s ,1 9 7 0 ,p . l 7 l , 1 8 5 .
2. Cartwright, Kelley L., "Mechanization and Library Filing Rules," Advances in
Librarianship, ed. Melvin I. Voigr, l:83 (1970).
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SubiectAufhority
Concerning
Catalogues
Jonu McKrNlnv
La Trobe Uniaersity LibrarY
B un do ora.. V ic t oria, A ustrali a

A sample of neu entries for a conuentional subject authority list was
analyzed. Mai,n headings uere diuided by form, and subiect subdiuisions by type, as characterized by Hayk"in, antl the occurrence of head'
ings requiring references in each of these forms and types examined..
Only 26 percent ol the cards were for main headings, yet this group
produced 82 percent of the cards requiring references. Some questions
on the ualue of the conuentional subject authmity fiIe are considered.
a conventional subject au'
MAINTAINS
A TROBE UNIVERSITY
thority list on cards. It very closely fits the description by Tauber

in Technical Seraicesin Libraries.
"Ideally, the subject authority file will include a record of all terms
used as subjects in the library's catalog, with the excePtion of names
o[ persons and of organizations-since these will be recorded in the
name authority file, if one is maintained. It will record also the subdivisions used under each heading. Definitions and distinctions will be
given, all cross-referencestraced, and all local variations in practice
from the standard subject heading list will be noted and tlescribed so
that each cataloger will know the pattern being followed."r
A further description of practice at La Trobe is relevant. The latest
edition of the Subjict Headings (Jsed in the Dictionary Catalogs of the
Library of Congressis used as the authority for subject headings' Variations from the LC list are made as required. Only see referencesare used
in the public subject catalogue, and thus only these are traced on
the subject authority cards. References are taken from the LC list,
supplemented by the principles of Haykin,z special needs and common
sense.Copies of the see reference cards are filed in the authority catalogue. Scope notes are not included on the authority cards, but local
variations are noted and described. No subsidiary files, such as a
record of subdividing forms, are as yet maintained.
The reasons for maintaining a subject authority list, and the particular advantages of keeping it on cards, are adequately described in
the literature on subject work. Some questions remain, however.
La Trobe University library establishes about 5,000 new subject
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authority cards each year. of what kind., ancl in what form, are rhese
headings?What type of headings produce references?
In order to attempt to answer these and other related questions, all
subject authority cards produced over a period of three ionths were
.l
examined in detail. In all, ,844 carclswere examinecl.
General Summary

Main Headings

Subject Subdiaisions

tory, Bibliography, and so on. Of the 1,361 cards for subdivisions, 3l
percent were subdivisions of geographical headings. Only 1.9 percent of
Volume 15, Number 4, FalI 1972
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TABLE I
GrNrner. Suurrenv on Sun;ncr Auruorrrrcs
References
Not Required

References
Required

267

Main headings
No. of refs.
Subdivisions
No. of refs.
TOTALS
No. of refs. total.

Totals

216

483

t30l

r36l

r5l7

1844

531
60
lt6

327
647

TABLE 2
MerN HreorNcs
References Required

References Not Required

t65
167
54

102
74
0
37
0
I

63
93
54
84
8
8

Noun
(Dtuect) adjectival
Inverted adjectival
Phrase
Inverted phrase
Compound
Composite
TOTALS

7r

8
9
9
483

I

I

216

267

Totals

TABLE 3
Suryncr Sunprvrsrons
References Required References Not Required Total
Form

Geographical

Period

Topic

TOTAI-S
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Geog
Other
Total
Geog
Other
Total
Geog
Other
Total
G"og
Other
Total
Geog
Other
Total

0
0
0
0
I
I
c

I
6
3
50
53
8
52
60

65

65

37r

37r

436
58
314
372
67
t8
85
994

184
408
4t4
887

r,30r

436
58
315
373
72
19
9l
227
234
46r
422
989
r,361
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these cards required references, compared with b.b percent of ,,other',
cards.
The subdivisions are broken down into type, once again in Haykin's
explanation. Geographical subdivippear impossible urrtil it is realizecl
rdivision, the one actually being esThus, this caregory is of the type
or United States-Commerce_Crrba,
and so on.
The analysis of the type .f subdivisions is very revealing. only 34
percent of the subdivisions were by topic, but thii group pioduceit sg
percent of all subdivision cards requiring references. Thirty-rwo percent of the subdivisions were Form (or standard) subclivisions. fnis
'the
group, which is in fact 24 percent of
whole sample
^the of authority
cards, produced no referenceJ.Twenty-seven percent of
subdivisions
were. G_epglaphical, and produced only one ieference (a reverse reference). Finally, 7 percent of the subdivisions were by period. Most of
the.latter- (79-p_ercent)were subdivisions of g"ogruphi.ul heaclines an(r
in a_Ilproduced l0 percenr of the cards requirii!.Ef"i"rr."r.
Looking.at this from anorher poini of v-iew, as before, ll.5 per_
cent of ropic subdivision required-references, 7 percent of periocl,^0.3
percent of Geographical, and none of Form.
One final observation can be made. For geographical names, 54 per_
cent of subdivisions were Topic subdivisioris, tz p."."*tt were period,
15 percent were Form, and 14 percent Geographicil. For ,,other" types
of heading^s,39 percent were F-orm subdiviiions, 84 percent were G-eographical, 25 percent were Topic, ancl 2 percent were period.
Distribution of Form Subd,iuisions
one further analysis was made. As was noted above, 32 percent of
subdivisions were form subdivisions, which represented 24 percent of
the whole sample. The occurrence of form subdivisions is recordecl in
-r'able
4. Three of these form subdivisions account for ?0 percent of
the total. These are Bibliography, 27 percenr; History (or History &
criticism),-.24percent; and Addresser, .riuyr, lectures, lg percent. These
three subdivisions, in fact, represent l6 perient of the whole sample.
Conclusions
The conclusions that can be drawn from this information are of
two kinds, with difierent kinds of significance.
In the first place, the relative lreq,rency of various forms of main
headings and the types of srUlect subdivisions can be seen.
-difierent
3y_bject
whether the proportions are
for an established librarv rarher
than an establishing library such as La Trobe, which was founded in
I965, cannot be determined. As an obvious example, the relatively higrr
frequency of occurrence of the subdivision Biblilgraphy (6 percent of
the,whole. sample) may well reflect a new librar/deveioping
a strong
bibliographical base collection.
Volume 16, Number 4, Fail 1972
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TABLE
Drsrnrsurrox

4

or Foeu SusolvrsroNs

Addresses,essays,lectures
Bibliography
Bio-bibliography
Case studies
Collected works
Collections
Congresses
Dictionaries
Directories
Handbooks, manuals, etc.
66
History
(History and Criticism) 39
Indexes
Periodicals
Societies,etc.
Statistics
Study and teaching
TOTAL

.

464

79
lt8
I
l8
J

l6

27
22
il
n

\
)

r05
9
n
i

^
5
436
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To return to the quotation which l gave at the beginning of this
article, Tauber, after describing the conventional suEject authority
file, continues:

REF'ERENCES

l' Maurice F. Tauber, arrd associates,Technicar Seraicesin Libraries
(New york:
press,I954), p.t66.
^ !ot11n]a IJ4iversity
2' David*Judson_Haykin, subject H'ead.ings;a practicar Guid.e (washLngton,D.c.:
covt. Print. Otr., l95l) .
3. Tauber, TechnicalSeraicesin Libraries, p.166.
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SubiectHeadings
On Changing
Jouu B. Wnrre
DePartment of LibrarY Science
N orthern I llinois UttiuersitY
DeKaIb, Illinois
By introducing ample crossreferencesand explanatorynotes into the
subiect elements ol the catalog, cunency can be achieaed'without
sacrificingpreuioussubiect approachesor requiring extensiaere-doing
of sub'jectcards.

semipermanencebefore he abandons old headings for new. -- ._.
is to advocate greater flexibility in subTL" pnrpore o[ this paper
-conservatism
of catalogers, no one-need fear
ject cataiogsl Girr.tt the
headings. The object is to
and
transient
massive iniroduction of new

cards.
Catalogers tend to view a change of subject headings as a disaster
whose proportions vary with the number of cards that must be changed.
that no cards be changed at all.
I propose
^
Instead, a norecard is placed at the beginning of the subject heacling now being discontinued, reading to this effect:
was discontinuedJune 1971.For later
Note: the use of this subject-heading
materialsee
A similar notecard under the new heading will read:
was begun June 1971.For earlier material
Note: use of this subjectJreacling
Headings like "Natural philosophy," once used for what came to be
'
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called "Physics," are more accurate for the books they index than rhe
r".-:. heading,, and more useful than .,physics_To t'gOO."Books
per_
taining to a subject -which has parameters in time ought to have heacrings consistent with the climate of knowledge of that tim"e.
These reference-notes on headings .,'"iu ,e.rre the user better by
grouping his material for him in chronological segments. The
mosi
recent books will be under the latest headini that lias won acceptance
uy
specialists in th_atsubject. The notecaicls will refer to previously
lhg
used but discontinued headings that are synonymous or virtually
so,
giving the time-span of each.
If old books are re-ceived_subsequent
to a change in subject headins,
the.old heading is still available una ir -o.e appropriate. The
anaclironisms that sometimes occur when new tu"gruge is rrsed for oltr
material can be avoided.
In a time like the present when there is a wicrespread reconsideration of social valuer and *hen numerous groups are protesting
with
much justice the discriminarion and obloqu! to which ihey have been
subjected, even the catalog departments-ihe backwater of the library
profession-are feeling great pressure to revise headings which, now
that the scaleshave fallen from our eyes, are seen to be"discriminatory,
pejorative, judgmental, and offensive. The task forces of the social Responsibilities Round rable have called artenrion to many of them, showing. how they reflected the outlook of the dominant elements of our:
soclety.
reminded that the catalog is supavoid the use of headings that re_
and pervasive. Yet this is a counsel
-he material being cataloged. Our
evised the headings now under atudgment. They were not conscious

astrreyperceivecr
it. They

aoxl".?l*i:,*::tjlT":j"ff::'J

"""..and pictures, and ,nuny oih". things
deviations, immoral literature
on which the social outlook has now considerably altered. Nor can we
today.ignore the fact that many books and. articles were produced dealing with such subjects, ancl from the point of view which the rreaclings
accurately reflect.
Instead, therefore, o{ extensive replacement of such old, now out_
dated. headings by ones believed mori nearry neutrar, they might
well
be allowed to remain in the catalog, their use discontinued, a notecard calling attention to that fact an? referring to the newer heaclings
where similar marerial will be found. Let the"old headings remain is
evidence of the social climate of a former dav.
A misconception about the neutrality of subject headings needs to
,
be corrected. It will be very difficult to purge a latalog of a"ll headings
that m_ight be ofiensive ro some group. Hdadings do not and shouid
not reflect the opinions of catalo[ers. They reflEct, as they musr, the
Volume 16, Number 4, FaII 1972
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material caraloged. Thus headings that appear judgmental and opinionated do so because that is the nature of the stuff that comes under

an accurate heading.
Materials dealing with criminals, the insane, the defective, etc', deal
to a large extent with segments of society widely belieaed to be c,riminal, ins"ane,or defectiroe.There are differences of opinion as to the
meaning of such terms. Individuals who find themselves branded with
them mly very well object. But the task of the cataloger is to provide
access to the literature dealing with these subjects as viewed by the
writers. If new and more suitable headings are needed for today's ma'should
be merely discontinued, with reference
terial, the older ones
made to the new. To force yesterday's literature to fit today's headings
is likely to do a disservice to the user of the older material. The bed of
Procruites, altered in dimensions as the social climate changes, should

women"; instead see "\Momen in business.") "Negro artists," "Negro
librarians," and similar headings, are likewise objected to (apart from
the use of "Negro" instead of "Black"). The fact remains that books
and articles dealing with those subjectshave been published.
There are *uny terms to which society has imparted different
meanings with the Passageof time. As Dan Bergen suggests,we must be
urvute of the milieu in which a document is prepared as well as that
in which it will be used. There is "a cultural unconscious, or com'
plex of unexamined assumptions, which imparts a Particular texture
to the intellectual life of a period."t
A catalog serves its users best when

.
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its makers are mindful

of this
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fact. Headings must be altered from time to time to reflect these changes.
By the same sign the older headings, however erroneous they now
seem, ought to be left as they are, with reference cards relating the old
and the new.
. The Library of Congress could helpfully incorporate this feature
into its published list of subject headings. Insread of merely referring
from a discontinued heading to its replacemenr, LC could note, "Discontinued Jan. 1972. See
." The old but discontinued headings

vor with both camps-the users, by serving them better, and the catalogers by enabling them to achieve currency of headings without extensive and costly reheading of cards.
l. Bergen, Dan, Review ot: papers
the Indiana Uniuersity Library Dedicati,on,, B-loomington Campus, October
"r:::::
9-10, 1970 in Library euarterly +t:t+2-l
(Oct. l97l) .
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and
Library of CongressClassification
SubiecfHeadingsRelafingfo Slavic
and EasternEurope
r,rly'nsyr_venvH,{
(Ini,uersity of T oronto
Toronto, Canadtt

the Russian schedules. For the last half century not much has been
tlone by the Library of Congress to rectify this defi'ciency and, consequently, these sched'ulesare inadequate and obsolete in many areas'
In some instances the LC classffication schedules themselaes and
new instructi,ons as to their use i'ndi'cate that there is a certain ap'
prehension on the part of LC to introduce new classifiation sched'

ministration and library users.

system
originally designed and developed about 1900 as a utilitarian
for the use of-that particular library. At that time "the classification
of our collection wal assumed to be of concern solely to ourselves, that
of this Library within itself" stated
is to the efficient administration
the Report of the Librarian of Congress in June 1916.1 Since then the

.
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Union or within its political orbit. The existing subject headings do
-each
not provide a direct approach to the material of
individual slavic

ClassA-General Worhs and,polygraphy
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states.
ClassB-BJ-Philosophy
It. must be stated with clue creclit to the Library of Congress that
some very useful additions and changes were introduced in the classification schedules of the philosophy Jubclasses.They are quite an improvement over the original ones and save time for catalogers'
Class C-Auxiliary

Sciencesof History

Union in Europe and three Union Republics in the Caucasus has not
been taken into account at all, not even to the extent of the Austrian
provinces like Styria, Lower Austria, or Vorarlberg, which are. German
in language ancl culture ancl are inhabitecl by the same people as the
rest of Austria.
Is there any logical or practical explanation why VorarlbgrS _o1
Styria in Austria should get separate and fuller treatment by the Library of Congress than the Baftic countries together and individually,
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white Russia, Ukraine, and the Molclavian ssR or Armenia, Azcrbaijan, and Georgia in the Caucasus? In fact, the numismatics of the

contents.
ClassD-History:

General and OId World,

The fact that radical changes took place in that region has not as
yet been taken into consideration, and it must be stated in all fairness
that Babine's approach to the task entrusted to him, unlike A. F. W.
schmidt's, was not scholarly bur rarher politically oriented. while
Schmidt recognized rhe existence of national minorities within the

These schedules require a complete revision in order to adapt rhem
to.-the present situation in Eastern Europe. Keeping in line wittr the
Library of congress schedule for western b,urope,-thd Eastern European
and central European countries should be iccorded the same treatment so that one general principle may be observed throughout. There
is no need to develop new tables for subdivisions, thus biinging even
more confusion into the classification schedules. Instead, ei-ther new
schedules should be provided for the new material to be classed.from
now on, or at least a table for local history and description for former
Austrian provinces should be used.
This should also be applied, with the addition of a number for local
subdivision, to all union Republics of the u.s.s.R. This change, if introduced, would lead to a unified inductive system which would'be easy
Volume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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to apply and at the same time it would Prevent the present confusion.
It may be mentioned at this point that Poland's classification schedules
are already closed for all practical Purposes, since the last number now
in use is DK 443, and DK 445 is already assignedto Finland.
Inadequacies in Babine's schedules were well recognized in their
application to Russian literature a long time ago when Miss Voegelein
was entrusted with the development of new comPrehensive schedules
in 1948. Babine's schedules are even more inadequate for other Slavic
Iiteratures and require a substantial revision. The same could be said
about his schedules for history in the DK and DR subclasses.This
revision is warranted by both political changes in Europe and by the
great amount of Slavic material as well as non-Slavic material on the
Slavs which is published nowadays and which is being acquired by
North American libraries.
Speaking of the DK subclass of History, we believe that for clarity

(DK 507 and DK 508). This means that the original planning or assignment of classification numbers missed the goal and therefore must
be revised as. for instance: DK 501 for Northern Russia, DK 503 for
Eastern Russia, DK 507 for Western Russia and DK 508 for Little Russia.
The last two numbers have already been reassigned to White Rus-

parts of Russia and their history is not much difierent from the rest
of Russia.
It is a completely difierent story when we come to the non-Russian
border lands (Baltic countries, White Russia, Ukraine, Bessarabia,
and the Caucasus countries). Another superfluous Library of Congress
classification number is DK 509 for "southern Russia, including
Noaorussia, Blach Sea, Caucasus, Armenia, etc., in uarious combi,nations." This number makes no sense at all and is unnecessary, because
the regions specified do not form a unit of any kind. The former tsarist
name "Novorussia" has been abolished because it was a government
name for what always has been Southern Ukraine. Armenia has its own
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The rorrect subject heacling for thar particular book shoulcl have
been: uhraine-History-Kieaan
period. ind crassed in Ukrainian historical number. For clarity's sakg such a subdivision (i.e. Kieuan period) is imperative for Russian, Ukrainian, and white Russian
historv to
cover the period before the Tatar invasion in 1240. {Jnfortunately'the
Tibraryof congress authorities are hard to convince
as to the advantage
of introducing such changes.
To cover miscellaneous
,works dearing with various aspects of attempts by subjugated people
ro resrore th.i.
irrdependenies, the Li
brary.of congress has invented very practical subjeit headings: polish
questions, Macedonian questions, and.^many other national
oi regionar
questions. For some reison, however, no such subject headingshave
been introduced for non-Russian nations within th"'p."."nta"y
soviet
Ledin their respective national classifirtative examples show that the nonnion Republics of the U.S.S.R.,re:he Library of Congress catalogin.q
rd this confuses the cataloser and
olicies as with Wesrern European
to catalog Slavic material.
Local History: DK 5Il-proainces, Republics, etc.
under this Russian local number (DK 5ll) are listed regions and
provinces of which some have never been Russian, even by ".orqrr"rr.
starting from the Baltic sea in the northwest and from the polish
carpathian mountains in the southwest down to caucasus and to the
ural Mountains, everything is listed under DK 5ll which is conrrary to
the,accepted Library of Cbngress practice in all other regions
of the
world.

As an example let me quote one such curiosity under the Russian
,
local number DK 5ll. DK blr.Bzb-Bg are the numbers assigned
for
Baltic provinces*(Baltic_states).Ir would be only logicar to exfrect
that
tlte individual Baltic union republics should ire io""a .ndir Baltic
Volume 16, Number 4, Fatt 1972
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states, just the same way as the Scandinavian individual countries are
found Lnder Scandinavia. And yet this principle has been disregarded
here just as in many other regional units of the U'S'S'R' Estonia has
u grolp of Cutter numbers.,nder DK 511:E4-E8,Latvia Ll5-Ll8' and
tittruania L2-L28. Material on the Baltic countries is dispersed although geographically, politically, and economically they - form one
Baltic countries is also
Croui. ItToreover "u"tt ih" history of some
assigned for Curland,
been
s"eparateaas, for instance: DK 5li.CO h"s
names for Latvian
historical
these
are
uia tg-+ for Livonia, although
classed under a
be
should
Curland,
especially
such,
as
and
provinces
Latvian number.
while subdividing the cutrer numbers for Estonia and Latvia, one
number was assigned'for their local histories (DK 5ll.E7 for F.stonia
for Latvia) in consistency with the general LC
and DK bll.Llb
principle. Horvever, later some other authority c_anceiledthese.numbers
ind local histories of all Baltic countries are classed in Russian local
numbers (DK 5ll and DK 651) as Russian local histories'
The best solution in the case of the Baltic countfies would be to
assign a separate set of classification numbers (n-ot necessarily within
the"DK su'bclass)and to arrange them in accordance with a general
LC policy, taking Scandinavia as an example.
bomparing ih. C.,tt". numbers assigned to Lithuania (DK 5ll.
history of this country one can deL2-L28) with subject headings
"or in
at least clisagreement between different
tect the lack of cooperation
authorities ar rhe Library of Congress. The authority, assigning the
Cutter numbers for Lithuania thought it proper to subdivide its history by periods, while the authority issigning subject headings thought
difierentiy and as a result periocls are not specified in^rubject headings,
with one exception of the German occupation 194l-1944'
Under the Russian local number DIi there is also listed Bessarabia
with a curter number 84. Again the former province of Bessarabia,
inhabited mostly by Rumanians, no* forms the Moldavian SSR' In
short, the Molclavian SSR is noc Moldavia, an ancieut Rumanian
prorrit." and princedom, but Bessarabia.And yet a great deal of its hisiorical materi;l is being classed by the Library of Congress.not under
DK 5ll.B4, but under ihe other Cutter number for Moldavia, DK 511.
M55 or in the local Rumanian number DR 281.h46 which is for the
Moldavian province of Rumania. Serious confusion has been created
by the Libriry of Congress because it has accepted two different names
for the same provin.J itttteud of bringing thern together by a "See
reference."
DB 879 and DK 55L-Cities and Touns
A similar case exists under the .Austrian and Russian numbers for
cities and towns (DB 879 and DK 651 respectively). Under _the Russian number DK 651 are listed all the cities and towns of the European
part of the Sorriet Union regardless of the Republic, and also the Poiirh .iti.r including the capiial city of Wtfsaw, which prior to the first
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DR
396
D8 Dubrovnik
For titles about this city classedbeforc lg72
seealso

DB
879
R2 Ragusa.Dubrovnik. (Cutter number discontinued)
Volume 16, Number 4, Fntt j972
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A dummy book on the stack shelf coulcl provide the same information
for stack users.
In conclusion, we believe that such cities as Prague DB 879.P7,
warsaw DK 651.W2, ancl Kiev DK 651.K37, which have very rich hisseparate
tories ancl many books written about them, fully-warrant
schedules with ai least one number with decimal subdivisions. (Moscow
ancl Leningrad have rwenry and forty nurnbers resPectively-DK 591609 and DK 541-579')
Cla.ssG-Geograph1, Antltopology' Folhlore, etcNow let lls move to the next class G-Geography, Anthropolog\'
Iiolhlore, Manner.s and Cttslorns, Recreation. The tables of geographical
subclivisions, on p. g2g-gl , do not list any of the countries of Eastern
Eu,rope, and are probably relegated to the "other Diuisions of Europe,
A-2.'; However, in practice the anthropology of all East European countries is classed in ihe Russian local number GN 824, interchangeably
with Russian provinces, instead of in a general number--for "Other
countries, A-Z'; -GN 84b. The same policy is applied to all other subclassesin scheclules G-Geography, Anthropology, Folklore, etc' Such
either for the Russian matetial oI
treatment does not provide .t*ity
for the non-Russian nations within the U.S.S.R. None of these countries is listed in the Index, except for the atlases and maps, in spite-o{
the fact that their folklore, -a.^ners, and customs in every day life differ in many ways from that of the Russian people.
Strange u, it ,nuy be, the former nritiih crown colony of Malta and
the little"Principaliiy of Monaco are treated separately and have their
own separate L'C classification numbers (GR -t7S and 179 respectively); all-the tribes of Africa have been assigned .*.it 9ry1. cutter numbers under GR 360, for "other countries and tribes, A-Z'" T]:ris means
that the Slavic countries are not treated even in the same manner as
African tribes. This is an anomaly which should be corrected by changing the heading of Russia to Ea'
Scandinavia) under the number G
ing it to works covering the whol
GRl92-194 should be introduced
and Finland, with GR 192 for seria
194 for local Russian marerial (see Italian numbers GR 175-177). GR
203 should be used for other divisions ,of Eastern Europe, A-Z'
ClassH-Social Sciences
Perhaps most deficient are the subdivisions in class H-Social sciences. SuLclassesHC and HD do not provide anything for Eastern Europe, except Russia, which results in complete chaos' Let us take as
numbers HC 331-340. HC 337 is the number for a Russian
"rie*ample
local sub^divisionand here we find not only Russian regions, provinces,
etc. but also all European Soviet Republics, including indePendent
Finland, and a Soviet sitellite-Poland. However, the strangest thing is
that the Russian and non-Russian provinces, and Polish voivodeships
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are intermixed and the sound principle of subdivision from a larger
to.a smaller political or geographical unit is completely disregarded"in
this case.
rt is time to straighten this chaos out by the introduction of special
numbers for each of these counrries the way it has been done fo] the
German provinces. True, there are not many numbers available for ex_
pansion; however, for the sake of clarity and consistency, a uniform
pol,icy should be introduced and followecl in pracrice for'ail countries
and for all former or present colonial possessio^ns
regardless of whether
^Frun.e,
they used to belong to Great Britain,
or Rissia. The accumulation of all kinds of non-Russian material under the Russian numbers
does not benefit scholars or the Library. It only confuses the subject
matter as much for the Russian material as for Finland. polind.
Ukraine, or any other country.
Recommendation
This could be easily corrected by the introduction of decimal subdivisions and the application of Table I on p. 23; e.g.:
HC 337
Russia,by province or region, A-Z
HC 337.2-24 Finland
.3-34 Estonia
A44 Latvia
.5-54 Lithuania
.6-64 Poland
.7-74 Ukraine
.8-84 White Russia
A similar expansion could be introd'ced in the Tabres of Geographical Division (p.529) where, in addition to Estonia, Finrand,
Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland, all the European Union Republici
should be introduced. The same could be and sirould be done with the

of Ukraine.
Following the same principle as suggested for the Russian HC Bc7
we would like to suggest that the Austrian number HC 267 should be
used for the German speaking Austrian provinces, A-z and. czechoslopli"_1"d Hungary should be assigneddecimal expansions, e.g. HC 267.
2-24 Hungary and .3-34 czechoslovakia. we also riote that in ihe Tables
of Geographical subdivision in rhe Balkan countries Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Rumania, and Montenegro, as well as Serbia, have
been assigned decimal subdivisions uncler the Turkish numbers. The
same could be done for those countries under the Turkish number in
Volume 16, Number 4, FaII 1972
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the HC subclass,namely HC 407. Instead of mixing their materials on
economic history and conditions, these countlies should be assigned
their own decimals in the following way:
HC 407 .2-24 Albania
.3-34 Bulgaria
.4-44 Rumania
.5-54 Yugoslavia
.6-64 Serbia
.7-74 Croatia
.8-84 Slovenia
.9-94 Macedonia
This would not disturb the present system of the Library of Congress
but it would provide an eisier approach to the classification numbers for catalolers and bring all the material on these countries and
peoples togethe;. It is also illogical that in the "Tables of Geographical
birritiottr,'t where Montenegro and Serbia have their own numbers,
Croatia, Slovenia, and Macedonia have been omitted. There is no indication where to class White Russian, Ukrainian, Armenian, Azerbaijani, and Georgian material while such insignificant economic areas as
Andorra, Gibra-ltar, Malta, Monaco, and San Marino have been entered
already under "Other European count'ries." (See Revi-sion and expansion of "Tables of Geographical Divisions," Class H, p. 530.)
Similar examples .:orrid be repeated for all the other H subclasses,
yet we are not irying to enumeiate all the discrepancies but just to
cite some of them as examples to suppolt our case for the imperative
ol Congress schedules in regard to
need for a revision of the iib.ary
Slavic material.
Classl-Political Science
The material in the H class is hard to accommodate because there
are not many numbers left for expansion, except through the introduction of decimals as already suggested.However, in J class-Political
science, there are numbers for expansion but for some leason they are
not used. Let us cite just one case. In JN subclass there is a great
deal of confusion. Numbers JN 6500-6599 are assigned to Russia and
former Russian provinces. But starting from JN 6615 some of the former Russian pro:vinceshave already been assigned their own-_numbers:
6700-6719; Latvia-JN 6730-6739; LithEstonia-.fN 6Ot5; finland-JN
uania JN'624b. poland .JN 6i50-6769 and even the Far Eastern Republic
which"existed only in 1920-1922was assignedits own number JN 6625'
White Russia, Ukraine, and the Caucasian countries (or Union Republics) which have already existed for over fifty years are still treat-""" provinces of Russia on the same basis as Leningrad, Tula,
id
"t
or Voronezh
province. And yet there is enough space for.expansion; all
that is needed is a little interest in the problem. Numbers .IN 67907000 are waiting for expansion while catalogers are wasting their time
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trying to class the material of these union Republics arrd finally musr
use a Russian local number. why cannot the caucasian countries,
Ukraine and white Russia be assigned their own political numbers for
clarity an-d simplicity
lld consistencywith the Libiary of congress policy in other areas? This shortcoming could be easily straightined but
by assigning for each individual Replblic a certain group 6f numbers,
for instance:
JN
JN
JN
JN
JN
JN

6630 Transcaucasia
6635 Armenia
6645 Azerbaijan
6655 Georgia
6685 White Russia
6780 Ukraine

with the, a?plication gf the respective tables for constiturional hisrory
on p. 231-235 of the J class schedules it would be a logical arrangement, consistent with the Library of congress policy in otheiareas.
similar shortcomings could ;. :r,J from L-Education class (subclass LB) where none of the Eastern European countries, Finland,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, poland, white Russia. and. ukraine a,re even
mentioned. By some miracle, however, Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia
have been assigned numbers in Ltr'-subclass for Individual institutions.
ClassM-Musi.c
A very strange thing has happenecl in the M-Music schedules and
in N-Art schedules. As far as- ihe history and criticism of music is
concerned, under Vocal music there is a number for the Baltic provinces
M 1758-1759, and ML 302 but individual Baltic counrries (or are
they "provinces"?) are removed from this rogicar position of sirbdivision down to "orher" in number M t76GlT67 attd nrl- 809. would it
not be logical to keep all the Baltic musical material under the Baltic
numbers regardless of whether they are treated as a unit or subdivided by individual countries? This, however, requires some additional
change, such as the addition of a decimal, etc., wtricrr would make it
simple and logical. we think that if the Baltic numbers were subdivided..
let us say ML 302 Al for individual countries (ML g0z. AIEB for Estonia; A1LS for Latvia, erc.) ir would be possibie to keep all the material on the Baltic countries together.
Irowever, number ML 30B is assigned for Little Russia which in
many other places of the Library of congress classification schedules
is c-orrec!!r-referred to as Ukraine. It would be a very simple matter to
replace "Little Russia" by "ukraine," and class ail materiai in the same
number since Little Rulsia is merely an obsolete Russian Imperial name
for ukraine. In facr, this has been done in M 1764-176b,bui not in the
ML subclass; it seems that ML 808 has been abandoned and a Cutter
number ML309.u4 has been assigned for ukraine, and also for other
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union Republics of the u.s.s.R. why assign a cutter number when
there were two numbers assigned for it a long time ago?
ClassN-Art
The N-Art class in relation to Eastern Europe has been left intact
the wav it was before the First World War and as a result Finnish,
,Baltic, Polish, Ukrainian, and White Russian altists are all classed as
Russian artists in the Russian numbers for individual artists (NA

section in Table IV (P. 235-236) reads as follows:
TABLES

OF SUBDIVISIONS_TESTN

TVA

tttlllil,
*",n,
476
481-488 Russia
Divided like 341-348
Special divisions of European Russia
Poland. Polish art
General works
491
Finland. Finnish art
493
General works
Others, A-Z
495
Special cities
Leningrad
496
Others. A-Z
497
498
Collective biography
499
Special artists, A-Z
The above Table shows that numbers 490, 492, and 494 are as yet unused, while numbers 49I and 493 arc assigned to Poland and Finland
respectively for general works on their art. The unused numbers 492
un6. 494 could b1 assigned to Ukraine and White Russia resPectively
and each of them (491494) could be subdivided by decimal as follows:
4gl
.3
.4
.5
.8
.9
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Poland. Polish art
Special divisions, A-Z
Warsaw
Other cities, A-Z
Collective biographY
Special artists, A-Z
Librarl
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Numbers 492, 493, and 494 could be subdivided like 491, with exception
of .4 which could represenr under each number the capital of the
country, 492.4-Kiev, 493.4-Helsinki, and 494.4-Minsk. The Baltic republics should be referred to number 75b in Table IV for,'Orher countries" of Europe, e.g. Estorria-B7-73. lf soviet cenmal Asiatic republics
can be treated separately as individual entities, why shoulcl nbt the
Baltic countries, white Russia, and Ukraine with their specific ancl
rich art and art history be treated in at least the same way?
P G - SIr.Lu
i c P h i lo logy, Lan gu agcs an d,L i t era t ur es
we believe that the shortcomings of the classification schedule for
Slavic literature, as well as languages are too obvious to be discussed
here at a great length. For example, the deficiency of the Oriental
languages and literatures has been recognized by the respective Division of the Library of congress and their classification schedules have
been completely revised so now there is no problem in dealing with
that material.
with slavic literatures there is a completely difierent story. sravic
and all other Eastern European national literatures are classed toS_eth9rwith their philology and languages, and, with exception of
the Russian literature, have been assigned for all individuaf authors
and for all periods prior to 1960-one, two, or at the most three
classification numbers. In contxast, 150 classification numbers have
been assigned for Russian individual authors, 200 numbers for Norwegian, and 225 classification numbers each for Danish and. swed.ish

Why cannot Slavic literary schedules be removed from

the lan-

Slavic literatures-Bulgarian, serbian, croatian, Slovenian-as well as
those of the Baltic countries have only one number each.
As a result, the cutter numbers for these national literatures grow
incredibly long. True, this sad state of afiairs was somewhat corrected
by the introduction of new numbers for individual aurhors after 1960.
The same could be said also with regard to the tables of subdivision for
literary history which lack class numbers for periods. could nor rhese
Volume 76, Number 4, FalI 1972
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literary numbers be subdivided by decimals to provide enough space
for periodization?
Conclusion
We may cite other inconsistencies in the treatment of Slavic as well
as other Eastern European materials where they are treated as a part
of the non-existing Austrian, German and even Turkish Empires and of
the U.S.S.R. While the Library of Congress has a well elaborated system of subdivision from larger to smaller areas, as far as Eastern
European book material is concerned this sound policy is not applied
to all. Such practice does not benefit the Austrian, German and Russian collection or the former provinces of the above-mentioned empires. Czech, Polish, Baltic, Finnish, and Ukrainian material is interfiled, thus creating confusion for the librarian who must catalog and
classify it and who is never sure where to place the material. On the
other hand, it also confuses the scholars or students interested in
those areas when they are using the stacks. Finally it is contrary to
accepted Library of Congress policy in other areas, thus lacking consistency.
Insufficient Library of Congress schedules for Eastern Europe, which
are long overdue for revision, is only one side of the story. Another
problem which contributes to the confusion and which could easily be
solved is the insufficient periodization in the social sciences of Slavic
material. This includes both subject headings and quite often even
the schedules. In some cases, there is a provision for periodization in
the schedules but there is none in the subject headings. For instance,
Lithuania has numbers for difierent periods of its history: DK 5ll.L23
-Early to 1569; .L24-1570-r79511814; .L25-179511814-1914; .L26l9ltl-1919; .L27-1919-on. But this periodization is not reflected in subject headings where only the general one Lithuani.a-History
is used.
So if a student wants material on one of these specific periods he has
to search in the subiect catalog through all of the general history of
Lithuania.
As has been already pointed out, of all Eastern Europe only Russia
has been accorded better classification schedules but here again Russia
is not treated the same way as Austria or Germany, and since its material is mixed up with all the material for Eastern Europe one can
hardly distinguish by the classification number otr even by subject
headings where Russia begins and where it ends.
Since the term Russia is used in at least six different meanings
(Russia-for Eastern Europe; Russia-for Kievan Ru$ of the Middle
Agesl Russia-for Russian Empire; Russia-for
the proper modern
Russia; Russia-for R.S.F.S.R. and Russia-for the U.S.S.R.) rhe confusion works detrimentally both for Russian and for non-Russian
materials. If some positive' changes could be introduced., they would
streamline the Library of Congress classification schedules and in the
long run they would be more efficient not only for the Library's technical services but also for the users of the catalog.
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careful planning
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suming task of local shiftings was occurring with depressing frequency
by. 1970. It was plain in l97l that the libiary, notwithsran"ding a curtailed operating budget, hacl to come to grips with a major overall
expansion of the catalog. ,

percent accurate* a formula is applied which will reveal the number
of drawers which need to be sampied to achieve the degr:eeof confidence
stipulated.

*-To_go any higher would
require an exponentially larger sample without
cantly altering the average per diawer measirrement needed for ex^pansion.
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The formula illustrated in Chart I is applied to the figures derived from the first twenty observations in Table 1. The calculation
of qhe figure 71, from which the first twenty observations_is subtractecl,
indicates that 5l more observations must be made in order to achieve
a confidence level of 95 percent. These are recorded subsequent to
the first twenty observations in Table l. In order to check the validity of
measuring ?l drawers, the formula was reapplied using the new total
figures as shown in Chart l. The figure calculatecl, which is the same
as the number of drawers sampled, confirms that a sufficient number
of drawers were measured.
.I'ABLE

I

SarrplrNc Wonx Snetr*
Obs. No.

.
.

Drawer No.

t
5r7
2
554
834
3
4
1003
5
1343
6
1487
1603
7
8
1695
I
1837
1899
t0
ll
22rl
12
2303
13
2315
14
2617
15
3508
16
3897
4043
17
4287
18
19
4310
4410
20
Subtotal (Drawersl-20)
10
2t
63
22
131
23
164
24
174
25
307
20
513
27
655
28
709
29
870
30
872
31
.rr74
?2
ll89
33
490

x

10.625
7.875
t3.375
r5.00
13.625
9.500
5
9.37
rr.750
8.375
8.875
7.75Q
r0.375
rr.750
r1.375
12.500
14.250
15.625
10.500
12.500
10.750
225.750
rr.625
8.750
r3.r25
s.250
8.500
r0.250
9.500
r r.875
s.750
12.875
5
15.37
8.625
rI.r25

x2

I12.89
62.02
178.89
225.00
185.64
89.75
87.89
138.06
70.14
78.77
60.06
107.64
138.06
129.39
156.25
203.06
244.r4
I10.25
t56.25
115.56
2649.7r
135.14
/ b.50

r72.27
85.56
72.25
105.06
90.25
l4l.0l
95.06
165.77
236.39
74.39
r23.76

Library Resources b Technical Seruices

TABLE
Obs. No.

I

(cont'd)

Drawer No.

34
1258
35
1288
36
t569
37
1736
38
1822
39
2335
40
2523
41
2571
42
2607
43
2627
44
2680
45
2693
46
2748
47
2837
48
3135
49
3157
50
3258
51
3279
52
3337
53
3384
54
3393
55
3676
56
3775
57
3880
58
4036
59
4154
60
4187
61
4rg5
62
4298
63
4331
64
4336
65
4467
66
4491
67
4647
68
4755
69
4862
70
4889
4985
7r
Subtotal (Drawers2l-71)
Totals

x

8.500
10.875
b ./ 5 u
8.625
10.625
r2.750
7.125
9.125
10.750
r6.250
7.r25
7.125
15.500
1r.750
9.875
r0.375
14.250
r 3.500
r0.625
9.500
r3.375
9.875
I 1.000
9.000
10.t25
8.750
10.500
10.875
9.500

72.25
l18.26
+5.50

74.39
r r2.89
r62.56
50.76
83.26
r 15.56
264.06
50.76
50.76
240.25
I38.06
97.5r
r07.64
203.06
r82.25
r 12.89
90.25
178.89
97.51
r21.00
81.00

r02.5r
'/o.5t)

l10.25
r 18.26
90.25
54.39
100.00
185.64
85.56
76.56
r07.64
68.06
85.56
162.56
5848.65
8498.36

t.ctJ

10.000
13.62b
9.250
8.750
10.37
5
8.250
9.250
12.750
534.250
760.000

* Units samples: Inches of cards/drawer.
File sampled: Olin Library Dictionary Catalog.
Date sampled: January tU29,1971.
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Chart I
Foruur-a ron CorupurrNc NUMBERoF
Dnl'wrn Salpr,rNcs Rrqurnro ro AcHrEvE
95 Panctrtr Lrnei- or Conrronxcn

1600[Mx2 - (Ex;21
*,,'
'r = ---6$E-N,=The number of observations (drawers) needed to achieve 95 percent
confidence and + 5 percent variation.
N = The number of observations actually taken.
sum of the values (inches of cards per drawer) of all the obserlX=The
vatrons.
(IX; z = The square of the sum of the values of all the otrservations.
IX2 = The sum of the squaresof the values of all the observations.
1600 is the square of the constanr used at this confidence level.
Therefore:
Nr=

1600 [20 x 2,649.7r- (225.75)2]
(225'75)2

The answer is N'= 7l
The formula, given the figuresfrom the larger sampling:
N'

1600[7] x 8498.36- (760;21
(760;z

The answer is N'= 7l

It is a simple matter to arrive at the average number of inches of
cards per drawer by dividing the sum of the observations in column
"x" of Table I by the number of drawers measured. The multiplication
of the number of occupied drawers in the catalog by the average
number of inches yields the total number of inches of cards in the
catalog. To arrive at the number of cards, the number of inches is
simply multiplied by l0Q the averagenumber of cards per inch.
760 - 7l : 10.7inches per drawer
Therefore:
10.7 x 4979 = 53,275.30inches in the catalog.
Therefore:
53,275.30X 100 : 5,327,530cards in the catalog.
Since a leeway of 5 percent was accepted, it is possible that the catalog
contained as few as 5,061,153or as many as 5,503,906cards at the time
of sampling.
A division of the 6,084 drawers available for an expanded catalog,
excluding the top row drawers to be held in reserye, into 53,275.30
inches yields an average of 8.8 inches per drawer. Ifowever, the plan
should always allow for some extra drawers, whether a sample size is
computed or the entire catalog measured, simply because the mechanics
of measurement are not precise. In Cornell's experience 6,122 drawers

.
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were needed, so an additional 38 drawers hacl to be taken frorn the
top row.

other ]ibrary.a while students were removing and rerocating.cards,
they were supervised by a senior clerk, who it the same dmJ as the
te-mp9r.Ty labels were being inserted edited the Xerox copy of rhem.
The shifting was finished exaitly on schedule.
The production of permanent labels was the one component of
the expansion project that had not been analyzed.during the planning
Volume 16, Number 4, FalI 1972
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TABLE

2

ExprNottunn ron Acrrvturs INvor'vro
rN Cereloc ExpensroN er ConNnr-r-,l97l

Planning and deterrnining
sample size
Numbering division
grride cards
Division
Listing labels
Editing labels listed
Typing labels
Shifting cards
Editing Xerox copy of labels
Typing permanent labels
Totals

staff

Cost

Hours

Activity

Professional

$ 102.30

l5

Student
Professional/Clerical
Clerical/Student
Professional
Studenc
Student
Clerical
Student

14.80
394.18
242.79
98.51
127.66
296.10
202.00
127.66

8

r08.5
r04.5
r7
69
158
54
69
603

$1,606.00

TABLE

3

ExpnNortune ron Srarp Ilvorvno rN
Cereloc ExpeNsroNer ConNnrr-, l97l
Staff
Professional
Clerical
Student
Totals

.

494

Hours

Percentage

Cost

Percentage

5()

$ 330.72
654.00
62r.28

2l
4l
38

100

$r,606.00

100

62
206
335

l0
34

603
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.I'ABLE

4

Cararoc RroncaNtzezron ar Duxr Uxrvrnstry
Lrnnenv rN 1952: Expnxnrrunns ror Acrrvrrrrs Invorvno

Activity

Hours

Planning and supervision
Measuring size of catalog
Determining tray divisions
Shifting cards to new trays
Labeling trays
Renumbering trays
Totals

Percentage
of Time

Percentage
of Cost

Cost

20
80
90.5
44.75
68.5

5.6
6.2
24.9
28.2
13.8
2r.3

.$39.36
2r.32

9.2
5.0

l 18.98
140.97
44.80
60.30

2 8 .I
33.r
10.5
t4.r

32r.75

r00.0

$+:25.73

100.0

l8

TABLE 5
Cereroc RnonceltzeTloN AT Durn UNrvnnsrry LrsneR.y
rN 1952: Pnorussrot.tereNn NoNpnorossroNer Cosrs
Ilours
Professional time
Nonprofessional time
Totals

r48.5
173.25
32r.75
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Percentage

46
5+

100.0

Cost

Percentage

$262.93
162.80
$425.73

.

62
38
100.0
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that Cornell's expanded catalog is 2.6 times larger than Duke's in
1952,* and the cost of services in the United States has almost exactly
doubled since then.t If the cost of renumbering drawers (a task Cornell
did not have to do) is subtracted from the total cost, and the reduced
figure, fi365.43, is multiplied by two and the product by 2.6, a cost
figure of $1,900 is reached, which permits an €stimate of what it might
have cost Duke in 1952 to expand a catalog the size of Cornell's at today's costs. Labor is obviously more economically allocated today than
it was two decades ago. Probably the methodology of expanding a large
card catalog has improved as well, but until other contemporary cost
figures are provided, it is impossible to rate the cost-effectivenessof
Cornell's operation.
More to the point however, it is dernonstrable that such a large
project can be executed without disruption of catalog use, the routines
of filing and catalog maintenance, and an inordinate expenditure of
funds. Key factors in the achievement of these goals should surprise
no one who is acquainted with modern methods of library management: they are careful step-by-step planning, utilization wherever
feasible of simplified methods of operation, measuring the requirements of each phase.of the project in terms of staff expertise required,
and proper timing.
r. Artha E. 'rerry, "Techrriques,". ;:::;in"

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

catalos or a Large Library,"

College dt Research Libraries
Merritt
and
13:242-245 (fuly"uru1952). Gertrude
Carlyle J. Frarey, "Costs of Expanding the Card Catalog of a Large Library,"
College ,tt Research Libraries 15:87-89 (Jan. 1954) . Thera P. Cavender, "Time and
Motion Techniques Related to Costs of Expanding the Card Catalog," ZitTS
l:lo4-108 (Spring 1957). Eleanore Friedgood, "From A to Z; Shifting UCLA's Card
Catalog," Sci-Tech Neus 14:56 (Summer 1960) .
The technique is described in R. M. Dougherty and F. J. Heinritz, Scientific Management of Library Operations (Nerv York: Scarecrow Press, 1966), p.ll5-131. When
Duke University expanded its catalog in 1952, it took the staff 20 hours to measure
l,7ll drawers; at that rate it would have taken the staff at Cornell something like
70 hours to accomplish this task. Gertrude Merritt and C. J. Frarey, "Cost of
Expanding the Card Catalog of a Large Library,"
College dt Research Librari,es
15:89 (Jan. 1954).
M. G. Kendall and B. Babington Snr'ith, Table of Random Sampling Num,bers
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1939) .
Cavender, "Time and Motion Techniques Relaterl to Costs of Expanding the Card
Catalog," IRTS l:106 (Spring 1957) .
Ibid., p.107.
Merritt and Frarey, "Cost of Expanding thc Card Catalog of a I-arge Library,"
College d; Research Libraries l5:88-89 (lan. 1954).

* 2,353 drarvers after expansion.
I The Consumer Price Ind,ex for services indicates
128.8 in July l97l with lg67 as the base year of 100.
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a rise from

64.5 ]n

1952 to
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Ufilizingthe Superinfendenfof
DocumenfsSysfemWithout
Reclassif
ication
cunni.n
gham
*, l:;;H: rr;fr
Indiana State Uniuersity
Terre Haute, Indiana

ance. It ts possible to auoi,dan ongoing reclassificationprogram by
sheluing
_publicationsunder their irigiiar superintendeit i1 norrments classificationnumber while bringing ilt pubticationi ol an
agencyor a seri,es
togetheron visiblerecordfiIes.
Y ITS NATURE the superintendent of Documents classification
R
rJ
s6hsnls requires a different approach to its utilization than do the
Library of congress or Dewey Decimal classification schemes. unlike
them, the superintendent of bocuments classification is based on the

-then browse through the publications. But, reclassification into the
Iatest superintendent of Docunients number does not seem to turn the

rn working with the government publications collection at rndiana
^
state university, we atrempt to spend as much rime as possible in diVolume 15, Number 4, Falt I9Z2
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rect service to the public by working with patrons on their reference
questions and to kiep to a minimum the time sPent in the indirect
slruice of cataloging ind classification. Naturally, a certain amount of
cataloging and ilasiifi.ation is essential for efficient reference service.
But b"ecausewe have not given full cataloging to each of our government publications, we recoghize that it is imperative that our Patrons
be given as much staff assistanceas possible.
"Instead
of a subject catalog, *e ,.t. the Monthly -Catalog- supplemented by subject Lintiog.uptties. Insteacl of reclassification into the
latest Superinten{ent of D-ocuments number, we use the original number assignedto the publication.
Clasiifying ny ihe original Superintendent of Documents number
has some adivantages. One is thit, when a patron has located the
classificationnumber of a publication in the Monthly Catalog or other
reference aid, he can locate the publication on the shelf under that
number. A more important aclvantage is saving staff time.,In reclassifying it would seem that some time must be consumed in composing
spicialized schemes to keep like publications together.- While simply
cbnverting to the latest number will work for many series, such as annual reports, some series offer considerable challenge to the ingenuity
of those who reclassify. Even reclassification into numbers which are
readily apparent consumes considerable time, involving, as ic does'
changing^iU records and the call numbers on the documents each
time a seriesreceivesa new classnumber.
The time saved in not carrying on a continuous reclassification
is invested in assisting Patrons in the use of our collection.
program
'T"rr"",
assistance is devoied to helping them find publications
,o-.
from the same series shelved in two or three different classification
numbers. But consulting a complete series of one title is far from the
most frequent concern of o.,. patrons. Neither are they greatly interested in hnding all the publications of one agency shelved together'
What they .,rrrilly want ire materials on a specific subject or statistics
'ih"y
*uy wish to see the publication of the P1et"-don this subject.
ing year initre same'seriei ro compare statistics, but this is usually_the
of their need to find all cloiuments in a series in one shelf loca"*i"ttt
tion.
While we shelve publications by the Superintendent of Documents
classification number they were given when first issued, our visible record files for the government publications collection bring together all
publications in thl same seriei. These files are used not only to record
l.rrr".r, receipts, but also to show our complete holdings of United
States government publications. Our visible record files are arranged
by Superintendent of Documents classification number. \A/e emp]oy
the In-diana University system of check-in cards. One kind of card is
used for checking in a series issued in consecutive numbers. A second
type of card is uied for checking in series issued by y-.u1 (with an inseit for series issued more frequently, such as periodicals). The third

.
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kind is a lined card for recording seriesissued in cuttered numbers.
These cards, which comprise our visible rdcord files, list all publications of a series under its latest classification number with "see-"references in the files referring from earlier superintendent of Documents class numbers to the latest one. To asceitain the shelf location
of a specific publication, we draw a line on the check-in card at the
point at which the class number changes. we indicate the old class
number above the line and the new class number below this line (see
t).
-fiS1,1. Thus, our visible record files show at a glance o.r. .o-pi.r.
holdings in a series.

FILED: CURRENT
BOUND

LIB. HAS
Vol.

,
t/
t/
t/
tl

Vol.

l9l0
I9I I

c t4.16:

r9r3
r9r4
r9l5
l9l6
19r7
l9l8
l9l9

c 18.14:

r9r2

Vol.

1920
r92l
1922
1923
1924
r9z5
r926
1927
r928
r929

t,

c 3.r34:

,/
,1
t,

tl
tl

r930
r93t
1932
r933
1934
1935
r936
t937
1938
1939

C 18.14
C 3.134

Statistical Abstract of the United States
Figure I
REFERENCE

L Dale, Doris Cruger, "The l)elelopment
of Classification Systems for Gov€rnment
Publications," Library Resources and Technical Seruices, 13:471-83 (Fall lg6g).
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FromLC to Dewey?
Ronnnr L. Mownny
I llinois W esle"tan U niuersit^t Librart
Bloomington, Illinois
Euen though statistical compilations pubtished by the Office of Education imply that thirty-nine academic li,braries abandoned the Library of Congress Classification in faaor of Dewey during the 1960s,
a sun)ey of the libraries themselues rezteals that none took such an
anomalous ptep.

YOU BELIEVE that thirty-nine college and university
\trfOULD
V V libraries recently switched from the Library of Congress Classification (LC) to rhe Dewey Decimal Classification?
This improbable conclusion is suggested by the data found in two

tense "second thoughts" after adopting LC that they reverted to Dewey?
Inquiries addressed to these thirty-nine libraries yielded thirtyseven responses, all of which told quite another story-a story of erroneous data. Of the thirty-seven libraries which responded:
twenty-three were using Dewey at the time of both surveys and were erroneously listed as LC users by LSCU64;
thirteen were using LC throughout 1964-67 and were erroneously
listed as Dewey libraries by LSCU57; and,
one library switched from Dewey to LC in 1967 and was erroneously
listed by both surveys.s
None of these libraries had abandoned LC in favor of Dewey. Indeed,
one of the respondents aptly commented that he could have achieved
"quite a bit of notoriety" 6y so doing.
Two junior college librarians whose libraries were erroneously
identified by LSCU64 as LC libraries offered similar humorous explanations concerning the origins of this misinformation. In the words
of one, who will be quoted anonymously:
In l9M a newly employed clerk with no experience was the total staff of the
library. She was used to complete the [Office oi Educationl questionnaire.

.500.
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since she ordered LC cards, she assumed that
we were on the LC system. Anrl
that is how accurate data are collected by the government.

REFERENCES
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Toward Uniformify in
ExchangeCommunication
Isessr-r,aE. SUINN
Gif ts and ExchangesSection
(Jn iuetsity of W ashington Librarie's
Seattle,Washington

mitteeon the Exchangeof Publication.r.

diplomacy.

.
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O
glimpse of the recent history of international exchange may
-,,b.i.t
snow
how exchange communication came to be locked into dipl,omatic
etiquette. over a hundred years ago, a ventriloquist, Arexandie vattemare, gave impetus to book exchange among libraries. In the various
European cities where he gave perfoi*un..s, it was his custom to
visit
libraries and eventually to-cliscover that many of them possessecl
duplicates in their basements. perturbecl over the need to 'help librariins
find outlets for these,.he decidecl to give up the performing arrs
ancl
devoted full time to his hobby from th"e lg30i until'his cleathlAs
a selfappointed
-roving ambassador of exchange, Vattemare packed books
back and forth across the Atlantic ocean ancl sent memorials to the
u.s. congress and the entities of foreign governments. His theory
was
that publications exchange shoulcl be i mians for nations to
promore
the man-y aspects of theii foreign poricies.2 To some extent, this
idea
provided the thrust for book exchinge berween European and Amer_
ican libraries. Essential to the free interchange of'cultural,
educational, and scientific information among the freJ peopres of the worlcl,
publications exchange grew and .u-"* to be s#ctioned by Geneva
conventrons.
After world war II, exchange communication became involvecl in
protocol when the united Nations Educational, scientific and cultural
organization assumed the role of coordinator for the dissemination
of
91-.l3lg. information. To provide guidelines for communicarion, the
uNESco Handbook on liternatioiar Exchange of publications
(3.1
ecl.)advised:a
Relations are establishedby correspondence.
we write to the institutions with
which we would like to make e*ihu.rg", explaining our wishesin a generar
way-I if possiblegiving acrual titles-prefeiably e"nclosing
lists of offers,and
stating.howrve proposeto organizethe dearings.
An exchangeoperation
is consideredto have been completedwhen the other participant"has replied
and both parties have agreed ai to conditions ancl deiiaed what each is to
deliver.
these suggesrionswere designed to be flexible in interpreta!bviou;lr',
tion,
whether b-y "the long or short form,' approach. But, protocoi had
been established!
In recent years, however, speed as translated into brevity appears
to have had an impact on the various media of communiiation. to
iquerte. Witness the so-called hot
tial use in urgent Russo-American
>r scientific investigation. For pubalso, it seerns imperative that
hrough some means of standardizarron.
First,_a steady increase in publications production, perhaps leveled
_
ofi by the current "economic crunch,,' has provided opporiunity for
an expanding thrust in exchange among libraries. For'ihe exchange
Volume 16, Nurnber 4, Fall 1972
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'D U t .
L i, a well-known fact that exchange involves various complexities

of correspondence."6SadlY true!
Language barriers create another problem. Slabczynski stated that
letters in riariorrs languages were obsticles in exchange develoPment'6

.
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arrangements.

over twenty years ago, Lane revealed that for columbia university
.
the use of the form letter had ". . . effected an estimated saving time oi
sixty percent with a coresponding financial saving.,,zFrom experience,
it has been observed that iome libraries, bottr wiinin and ouiside the

practice. among- librarians handling publications exchange, especially
on the international level. close adherence to protocol, riith its seemVolume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
'505.

can
ingly lengthy exchanges of correspondence.to formalize agreements'
upon
contingent
.rEui" a"Lyt. not pnitications exihange,,the problems
by
delay have been &amined. These complexities, when compounded
UNESCO
the
by
ofiered
guidelines
of
the
u tob fit..ul interpretation
Handbooh, tend io result in unnecessary communication'.- Inasmuch
and
as the advice of UNESCO does provide opportunity for flexibility,
actron
taken
has
Publications
of
since the IFLA Committee on Exchange
toward stanclardization, it seemsthat l-ibrarians might seriously entertain
to go
the idea of updating communication procedures' It is proposed here
standard
beyond tfre ff'I-A"request slip for-ixchanges by adopting,.a
ex*.rlriling.rul, many-ptirpose fbrm letter to expedite publications
level'
change on the international
T"he term "many-purpose" is ofiered pursuant t-o the, numerous
tyPes of
kinds of letters essential to cultural barter' In Table I' twelve
shown.
are
information
of
.o--""iq"es ^be involving some seven - kinds
"Titles
wantbetween
made
is
observed ihut u distinction
It should
.,Titles received," "Titles ofiered," and "Titles sent." A requested,"
of which
ing library may wish serre.al monogra-phs andlot serials, -not all
be sugto
have
may
thE sending library can supply, ind substitutes
wanted
the
to
whether
refers
status;' not only
g"rrJ. "Aiailability
also to
but
or
gift,-ixchange'
by
be
procured
may
lY"tl?*
irtti.utio.t
of ex"Terms
The
etc'
yet
published,
physical
availability-not
its
time
the
a1
o-nly
also described ubone, ar6 usually specified
.-hJ;;';
unless
that,
after
and-rarely
when- an agreement is being initiated
circumstancesrequire recasting arrangements'
exSix types of request lettErs are indicated' In those initiating
the
in
But
change ag-reements,titles wanted and ofiered are included'
."r" ?f ai existing arrangement, offered titles may. be frequently -omitif o"nly one" is requested. Some libraries seem to find that
i"d,
'reply
"rp..iutly
u tlqn"st has been received, a follow-uP letter' sent
io.
if no
it i, u ,'p!.ifi. perioi of time, may be effective' Claims for wanted
constitute the most frequently used -type of
serial issies p"itup,
the
communique and are often sent on a printed fotm ptepured by
of
Jetters
back,
comes
teply
(s)
or
no
If
publication
individuaf library.
apinquiry regarding the claim may be sent' The exoloratory letter
it is
p"i* i" ti'tt irrtJ the request .ui.go y of correspondence in that
partners'
imployed to discover the offerings of possible
types of letters are induded. From time to time' exchange
bttt"t
an
participant; survey their relations with each other, particularly- if
sent'
and
received
irr-n"rrtory reveals an imbalance between materials
Agreements may need to be altered when serial titles cease or change
stitus, say, from exchange to purchase. Some libraries, as mentioned
peiiodically trade"duplicate lists with specific partners- Occasion"tr"",
to notify- each other of a changed adally paiticipants may be obiiged
"type
of exchange communique demands
at"st. etta, of course, each
a
- reply.
iri" proposed form (see Form l) is presented in one language and
. 506 .
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res for setting uP a multilingual,

tions,lo the printing of the form letter in English,-French' German'
uttd Sputtlsh could serve many libraries' For those trading
nll*iutt,
with Far and Near Eastern institutions, knowledge of Asian languages
and Arabic woulcl be useful. In each language included' wording
shoulcl be worke{ out for clarity ancl be concise and diplomatic enough
the
so as not to ofiend the toughest of protocol managers! To avoid
is
made
allo.,vance
nonsense of lengthy exchan[es of c&respondence,
for not only thi usually re"quested and ofiered titles but also availability ,tutrrr, terms of exchaige, and -possible follow-ups' Unfortunateand
ty, tnl proposed IFLA form J-itt gifi status, terms of exchange'
depossible'foliow-ups. Returning to F6rm l, it is very-possible.that
by
be
considered
might
ietio.r, of nonapplicable areis, if necessary,
A
wanted.
title
for
each
produced
some libraries if u form is computer
"Availability
the
to
whether
us
made
be
to
have
decision would
listatus" area would be used on the multilingual form or on the
partners
among
arise
brary's own request slip. This situation might
from tlvo or more co.,niries with the same languages of origin. If flexto
ibility is the basis for setting up the {orm, its use can be extended
,,r-aro.r, types of requests u"a, i" adclition, to the surveying, altering'
urrd t.r-irru^ting of ufo""-"ntr, establishing duplicate lists and notify"addrei.
To expedite- repliei, adequate space should be
ing changes of
and possible comment' (as was provided in
answers
prZvided"for short
form).
IFLA
proposed
the
As for format, the multilingual, many-purpose form -letter should
be set up in triplicate as the IFI-A Committee suggested-for its form.rl
Instead of tn" sirall catalog card size proposed by IFLA,l2 the customary
business letter size would' be necesiary for the inclusion of several
languages. Furthermore, the use of one side of a sheet of paper -is
-oi"
C'orru"nient for checking answers than relegating replies to the
reverse side as proposed by lFI-A.ra With one original ald two copies'
the requesti"g iiu;"y couid retain one. co-Pyand send the others' The
receiviirg libiary would keep the original and return the copy. SeHcarbon fiuper in colors woul^cl avoid tie problems of carbon paper. AlCommittee suggests that each exchange center or 'nthough tni fffe
io the proposed model,la it is felt that
according
forms
sritu;ion print
-manufactured
in runs of over a million
the triplicate form could be
and soid in stipulated batches of one thousand at a nominal cost by a
specified printer. This would not only result in financial savings to
inaiviauai institutions but would also aid in achieving uniformity in
communication.
The proposed multilingual, many-PurPose form letter for publica-
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FORM

I

Proposed Multilingual, I,Iany-purpose Form Letter
(Guidelines presented in one language)
TO: Name and Address of Institution and/or Library

Tille ll''anted.' lfonograph; Serial on conrinuing basis-

Auailability Status:
A.
cifr
Purchase;quote price
(Do not send publication)
Exchange only
Not available

B.

Will send
Not yet published; date available
Out of stock
Out of print
Ceased publication with Vol.
, dated
Other

FROM: Name and Address of Requesting Institution and/or Library

Tille(s) Oflered: Monograph (s) ; Serial (s) on continuing basis_

we should like to exchange publications which are not availabre on a
gift basis nor for sale if an agreement, based on the terms of exchange
indicated below, would be murually beneficial to both institutions.
Terms of exchange
Exchange agreement exists between our institutions.
This is our sEcoNDrequest; FrRsr request dated
This is our rrrrnl request; previous iequests dated
and ..
Please return copy indicating requestecl information.
Name
Date
Position
trlolume 15, Nuntber

4, Fall 1972

ter.
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Economics
of SerialsExchanges
Joun E. Ger,rys
Resourcesand. Technical Services
Iowq State Uniaersity Library
Ames.Iowa

There is little information aaailable concerningeconomi,caspectsof
serialsexchanges.
The lowa State Uniaersitylibrary has had,a uery actiae serials exchangeprogram for ouer fifty years. The article estimates the costs of this library's exchangeoperations and, attempts
to assess
the ualue of serialsreceiaed,concluding that the program is
economically beneficial as the ztalue of receipts exceeds the direct
coststo the library by at least fi5,000.It also enumeratesthe aarious
nonnxonetarybenefitsof exchangesuhich might be of greater importancethan the purely monetaryfactors.

Introduction
A MONG LIBRARIES, the term "exchange" is used to cover a wide
fa' variety of transactions, such as the exchanging of monographs,
government documents, serials, and duplicate issues of periodicals.
The relative importance of serials in library exchange transactions was
emphasized in Blanchard's report on the 1955 International Congress
of Libraries and Documentation Centers: "In nearly all of the discussions on the exchange question, it was implied that serials were the
life blood of all such arrangements."r Although there is an abundance
of literature concerning exchanges of materials between libraries, the
economic aspects of such exchanges have been investigated and reported only rarely.z
Mclver's survey of exchangesat the University of California in 1932
and 1933 placed the total value of all exchange materials received at
$23,555; the 4,025 serials received were valued at $9,179.3 The list
prices of University of California Press publications sent out on exchange totaled fi24,278.Lane estimated the value of exchange materials
received by the Columbia University library during 1949-50 at $42,000
as opposed to expenditures of $7,800.a Bishop estimated the costs of
publications, including shipping costs, furnished annually on exchange
at the University of Michigan at $5,000 and reported that the list prices
of publications received on exchange totaled several times that amount.6
Downs describes one library which, by distributing seven journals,
Volume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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received 2,000 serials per year worth about $10,000.6Novak's study of
exchange costs analyzed only the economic factors of exchanging duplicate issuesor volumes of periodicals.T
Although few economic analyses have been done and reported, there
is little question that library exchange operations are numerous and
widespread. Huff's survey of gift and exchange operations published
in 1970 revealed that g5 percent of the responding libraries had such
operations.8 A survey by Orr, reported in 1962, showed that almost
all libraries having exchange programs considered them essential for
the acquisition of certain materials.s Welch, however, in 1955 had concluded that studies of exchange costs were overdue.lo
Examination of the literature shows that most writings about library exchanges state generally that they are or can be beneficial. A
few examples: ".
an exchange program is obviously much to the library's advantage in view of the
savings to the book budget."tt
".
. Exchange relationships .
have proven extremely profitable."12
"Collections can be enriched tremendously."rz ".
Libraries profit
financially."tn
Difficu lties ol Eaaluation
The absence of detailed studies of the economics of serials exchanges may be partly due to the difficulty of determining the monetary value of the materials received as well as to the lack of refined cost
analyses and overhead allocations for internal library operations and
services in general. Similarly, actual costs of materials furnished on
exchange are not always at hand or easily obtainable.
The prices of some publications received are easily determined;
more often, however, the materials are not explicitly priced at all. A
library must also obtain materials for its exchange partners, and some
of these may be supplied to the library free of charge or at a minimum
or nominal cost. ft is obvious, however, that nothing is really free. If
publishing units within an institution supply materials free or at
nominal cost to the library for exchange purposes, then these units
are partly subsidizing the exchange operation for reasons or "values"
evidently satisfactory to them. To discover the true costs of materials
so furnished might be difficult. The fact is, however, that the library
need not consider such costs in assessingits exchange operations if, indeed, it incurs no direct cost itself.
In addition to materials, exchange operations involve personnel,
office space, miscellaneous supplies, and equipment, such as desks, typewriters, stationery, postage, etc. There is great variation in the costs of
these items from library to library. Lane, in his 1947 survey, reported
that personnel costs ranged from $400 to $5,030 annually and that
equipment, supph.r,and shipping costs ranged from $16.50 to $900.00.15
The size of a particular exchange operation would, of course, be a major factor.
.5120
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Also, the cost of the entire exchange operation needs to be
rveighed against the cost of processing individual orders and payments
were all or some of the materials obtained on exchange to be purchased. Because many, if not most, exchange relations are with institutions located in "soft currency" countries, it is often difficult to procure the publications through regular tade channels. The lack of reliable dealers with whom standing orders can be placed in these countries is only part of the problem. Conversion of the unstable currencies,
processing of payments, and numerous claims for nonreceipt (often
fruitless) would in many instances necessitate an additional work load
lor t]re serials and acquisitions departments. But, once an exchange
basishas been esablished, the materials are usually received.
Still another problem in determining exchange costs is the time
element. A single year's assessmentmay not reveal the true value of the
continuing exchange operation. As Lane has pointed out, exchanges are
very much like "an investment in the stockmarket."lG The number of
publications sent out on exchange may remain constant while the
number of receipts may gradually increase. Thus, a long-term study
may be necessaryfor realistic evaluation and perspective.
Finally, there are goals and values-not necessarily economic onesinvolved in exchange operations. To attempt to put some kinds of
goals and values in monetary terms would be impossible, unrealistic,
or maybe even foolish. This, in addition to the lack of solid monetary
data and the difficulty of getting and allocating costs figures, may be
one of the reasons that so few economic assessmentshave been attempted and that so many writers have spoken of benefits mostly in
general terms. Nonetheless, it is possible to make some assessment
from even limited data-with the caveat that nonmonetary factors
should also be considered, along with any other data available, if
any decisionsare to be based on the assessment.
SerialsExcltangesat lowa State (Jniuersity
The Iowa State University (ISU) library has had an organized
exchange program for nearly fifty years. The library had established
exchanges of doctoral theses with various colleges and universities in
the United States in the early 1920s. A systematic exchange program
for serial publications was organized in the late 1920s and early 1930s.
In 1926, the Graduate College began depositing copies of the lowa
State lournal of Science in the library for exchange purposes. A formal
agreement was made between the library and the Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station (now the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics
Experiment Station) in L934, and the library has since served as the
exchange agent for Experiment Station publications. A few years later,
similar arrangements were made with the Engineering Experiment
Station (now the Engineering Research Institute) and the Iowa Academy of Science. These arrangements have provided the ISU library
with a number of scholarly serials for exchange purposes at no direct
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cost to the library. Having suitable materials to ofier, of course, is a primary requirement for an effective exchange program.
By 1935 the exchange program was fully operational, involving 215
domestic and 293 foreign institutions for a total of 508 exchange partners, and the library received 1,143 serial titles from these institutions.
By l95I-52, the number of exchange partnefs had increased to 1,051.
The library currently exchanges serials with 1,427 institutions and
receives 2,861 titles, primarily scientific and technical. Of the exchange partners, 1,150 are located in 84 foreign countries, and 277 are
domestic. Most of the institutions are located in eastern Europe, Latin
America, and the Far East. Many are in "soft currency" countries,
which do not have an adequate supply of internationally convertible
currency for the purchase of American and western European publications. Libraries in these countries, therefore, eagerly solicit exchanges
with American libraries. Because the ISU library is able to offer a
number of scientific serials, it receives in exchange mostly scientific
serials from these countries.
Among the ISU exchange partners are some of the world's most
prestigious scholarly bodies, including the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften, Akademiia Nauk USSR, and the Lenin State Library of Moscow. There are
also exchange arrangements with alrnost all of the libraries of the scientific academies in the various Soviet republics and other eastern
European countries.
Some Costs of Exclt.angeOperations
Costs of materials furnished. Most of the publications furnished
by the ISU library on exchange are available to the library without
charge; they include the scientific and technical serials of the Experiment Station, the Engineering Research Institute series, and other university periodicals and irregular serials. Of twenty serial titles available for exchange purposes, the library pays for only four; the amount
paid in 1970 was $375.00. Occasionally, the library subscribes to an external journal wanted by an exchange partner, but only if the serial
desired in return cannot be obtained in any other way or if subscription to the desired serial would cosr rhe library more than that of the
journal to be furnished to the exchange parrner. In 1970 the library
spent $693.50 for journals to be furnished on exchange. Thus, in 1970,
the only direct cost to the library for materials ofiered in exchange was
$r,068.50.
Expenditures for personnel. An established, well-organized exchange
operation requires relatively little professional involvement. Most serial
titles arrive periodically, though sometimes more slowly than if received on a subscription basis; and, receipt is recorded in the central
serials check-in file along with other titles received on subscription or
as gifts. Form letters are used to process routine claims. Professional
staff is involved only in instances of prolonged nonreceipt of issues, in
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review of total exchanges with an institution, in evaluation of miscellaneous materials received on exchange, and in the negotiation of new
exchange anangements. Some of the professional work entails training
and supervision of the clerical staff.
The Gift/Exchange Section staff at the ISU library consists of one
professional, one clerk-typist, one library assistant, and one student assistant who works about fifteen hours a week. About half of the section's total activities is devoted to exchange operations. Personnel expenditures for exchange operations in 1970 are estimated at $8,000.
If, however, the serials currently received on exchange had to be purchased item by item, the serials department would have required additional, undetermined personnel hours to process the orders and payments.
Costs of shipping and distribulion. Tlnerc is no cost to the library at
all for the shipping of most of the major publications series sent on
exchange. The various publishing units on campus periodically send
out their materials according to exchange mailing lists prepared by
the ISU library. The library only noti{ies these units of additions,
deletions, or addresschangesin their mailing lists.
The library does, however, distribute several titles directly and, in
many instances, finds it of cost advantage to use the Smithsonian Institution's International Exchange Service in making shipments to many
foreign counries, a practice also followed by the Experiment Station in
sending exchange materials abroad. Materials are packaged and addressed to the receiving institutions and then mailed in bulk to the International Exchange Service for shipment to exchange bureaus in
other countries which forward the packaged materials to individual
recipients. The library or other cooperating unit pays only the transportation charges to the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
Only if a country to which materials are being sent does not have a
reciprocal exchange bureau will the International Exchange Service
send the materials directly to individual recipients.lT
The ISU library costs for shipping and packaging of materials sent
out on exchange during 1970 amounted to $710. For titles sent directly
by the library, packaging and shipping is handled by the library's
shipping and receiving section. Only a small proportion of the section's total effort is involved, amounting to an expenditure of $340 in

r970.

Other costs. Refined allocations of costs for equipment, storage,
general overhead, office space,and other miscellaneous cost items are extremely difficult to come by or to determine from the aggregate figures
of most libraries which are operated and accounted for as a whole.
Furniture, record files, typewriters, etc., once purchased, serve for a
number of years, and any attempt to pror.ate or amortize the service
life and annual costs of such items is beyond the scope of this limited
assessment.
Accordingly, these cclstsare not considered.
Although minimal, costs for miscellaneous perishable office supplies,
Volume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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such as stationery, forms, pencils, and even paper clips, can be obtained or estimated rather easily. These costs for exchange operations
in 1970are estimatedat $125.
Total exchange costs considered. Except for the unallocated costs
just mentioned (some of which might be regarded as fixed plant),
direct costs to the library for exchange operations in 1970 are summarized in Table l, showing a total expenditure of $10,243.50.
IABLE

1

Drnrcr Expnxpttunrs Eon Srnters ExcneNcr OpnnerroNs
Iowe Srarr {JNrvmsrrv LrsRA,Ry.1970

Category

Amount

Publications sent
Personnel
Shipping and packaging
Miscellaneous supplies
Total

1,068.50
!,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,$
8,000.00
1,050.00
125.00
$10,243.50

Value of Exchange SerialsReceiued
At the end of 1970, the ISU library was receiving 2,861 serial titles
on exchange, 2,01I from foreign countries and 850 on domestic exchanges. Subscription prices could be located readily in Ulrich's International Peri,odicals Directory and other serials bibliographies
for only 655 of the titles. Inspection of the remaining publications revealed prices for an additional 548 titles and also that another 475
would have been available free of charge; 247 of the last were from
the various state agricultural experiment stations and extension services. These agencies make many, but not necessarily all, of their
serials available without cost to certain libraries even without exchange arrangements. In the absence of exchange arrangements, copies
are available to some libraries only through item-by-item requestssometimes, for more than one copy or even single copies of expensive
materials, only at cost.
Prices could not be determined for 1,183 exchange titles. Some of
the publications included notices indicating availability only on exchange for similar publications or stating that "to obtain this publication, write to the library (of the institution involved)." That this group
of titles is large is not surprising. A similar finding was reported by
\4clver in l934.te An average price of $5.00 per title was estimated for
these I,183 titles, based on an approximate reciprocity of the value
of exchange publications received. A check of priced publicacions furnished on exchange directly by the library and with the cooperating
ISU units furnishing materials for exchange indicated that the average
cost of an ISU exchange title is approximately $5.00.
The total monetary value of materials received on exchange by
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the ISU library in 1970 is summarized in Table 2. Including the estimated value of unpriced titles, the total amounts to $15,150.63.
TABLE

2

Var-ue oF Srnrer,s Rtcnrvro on Excu.rNcn
Iowl Srerr UNrvnnsrry LrsneR.v, 1970

Category
Prices given in bibliographies
Prices located in publications
No prices located-estimated
Available free oI charge
Total

No. of
titles

655
548
l,183
475
2,861

Avg. price
Pef ritle

$8.57
6.61
5.00
0.00
$5.29

Priced
value

$ 5,613.3i,
3,622.28
5,915.00
0.00
$15,r50.63

Obviously, this is not a precise value because of the estimate necessary for unpriced titles. The time element also affects the validity o{
an assessmentcovering only one year. Many of the serials are published irregularly, and materials on exchange sometimes arrive late,
erratically, or in batches. Although no issues of a particular serial may
arrive during a given year, several numbers of the same title may
have been received in previous (or subsequent) years. Similarly,
the volume and value of irregular serials sent out on exchange vary
from year to year. An evaluation covering perhaps five to ten years
might be necessaryfor a realistic long-term assessment.
For this assessmentof monetary costs and value during 1970, the
comparison is between the direct costs to the library of about $10,000
(including shipping) for materials and exchange operations and the
$15,000 (excluding shipping) monetary valuation of materials received on exchange.
Oth,er Values and Benefits of Serial Exchanges
Monetary costs and benefits are not the only considerations involved in establishing or maintaining a serials exchange operation. As
mentioned, a very large number of serials cannot be obtained in any
other way. The contacts and relationships formed with other institutions, particularly with foreign libraries, often yield additional and occasionally substantial benefits. The ISU library is sometimes able to
procure valuable, long-sought, out-of-print books, single back issues of serials, and other materials from an exchange partner. The
assessmentdescribed here takes no account of books and other special
materials received during 1970 through serials exchange arrangements.
Nearly I00 book titles and several substantial back sets of serials arrived on serials exchange during the year, and just a casual appraisal
of their value approached $1,000.
One of the most obvious attributes of an extensive serials exchange
can be easily overlooked in an evaluation focused primarily or exVolume 16, Number 4, Fatl 1972
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clusively on monetary factors. Each exchange partner in an extensive
network sends out only a relatively lew titles, though in sizable total
quantity and to many locations. An exponential number of different
titles, however' are received in return from many locations. Thus, the
most meaningful evaluation of this aspect may be qualitative rather
than quantitative, regardless of known or unknown costs per copy of
materials sent and received.
The ISU library's nationally recognized excellence of scientific serials holdings, especially in the agriculture, biology, and other life sciences, is attributable in good measure to the extensive network of exchanges begun nearly fi{ty years ago. Many of the serials received on
exchange are held by only a few other libraries in the United
States. An extensive scientific serials collection is frequently of help
in attracting outstanding faculty in the sciences for which the holdings are significant. Availability of these serials for reference is of major importance in supporting graduate and faculty research in many
scientific disciplines. These are some of the benefits to which monetary values can hardly be assigned. Although these benefits are not
necessarily values accruing to the library per se, they certainly do increase the value and usefulness of the library for graduate students,
faculty, and the institution as a whole. Undoubtedl/, this is one of the
reasons that cooperating publishing units on campus offer and even
ship their materials on ISU library serials exchange at little or no cost
to the library.
AIso, the institution and its individual publishing units as well as
its individual departments and authors gain in prestige and reputation from having their major scientific and technical serials and
periodicals available in many foreign libraries. Additional broad and
long-range objectives of international serials exchange are the contributions to the free flow of information, the presentation of U.S. scientific accomplishments to scientists abroad, and the provision of technical assistanceto the so-called underdeveloped and developing countries. It is the policy of the Experiment Station, for example, to make
its scientific and technical serials as widely available as possible, notwithstanding inequities in materials received in return.
From the library standpoint, too, it doesn't seem that all exchanges
have to be on a quid pro quo basis. Libraries might well consider exchanges with an emerging institution in a developing country as an
investment in the future rather than adhering to a principle of strict
reciprocity. (Indeed, there sometimes can be a reverse problem-that
of receiving "surplus" or unwanted titles on exchange; however, these
should be culled in initial exchange negotiations or by routine notice
to the exchange partner of unwanted titles.)
Conclusions
Despite its limitations, this one-year assessmentshows rather clearly
that the ISU library serials exchanges are financially beneficial to the
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Iibrary. It does not mean that exchanges of serials would be proportionally economical for all libraries. The primary requirement for a successful exchange operation would seem to be the availability of suitable materials for the library to offer on exchange. And part of the
ISU library's favorable financial showing on its serials exchanges is due
to publishing units on campus cooperating with the exchange operation by providing materials to be sent on the library serials exchanges. In addition to widespread availability for their materials
achieved through the library serials exchanges, these units are evidently convinced that the value of the materials received in return
is sufficient for them to contribute their materials for centralized exchange through the library.
From the experience here, it seems that libraries not having similar cooperative arrangements with publishing units on campus for
centralized exchange might explore this possibility to mutual advantage.
Mainly, the results of this one-year assessment suggest that libraries should not ignore the possibility of exchanges as a means of
serials acquisition-especially in periods of austerity and reduced funds.
If benefits received truly do exceed costs, as this one-year assessment
for the ISU library seems to suggest, serials exchanges should not be
overlooked as an acquisitions method in contrast to attempting to obtain the materials by individual orders, the direct expenditure of
limited acquisition funds, and the increased processing and overhead
necessary. Although the area of serial exchanges lacks comprehensive
bibliographies and lists of publications available on exchanges, there
are several sources that can be very useful to libraries engaged in or
contemplating exchange programs.re
Without question, there is need for more precise, detailed, and
systematic studies of the monetary costs and benefits of exchange operations to be considered along with the nonmonetary advantages,
disadvantages, values, goals, etc. As more and more libraries face increasing financial problems, they will be forced to look more closely at
the costs of various materials and services ofiered by the library, and
it is likely that exchange operations will have to be subject to the
same scrutiny as other library activities.

The help received from the library's exchange section stafi members, who supplied
most of the data, is gratefully acknowledged and particular thanks are expressed to
Mr. John F. Heer, the editor of the Iowa Agriculture and Home Economics Experiment Station for his expert editorial advice, helpful suggestions, and contribution
of ideas.
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A SystemsApproach to
lmproved Efficiencyin Cataloging
Rosr Srrrrv
CatalogingDepartment
Co lu m b ia U nia ersity Li braries
New York.,Nezu Yorh.

avenues must be sought and new approaches developed. These call
-cataloging
for increased cooperation between the
and acquisitions departments and a more organization-oriented attirude on the part of
the cataloger.

As the goal of the procedure to be described is to reduce the load
o{ original cataloging as much as possible, it is important to realize that
this requires a broader approach than the one most currently in pracVolume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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ing, an organizational procedure, based on the author's experience in
a specialized language field, will be clescribed. If adaptecl io difierent
language or subject fields, it may secure significani economies, improve efficiency,and better serve the teaching staff and researcher.

ble.
Some examples follow:
Preselection of works by and about historical figures or literary
authors
Aduantages: Economy in searching in card catalogs and bibliographical sources; easier identification of translations,- different editions, data about biographees; and consequently more efficient cataloging, catalog editing, and maintenance work.
Preselection by institutions, such as universities, their institutes,
departments, schools, or by a country's ministries, their clivisions,
and so on

Preselectionfor courses

.
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economic and military histories which will give a well-structured overview to the cataloger on the subject who then can proceed not only
more economically but also with an increased subject knowledge. Further, the cataloger can inform readers about the relevant materiais available.
If the same librarian is cataloging rnonographs, serials, and series, a
decision can be made as to what should be processedas serial or series
and that part should preferably be cataloged first.
Adaantages: This method helps to clarify the corporate author,
the main entry, and so on in a unified procedure. Consequently, the
cataloger is less prone to scatter a scholarly series as separateswithin a
library with a card indicating: "Volumes in this series *ill be found in
this catalog under their respective authors with no entry under series
title," which makes the completion of such series cumbersome if not
impossible.
The "serials and series first" method also prevents some cluplication of work as ofiprints-often cataloged as monographs-may later
turn out to be duplicates which therefore will not have to be processedat all. Offprints shoulcl be set aside until it is reasonably certain
that this is not the case.
Saaings in classification time can be achievecl by the use of a common call number for the series when the subject is clearly definecl and
narrowed down with no inconvenience to the reader if the series is
analyzed.
Saaings in the recluction of bincling costs can result from binding
together consecutive numbers of seldom called for slim volumes of a
series. Easier searching in the stacks as volumes with the same call
number are placed in sequence, less frequent mis-shelving of very slinr
pamphlets, and reduced occurrence of loss are further benefits.
Benefits to acquisitions staft: The recorcl of holdings on rhe series
card facilitates the identificarion of gaps and can be checkecl by nonprofessional help. As it is hardly possible ro have experrs in all needed
Ianguages in the acquisitions cleparrmenr, it is helpful if the employee is spared the decision of whether or not to ordei an offered item

completion of sets or series. Furthermore, the chances of orclering a
title which is already in the backlog can be recluced through a betrer
overview of the prearranged material and the speed-upof processing.
Ben.efits to cataloger: The cataloger will develop a more thorough
knowledge of the subject fielcl as similar works catalogeclat the same time
reinforce the information acquirecl. The load of repetitive work such as
trlolume 16, Number4,
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searching in Library of Congress catalogs and other bibliographies,
preparation of authority, reference cards, and so on will be reduced.
Contacts with related departments through exchange of information
will benefit all the parties involved.
This system suggeststhe advantages of a broader approach to cataIoging and of the usefulness of the rhorough preparation of the material before it is to be cataloged. Let us now consider how some aspects of the above could be of use in other than a specialized language field area. The preselection of material by some criteria as language, topic or form within a broader subject would provide some
PersPective.
Some examples of prearrangement:
Ecclesiasticalhistory: e.g.,by
denominations,
dioceses,
biographies, etc.
Art and architecture: e.g.,by
form, i.e., separation of pamphlets, which provides economy in
shelving space on backlog shelves; these booklets may comprise
publications of the same instirution which speeds up their
processing.
artists,
art form,
buildings, etc.
Prearrangement by institutions may be of great help to the cataloger not familiar with the works to be processed,as translations of the
names of the institutions and of their divisions can be found on many
of their publications.
Let us also mention that if a work is claimed at any later date for
"rush" cataloging, it is fairly simple to look for it in the group in
which it has been prearranged, thereby saving time and inconvenience
to researcherand cataloger alike.
It is generally assumed that the work of the cataloger is rated to a
certain degree by monthly production reports, which by their very
nature tend to direct the cataloger towards achieving higher figures.
Therefore, the librarian may be tempted to process items involving less
research and to neglect the more unified view of the subject or language
area. However, in the long run, service to the library and the reader,
which should be our main goal, would be made more efficient and

researchers.
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In conclusion, this paper has emphasized the processing of materials mainly by discussing the role of the cataloger. i\re belieie, however,
that the procedure outlined will serve not only the cataloging department or the library in general, but its beneftts will accrue aJ witt to the
scholars, teaching staff, and students, who together are the most valuable resourcesof a rrniversitv or college.
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Carol A. Nemeyer
Harcourt,

M. ANN HrrneRrorn
Library Sen,ices
Brace, f oaonouich, Inc.
Nezo York., Nezo York

The Resources and Technical Seruices Diaision of the American Library Association presents the ESTHER J. PIERCy AWARD lor 1972
to Carol A. Nemeyer in recognition of her contributions to technical
seruices: Carol Nemeyer's prof essional interests haue f ocused on an
area of concern cotnmon to Fublishing and librarianship-the
reprint industry. Her d,istinguished academic work has resulted in a
doctoral dissertation on the subiect and in the publication in 1972 of
Scholarly Reprint Publishing in the Unired States, a new professional
tool for librarians and the book trade. Her intensiae suruey has brought
a sense of coherence to an increasingly important segment of the booh
world. She combines qualities of intellectual en.ergy and professional
achieuement we look for in our leaders and uhich we frttingly salute
in the name of E.sther.J.Pierq.

The Esther J. Piercy Award is presented to Carol A. Nemeyer (lefQ by Roma S.
Gregory (right) , chairman of the RTSD Piercy Award Jury.

f REMEMBER A DAY in the fall of 1968. In my omce ar the Amerr
ican Book Publishers Council-now the Association o[ American
Publishers (AAP)-I was thinking abour the great number of mutual
concerns of publishers and librarians-and what I was supposed to be

.
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doing about some of them-when in walked another recruit to the
cause: Carol A. Nemeyer. As a student of Dan Lacy in his course on
Modern Book Publishing at Columbia University she was considering
two important topics for lter doctoral dissertation: the scholarly reprint publishing industry or the distribution of books and orher library materials. Since Lacy knew of my concern about the lack of information available in both these areas, he had suggested that Carol
talk with me. After careful consideration she elected to research the
former topic. Scholarly Reprint Publishing in th.e United Stafes (published in June 1972, by the R. R. Bowker Company) is the result of
three years of conscientious study of a fielcl about which very little had
been written. Carol conducted over one hundred personal interviews,
analyzed many more questionnaires, and synthesized the findings into
a concise, literate, and direct description of the history and operation
of the reprint industry. She describes the publishing, editorial, ancl
marketing techniques presently in use and offers a thoughtful and
balanced discussion of the problems facing these publishers. Changes
are anticipated and recommendations made about ways to improve
working relations among publishers and librarians.
At the same time Carol earned her doctorate, she succeeded me at
the AAP. In that position she demonstrates not only serious concern
for the industry and the profession but also remarkable talent for
recognizing and organizing the specific tasks that need ro be done, and
getting them done. Creative stafi work for the publishing industry requires a thorough knowledge of how books are produced and why
they are important. In her work and in her book, Carol communicates
an impressive amount of information about general and specialized
book publishing and about librarianship.
Carol Anmuth was born in New York City in 1929 and was educated
there and at Berea College (Kentucky) where she worked in the li
brary. She received her master's degree in Library Science from Columbia University's School of Library Service in 196l and her doctorate in 1971. In 1950 she married Sheldon Nemeyer, who now is in
the Newsfilm Department of the Nadonal Broadcasting Company. When
they were married, Shel was recalled to the Navy and they lived in
Norfolk, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. Their little boat figures largely in their lives and they spend weekends gunkholing and holidays
"small boat cruising" on waters as far away as the Bay of Fundy.
After receiving her MLS, Carol worked at McGraw-Hill as cataloger/reference librarian and then as assistant librarian in the general
library. These six years helped to develop her interest in publishing
and its relationship to good library practices. To enable her to work
toward the doctorate, Carol was granted a Title II-B U.S. Office of Education fellowship. Because the Council on Library Resources, Inc.
placed such a high priority on research into the scholarly reprint industry, Carol received a supplemental officer's grant from them. At that
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time she was president of Columbia's chapter of Beta Phi Mu and vicechairman of the New York Publishing Group of the Special Libraries
Association.
When Carol came to work with me at the AAP and the National
Book Committee in November 1970, our long-range "plot" was to encourage the industry to establish a professional library to serve serious
research needs and to provide factual information about books and
bookmen in general. Our immediate responsibilities, however, were to
provide numerous servicesto AAP members and to staff the School and
Library Promotion and Marketing Committee, the Trade Division
(now the General Publishing Division), and the Educational Media
Selection Centers Prograrn. In addition, Carol presently works also
for the Copyright Committee, whose activities are of prime importance
to all publishers and librarians.
Another activity of great concern to the industry and the profession is the Cataloging-in-Publication Program launched by the Library
of Congress in June 1971, with shared grants from the Council on Library Resources, Inc., and the National Endowment for the Humanities. Carol helped to plan for this unique tool to make the acquisition
of current library materials much more efficient. Envisioned by the
late Verner Clapp in the 1950s and implemented after the 1969 Acquisitions Preconference, the program is proceeding on schedule
through the substantial efforts of Carol Nemeyer at the AAP and Glen
Zimmerman and William Gosling at the Library of Congress.
One must be careful in expressing pride lest the tone be possessive,
peremptory, or precious. None of these is intended. I appreciate this
opportunity to testify to the intelligence, diligence, and accomplishment of a remarkable woman who has just passed the beginning of
what will be, I prophesy, a unique career in the world of books, librarians, and publishers. We have learned together-and shall continue
to do so-that serving talented people and communicating with them is
a major responsibility and a rewarding accomplishment. It is most appropriate that an award in memory of one outstanding woman, Esther
Piercy, should be given to another, Carol Nemeyer.

.
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EdmondL. Applebaum
Wtr,r,reu J. Wursu
Processing Department
Library of Congress
Washington, D.C.
The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification in 1972
is awarded to Edmond, Lewis Applebaum for his contribution to the
deuelopment of the National Program for Acquisitions and, Cataloging.
NPAC has made the Library of Congress more responsiue to the needs
of other libraries and, has brought the library community much
closer to the ideal ol each title's being cataloged once for all libraries.
While engaged in dealing with many technical and ad,ministratiue
problems, Mr. Applebaum has alutays been ready to hear from the
consunxersand to adapt the program to their needs.

Edmond L. Applebaum,

recipient of the lg72 RTSD/CCS

Margaret Mann Citation.

FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS the Library of Congress has rewardr ed Edmond L. Applebaum's valuable contributions both to the
institution and to Iibrarianship by adding on his willing shoulders increasing responsibilities and bigger headaches. With the awarding of
the esteemed Margaret Mann Citation in 1972, the library profession
and.ALA/RTSD
acknowledge his notable professional achievements as
well. Certainly the citation r{'as well earned and deserved, for Ed Applebaum has worked long and hard through the years to make LC's
Volume 16, Number 4, Fall 1972
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services to libraries everywhere opelate as smoothly and successfully as

tential value of a library career during his last year at Harvard. He then
attended. Columbia University School of Library Service which awardetl
him a Master of Science degree in 1950. While at Columbia, he was
again an honors student, class president, and school rePresentative to
the University Student Council.
Chosen for the Library of Congress Special Recruit Program for
outstanding library school graduates in 1950, Ed was introduced to the
variety and scope of LC activities through this internship program.
It did not take him long to become involved in and committed to many
of them. Several years of job rotation followed, with ever'increasing responsibilities through the divisions of the Processing Department- He
began a$ the Orientalia exchange assistant in the Exchange and Gift
Division in 1950. A transfer to the position of American-British exchange assistant in l95l was followed by his promotion to assistant
head of the section in 1952. and then head of the section. He was subsequently named head of the European Exchange Section.
In 1954 the Harvard University Graduate School of Public Administration granted him an Administrative Fellowship to continue his academic preparation, and during a year's leave of absence from LC, he
received his M.P.A. from the Littauer Center at Harvard. He returned
to LC as administrative assistant in the Processing Department where
he continued to fulfill his administrative duties with distinction. He
filled, in succession,the posts of head of the Orders Section of the
Card Division, assistant chief of the Order Division, and was named
executive officer in the ProcessingDepartment Office in 1960.
In the twelve years since his appointment as executive officer, the
size and complexity of the Proceising Department have increased
dramatically. The number of employees expanded from 700 to over
1,700 in 1972, and the budget mushroomed from $6 million to over
$20 million. As executive officer, Ed was involved with many of the department's projects and publications, through the development of
budget proposals, recruitment of stafi, controlling of expenditures,
and handling of personnel matters.

.
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Despite the growing demands on his time and energy, Ed always
managed by noteworthy devotion to duty and tireless activity to keep
pace with his proportionally increasing obligations. His alertness in anticipating problems and his judgment in solving difficulties or recom-

On April 4, 1966 Ed was appointed assistant clirector of the Processing Department. In this newly-creared position, he assisted the director,
then John William Cronin, ancl the issociate director, myself, in the
general administration of the growing department. During this period
John Cronin's major efforts were directed to the broadening of I-c's
national centralized cataloging effort in response to the urgent needs
of the research library communitv. With thi enactment of Title II-C

In 1967, the Library again recognized Ed's many contributions
with the presentation of a superior service Award. The citation praisecl
his "remarkable diligence, devorion and energy" in successfully aclministering NPAC during its early days of growth while assuming other comprehensive administrative responsibilities in .the processing Department because of the extended absence of its other two chief officers. In expressing the Library's appreciation for Ed's fine achievements and capable administration, L. Quincy Mumford, rhe Librarian
of Congress, cited the importance of the varied operations of the department, especially NPAC, to the government and all types of Iibraries throughout rhe country.
With the retiremenr of John Cronin in 1968 and the reorganization of the department into three major functional areas, Ed took on
managerial direction of the department's acquisitions activities and

ing officer in the Processing Department. The last few years have been
critical ones for the Processing Department, the Library of Congress,
and indeed the whole library profession. Throughout this period Ed
Volume 15, Number 4, Fall 1972
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has demonstrated his ability to deal successfully with challenge ancl
change.
No matter how busy his schedule, Ed is always willing to accePt
special assignments and perform such tasks with care and skill. Within
the Library he has served on numerous committees on automation,
personnel utilization, preservation, and motion pictures. IIe acts as
chairman of LC's Acquisitions Committee and the Task Force on the
Impact of NPAC, and was recently appointed as one of LC's two rePresentatives on the U.S. National Libraries Task Force on Cooperative
Activities. In addition he has been a member of several intragovernmental bodies, such as the COSATI Panel on Operational Techniques
and Systems, the COSATI Panel on International Information Activities and the COSATI Special Foreign Currency Subcommittee, all
of which are constituent groups of the Federal Council for Science and
Technology's Committee on Scientific and Technical Information. He
currently serves on the Interagency Map and Publications Acquisitions
Committee (IMPAC) and the Foreign Acquisitions Committee of the
Association of ResearchLibraries.
Professional development through education and training has long
been one of Ed's concerns. Within the Library he has been an active
member for several years of the LC Training Advisory Committee and
the LC Special Recruit Selection Committee. From 1963 ro 1966 he
Reacted as the District of Columbia representative on the ALA/LAD
cruiting Network. During his free time from 1966 through 1969 he
conducted seminars on technical servicesat the University of Maryland
Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences as an adjunct
lecturer. As a practitioner himself, Ecl was especially well-qualified to
give his students a broad overview of library technical processeswith
particular attention to administrative considerations. Recently, at Dr.
Paul Wasserman's request, Ed compiled an annotated Reader in Tech'
nical Seraicer, soon to be published as a handbook for library school
students as part of the Reader Series in Library and Information Science.
Ed is a life member of the American Library Association and its Resources and Technical Services Division, as well as a member of the
District of Columbia Library Association, the Harvard Club of Washington, and the Washington Alumni Group of the Kennedy School of
Government.
Under his able direction, the NPAC program has flourished. Its
appropriations have grown from $300,000 and $3,000,000 in FY 1966
and 1967 respectively to $7,282,000in FY 1972. NPAC shared cataloging
programs now cover twenty-four major publishing countries, and NPAC
regional acquisitions offices cover an additional eighteen countries in
bibliographically difficult areas of the world. Since 1966 LC has cataloged more than one-half million current foreign monographs using
NPAC shared cataloging techniques by adapting national bibliography
entries to provide full LC catalog cards as rapidly as possible to all li-
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braries. Developing and maintaining this vast network of acquisitions
and cataloging has entailed a great amount of effort and paper work,
both at home and abroad, and much of NPAC's successis due to Ed's
untiring efiorts and skilled attention. Both in person and through correspondence Ed keeps in close touch with every aspect of the program.
Though he appreciates the accomplishments of the past, he is never
hesitant to suggestinnovations and changesfor the future.
Although Ed's career has touched on many aspects of library technical services, it has not been directly connected with the cataloging
bibliographically difficult areas of the world. Since 1966, LC has cataloging community chose to honor his contributions to the profession
and to their cause. With this award Ed Applebaum becomes the third
ProcessingDepartment staff member to receive the Margaret Mann Citation for cataloging and classification in the last six years. The recognition and support of the American library community implied in the
awarding of these citations are appreciated by the entire Processing
Department team, for they bring honor not just to the recipients, but
to all their colleaguesin the Processing Department and the Library of
Congress. We hope we can continue to meet the standards they have
set so well for us.

1965Applebaum,Edmond t. "r-ort:-""jr.*)'.'t'.

National Registerof Microform

Masters as Part of a National Preservation Program," ZRZS 9:489-494 (Fall
1 9 6 5 ).
"Library of Congress Annotated Cards for Children's Literature," ZR?S
1966 -.
10:455457 (Fall 1966) .
"The National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging: A Progress
1968 -.
Report on Developments under Title II-C of the Higher Education Act of 1965,"
LRTS 12:18-22 (Winter 1968).
1968 -.
"The National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging," DC Libraries
39:75-78 (Fall 1968).
"Wartime Preservation of Libraries," Enqclopedia Americana, 1969.
1969 -.
1970 -."Centralized
Cataloging for the Country-Now
and in the Future," in
Changing Concept of Seruice in Libraries: A Centennial Lecture Series and
Symposi,um, Terre Haute, Indiana, Indiana State fJniversity, Department of
Library Science, 1970 p.42-47.
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andTechnicalServicesDivislon:
Resources
Annual Reports,1e71ltZ
President'sReport
Bennene M. Wnsrnv, Presidenl
The whole is the sum of its parts. A summary of the work of the Resources
an{ Technical Services Division committees, sections, and section committees
provides the content of the president's annual rePort. This report and those
of the section chairmen thaf follow reveal a myriad of important activities.
The many librarians working hard behind the sceneson these committees are
the true authors of this review and hereby receive my thanks. It is the lot
of those who toil in the field of technical services to be out of sight but, we
hope, not out of mind of those who enjoy the fruits of their labors.
Standardization in all areas of technical serviceshas been the main concern
of RTSD this past year, and cooperation with other organizations has been

Division formed a new committee, the Interdivisional Committee on Representation in Machine Readable Form of Bibliographical Information, which
is to encourage the development of standards in this area. Also active in this
field is a Subcommittee of ihe Descriptive Cataloging Committee which is working diligently beyond the call of duty to develop rules for the cataloging of
michine-readable data files and which is consulting with the AECT Cataloging Committee, Computer Media Working Party, ASIS Special Interest Group
for Non-print Media, and other interested parties.
RTSD has established a liaison between its executive secretary and the
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the Library Association Cataloguing & Indexing Group which asked RTSD to
organize a Committee on Compurer Filing to work with its Working party on
Computer Filing toward a goal of creating an Anglo-American code of rules
for machine filing.
On the home front, the RTSD Book Catalogs Committee is preparing a
-catalogs.
guideline for the {ormulation, production, and issuance of book
standard times for original cataloging is the concern of the Technical services
Costs Committee which is working with the Library Technology Program to
find a contractor for this research. The RSD/RTSD Public Documents Committee has cooperated with the Association of Stare Library Agencies by adding to its roster two members of that Association. The committee has endorsed
the Indiana University Proposal to Study the Use, Bibliographical Control
and Distribution of Federal and State Government publications, and has
learned that the Government Printing Office has an interest in such a study
too. At the annual conference the committee discussed the matter of classified
govetnment documents and the concern of the Intellectual Freedom Committee
about the recall of government documents.
Programming for a preconference and five meetings at the Annual Conference absorbed the time and energy of many people. The Association of
American Publishers/RTSD Joint Committee spent rhe year planning for the
preconference entitled: "Acquisitions Preconference II: Focus '72." ln addition
to discussions on the acquisition of print and nonprinr media, periodicals,
serials, antiquarian and scholarly reprints, the program also focused on economic realities and standardization. The preconference was very successful,
the most popular feature being the miniconferences, a series of concurrent
evening discussionmeetings on a variety of topics.
RTSD sponsored a day of four program meetings on June 29 with the
theme: "Manipulation of Media for IJse: Standardizing Bibliographic Organization of Media." The Acquisitions and Serials Sections presenred the morning
Program on the "Acquisition of Serial Publications in Microform: Availability,
Cost, and User Requiremenrs" with Allan Veaner, Stanford University, and
Ralph W. Lewis, Ames Research Center, NASA, Moffett Field, as speakers. In
the afternoon "Rules for Catalosing Multimedia" was rhe ropic for discussion
at rhe joint RTSD/CCS meedng. Virginia Taylor, City Independent School
Disttict, Houston, and Peter Lewis, University of Sussex, Brighton, presented
the American and British viewpoinrs on catalog entry and media designation.
The classification of nonprint media was discussed by Ruth Bell, Shawnee
Mission Public Schools, and the cataloging of dara files was the topic of the
report by John Byrum, Princeton University library. The Reproduction of
Library Materials Section conducted two simultaneous programs in the evening: "Copyright and Fair Use Pracrices" with three panelists; and a rwo-part
discussion on "Housing and Srorage of Microforms and Related Media" by a
panel of four and "Human and Administrative Factors in Microforms" with
three panelists.
At the afternoon program Carol Nemeyer, Association of American Publishers, received the Esther J. Piercy Award, and Edmond Applebaum, Processing Department, Library of Congress,was presented with the Margaret Mann
Citation.
Maintaining its interest in networks, RTSD cooperated wirh the Association of State Library Agencies and the Information Science and Automation
Division in sponsoring a day of meerings on rhe subject on Wednesday, June
28, and. was specifically responsible for the late afternoon session on "Net-
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works: Currents in National Planning." Speakers were Burton Lamkin, Office
of Education; Charles Stevens, National Cornmission on Libraries and Information Science; William Welsh, Library of Congress; and Russell Shank, Smithsonian Institution.
Library Resourcesand Technical Seruicesis our most important acriviry.
After only one year, Robert Wedgeworth leaves the editorship to become ALA
executive director. RTSD's loss is ALA's gain. We are proud of his contributions to the division and its journal and of his selection to his new position.
LRTS, the only journal exclusively devored to the field of technical services,
has gained an enviable reputation both here and abroad with its presentation
of the best articles in this field of librarianship. The division members have
indicated that this journal is the most important part of their membership.
Therefore, continuation of the journal and its proper support rate the highest
priority by the division.
RTSD is the largest type-of-activity division in ALA, due, no doubt, to the
fact that the technical services have a universality in all types of libraries.
RTSD is the third largest division. These facts should be remembered as ALA
enters a new era under a new executive director and a period of self-study
and possible reorganization. In a survey the members stated their preference
that RTSD should remain a separare division with its own journal. RTSD
must have its fair share of the ALA budget. Without adequate and proper
technical servicesno type of library or other library activity can function satisfactorily. As can be read in this report and the ones which follow that recite the work of RTSD, these activities are for the benefit of libraries in general, not technical servicesdepartments in particular.
In line with the proposed study of ALA, the division will be reviewing its
goals and organizational structure. Although four new committees were created this year, an equal number were disbanded. To further implement a program of self-analysis, RTSD has an ad hoc committee of younger members
whose assignments are to study the ACONDA recommendations in relation
to RTSD and to suggestrelevant programs for the division.
A reorgaqization proposal submitted by the RTSD Organization Committee was approved by the RTSD Board of Directors at its annual meeting in
Chicago in June 1972: that the Acquisitions Secrion and its commirrees and
the RTSD Resources Committee merge to form the Resources and Acquisitions Section and that the Serials Section review its activities with a view to the
possibility of becoming part of the new section.
The structure of the RTSD Board of Directors musr also be studied. With
the new composition of ALA Council which eliminares division representation, RTSD no longer has its six ALA Councilors as members of the Board of
Directors.
Another concern of the division and its sections is the place of technical
services in the library school curriculum. There is minimal availability of
courses in serials, acquisitions work, and the reproduction of library materials.
There is Iess emphasis being placed on cataloging and classification. Therefore, RTSD will form an interdivisional committee on education for resources and technical services with the Library Education Division. This committee will investigate the coverage of this field of librarianship in library
schools and develop a statement of the kind of education which is considered
essential.
No division president is an island, and I want to express my sincere thanks
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to the members of the RTSD Board of Directors and the chairmen and members of all of the committees. They are the ones who are responsible for the
achievements of the division during this past year. A special debt of graritude
is owed to Mrs. Carol (Raney) Kelm, RTSD executive secrerary, without whom
president can funcrion. Finally, my appreciation to the members of
11RTSD
-tb
RTSD for dreir trust and for this opportunity
serve as the division president. I hope that in some small way I hive justified their confidence.

ExecutiveSecrefary'sReporf
Cenor R. Kr,r,u,ExecutiueSecretary
RTSD has had another busy transitional year. ALA's organizarional uncertainties have not kept the division from its important *ork. Th" lg71/72
RTSD president's report reflects the variety of activities in which RTSD units
have participated.
As always, the RTsD office has maintained the office records, carried on
correspondence with division and section officers and committee chairmen,
and made the necessaryarrangements for Midwinter and Annual conference
meeti-ng_s.
year there has been a heavy additional load of arranging for
.This
the 1972 Acquisitions Preconference Institute with little additional stafi. Three

various interested members of the Reproduction of Libtary Materials section.
Requests for assistanceon technical services matters continue to come in

case on copyright afiect reproduction of library materiars? How will
lvilkjns
cataloging-in-Publication help to speed up the processing of library materials
and change the staffing patterns in techniial serui.es uniti? How can the division specifically aid technical service librarians in the field?
Thanks to the fine cooperation and hard work of the division and section officers RTSD continues to serve librarianship in general and technical
services librarians in particular.
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AcquisitionsSection Reporf
NorureN Duolnv,

Chairman

the board:
.,That the RTSD Acquisitions section be reconstituted as the Resources
and Acquisitions Section, with the following function statement:
.To iontribute
througtr the etrto library service and librarianship
couragemenr, promotion of, and responsibility for those activities of the
Resouices and Technical Services Division of the American Library Association relating to the selection and acquisition of all types of materials

in "bookdealer" is understood to include all media''

resolution of others which are still unclear'
committee, of the
The section was cosponsor, with the AAP/RTSD Joint
'72," and a number of
highly successful"Acquisitions Preconference II: Focus
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The section joined with the Serials Section to present a program at the
_
June conference on "The Acquisirion of serial publiiarions in Microform." Allen Veaner, assistant director of libraries at stanford university, spoke on the
technical aspecrs of serials in microform, and Ralph Lewis, oi NASA's Ames
Research center, spoke on patterns of use of micrbform materials at his center.- The program attracted more than 600 people, and the lively discussion
period which followed and subsequent commenrs were indications of a highly
successful program.
while preconferences and program meeti'gs may offer the most visible
evidence of the section's existence, it is in the section's commitrees that the
great bulk of the substantive work is done, and a brief review of these committees' activities will make that evident.
The Policy and Research Committee has been concerned for some time
about the inadequacy of acquisitions courses in library school curricula and
has been collecting specific data about these courses for some time. concern for
inadequate technical services training has also been voiced by other RTSD
sections, and the result has been that the RTSD organization committee rcceived approval of rhe following recommendarion ar the last RTSD boarcl
meeting:
An interdivisional committee on education for resources and technical services shall be formed with the Library Education Division, with the following function statement: "To investigate the coverage of resources ancl technical services in library schools; to develop a statement of the kind of education in these fields which is considered essential; and to seek all appropriate means for furthering such a program. . . ."
The Policy and Research Committee has already met with members of the
Library Education Division and plans ro work closely with this new commirtee. It is also continuing with the preparation of an annual bibliography of
publications dealing with acquisitions, in order ro assist ZRTS assisrant editor
Ashby Fristoe in his work on The Year in Acqui,sitions.
The Library Materials Price Index Committee reports that Helen Welch
Tuttle has relinquished her responsibility for the periodicals price inclex to
Norman Brown. The format of the book price index will be somewhat different next year, making it somewhat more difficult to compare with former
years. An out-of-print price index is in preparation, as is a French book price
index and an updated Mexican index; a Latin American index has jusi appeared. Attempts to compile a useful audiovisual index have thus far been
unsuCcesful,
The Reprinting Committee has been engaged in reviewing the guidelines
for lending of microform reprint publications which were adopted in April
1968. A press release seeking expressions of opinion on this subject was prepared and was distributed by the ALA Public Inforrnarion Office. A number
of comments had been received at the time of the June conference, and these
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were discussed at some length. The discussion will be continued at the midwinter meeting.
The Bookdealer-Library Relations commitree included copies of the final
draft of its Guidelines for Handling Library Orders for In-print Monographic
Publicati.ons in the packets of materials given to each registrant in the "Acquisitions Preconference." This draft was later approved by the Acquisitions Sec-

to have ready the first draft of the guidelines for purchasing antiquarian materials. The committee is also considering preparing a list of blanket and approval dealers, domestic and foreign, together with the services each ofiers.
At the midwinter meeting the AS chairman asked the approval of the
RTSD board for the formation of an AS ad hoc committee on periodical price
increases. The board approved this, subject to official action by the Organization Committee, which had the following recommendation approved by the
board at the June conference:
The funition statement for the Acquisitions Section Committee on Periodical Price Increases shall be "To investigate the status of serial price increases under Phase II, to elicit information from the Library Materials
Price Index Committee regarding price increases since the wage-price
freeze, and to report any violations to the Price Board. The appropriate
ALA channel for reporting is through the RTSD Executive Secretary to
the ALA Executive Board."
Roma Gregory and E. G. Hamann were asked to serve on this committee,
with Mrs. Gregory acting as chairman. No comparisons are possible until the
1972 prices are available, of course, but initial correspondence has been sent
to the U.S. Price Commission; and Norman Brown, who is now preparing the
periodical price index, has been asked to supply complete price information
on certain publishers,
This his been an interesting and challenging year for me as Acquisitions
Section chairman, and I want to thank all the section members who helped
make it that. Mathilda O'Bryant, incoming chairman, should have an even
more interesting tenure, as we look toward a section with greatly expanded
and gr:eatly clarified responsibilities.

Cafalogingand ClassificationSecfion Report
Banner,e A. Gerrs,

Chairman

The topic that has had the greatest impact on the largest number of committees in the Cataloging and Classification Section this year is nonbook materials.
RTSD and CCS cosponsored a program on cataloging nonbook materials
at the 1972 Chicago Conference. Two areas that have engendered a great deal
of discussion in connection with cataloging nonbook materials and formulat'
ing cataloging rules are choice of entry and medium designation. Miss Virginia
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Taylor and Peter Lewis presented views and answered questions on these topics. NIrs. I{uth Bell reported on the use of Dewey Decimal classification for
nonbook materials in the Shawnee N{ission Public Schools, and John tsyrum
reported on work being done in the cataloging of machine readable data files.
The Descriptive Cataloging Committee continues its work on the revision
of the An.qlo-Arrrerican Cataloging Rules. l\.Ieetings of the commirtee in April
and durine the Chicag<,rconference irrcluded representatives from the Canaclian
Library Association, the (British) Library Associarion, and the Library of
Congress. These meetings, with representatives of the authors of AACR, coordinate and further discussion and understanding necessary for the continuing work of the committee. The committee is focusing its attention now
on AACR rules lA and 17, and rule 43. Work on AACR rules for nonbook
materials continues with representation from the authors of Non-Book fuIaterials. Other areas of the committee's concern are approval in principle of
the International Standard Bibliographic Descriprion as set forrh in the
draft of May 7971; approval of Romanization tables for Georgian and for
Sindhi in the Arabic script; and through its Subcommitree on Rules for Cataloging Machine Readable Data Files, such areas of concern as sources of bibliographic description, title uanscription, publication and producrion of information, restrictions on use of media files, scope and contents notes, and collation.
The Ad FIoc Audio Visual Media in Libraries Committee is also concerned with various aspects of Non-Book Materials as well as the problems of
storage, handling, packaging, and other common problems connected with
audiovisual materials. This committee will continue as an ad hoc committee
with its present function statement until the completion of the manual on
nonbook materials presently in preparation, at which time the status of this
committee will be reconsidered.
The Ad Hoc Committee on the Cataloging of Children's Materials has
been continuing its discussions with representatives {rom the Library of ConStess on matters relating to the cataloging of children's materials and has
been publicizing, supporting, and interpreting Cataloging-in-publication (CIp)
to school library supervisors. Incorporarion of the LC subject headings list
for children's literature in the new Sears list and the inclusion of these subject headings in the appendix to the LC subject headings list as well as the
announcement of a new position at the Library of Congress,head of cataloging
of children's literature, are excellent examples of the continued cooperation
of the Library of Congress and the recognition of the importatce of cataloging
children's materials. In this connection, Theodore C. Hines and JessicaL. Harris undertook a survey of commercial catalogers and processors during the
spring of 1972 to determine awareness of the 196g recommendarion that LC
cataloging be adopted as a national standard for children's caraloging and the
efiect of CIP on policies of commercial catalogers and processors. In geneial, responses to the questionnaire favored standardization and were enthusiastic
about CIP. The committee has begun discussions of curricular subject headings with the Library of Congress and will coordinare its study with the
Subject Analysis and Organization of Library Materials Committee. Action
taken and agreed to by CCS and RTSD during the Chicago conference changes
the status of this committee to a CCS standing committee "to study the problems of and recommend action on all aspects of cataloging of library materials
for children."
The Policy and Research Committee began consideration and discussion
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on ways and means of focusing attention on Problems in the broad field of
cataloging in order to stimulate rcsearch in library schools especially at the
level of candidates for the Ph.D. The committee has set uP informal liaison
with the Committee on Cataloging of Children's Materials to keep abreast of its
work. The MICRO Subcommittee of the Policy and Research Committee was
dissolved during midwinter 1972 in view of the establishment of the RTSD/
RSD/ISAD Interdivisional Committee on the Reptesentation of Bibliographic
Data in Machine-Readable Form.
The Reference Services Division's Catalog Use Study Committee is tabulating the results of its study of the St. Louis Junior College library and Chester County Public Library. Jessica Harris, the CCS rePresentative to this committee, reports that the final report should be completed by midwinter 1973.
The Subject Analysis and Organization of Library Materials Committee
sponsored a National Federation of Science Abstracting and Indexing Services
(NFSAIS) Indexing in Perspective seminar in April at the University of Maryland and considered this the best seminar to date. Plans are underway for another seminar at Pratt Institute in February 1973 and possibly one later at the
University of Texas. The committee has two subcommittees: Subcommittee on
Subject Headings for Correctional Materials and Subcommittee on Subject
Headings for Gay Liberation. They have begun work and have discussedprob'
lems of these subject headings with LC representatives. The Library of Con'
gress has made some changes in headings for correctional materials since the
matter was raised during the 1972 Midwinter Meetings.
As a result of conversations during the Council of Regional Groups luncheon, the Audio Visual Media in Libraries Committee and the Subject Analysis
and Organization of Library Materials Committee are planning means to Provide closer communications with librarians throughout the country about
problems and developments under the committees' responsibilities. The committees will work with the Council on Regional Groups to efiect this improvement.
The Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee is developing a
manual of committee decisions for its use and is busy with housekeeping
chores in preparation for work on the nineteenth edition of Dewey.
It is always a pleasure to present the Margaret lVlann Citation, and this
year is no exception. Congratulations to Edmond Applebaum, this year's re'
cipient, for outstanding service.
The Nominating Committee which presented nominations of willing and
able members for office insures the continuance of the work of CCS. The work
in progress and the achievements of this year are due to the capable officers,
membets, and chairmen of committees, sectional representatives, and above all
to the executive secretary, Carol Kelm. The chairman thanks all these people for their work and support, and also thanks an active and concerned membership.

Reproducfionof Library Materials Secfion Reporf
Howann W. Cononr,r, Chairman
The wheels of progresshave appeared to turn somewhat slowly for the
Reproduction of Library Materials Section duting l97l/72:' nevertheless,there
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and samuel M. Boone leading the discussion on "Human and Administrative
Factors in Microforms." Participants in these rwo panels included Robert
Veihman, Francis F. Spreitzer, Forresr F. Carhart,
;r., Judy Fair, and Chatles G.
LaHood, Jr.
Approval for formation of the new RLMS Standards Committee was given
_
by the RTSD Board of Directors and committee members have been uppointed, with stephen salmon as chairman. The functions of the new committee

by Cosby Brinkley, the original editor of the publication.
A survey of the current status of photoduplication
and reprography in
graduate library school curricula was presented by the RLMS Executive committee member-at-large, Dr. H. william Axford. The section is interested in
obtaining greater arrenrion to rhis subject in library schools; and the results
of the survey will be made known ro the membership, possibly as an article in
LRTS.
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The RLMS Executive Committee is maintaining a continuing discussion
on the subject of sponsorship of ANSI Committee PH-5. The prevailing position of RLMS is that ALA, as a consumer-oriented organization, should continue as sponsor. The formation of the new RLMS Standards Committee is directly tied to the desire of RLMS to increase suPPort to ANSI PH-5 to overcome delays in introducing, editing, and insuring publication of finished new
standards.

Serials Section Report
Eorr,ruNoG. HaivrlNN, ChaiYman
A gteat deal of the RTSD Serials Section activity this year involved the establishment of two committees. Ofi and running is the Ad Hoc Committee
to Study Manually Maintained Serial Records, chaired by Herbert Linville. It
has prepared a draft of a questionnaire, which has the essential purpose of
eliciting information about forms, records, and work procedures used in a variety of serials operations, and has pretested it; it is anticipated that the
questionnaire will be put into its final form and sent to a selection of libraries
this fall. The Ad Hoc Committee on Computer Programs for Producing a
Serials Holdings List was approved at the midwinter meeting in January when
it was found that the committee's functions would not overlap those of the
Interdivisional Committee on Bibliographic Representation in Machine-Readable Form. Its roster of five members remains to be appointed.
With regard to the creation of guidelines and standards for serials operations, the Serials Section examined a draft of Guidelines for Publishers, Agents,
and Librarians in Handling Library Orders for Serials and Periodi'cak, a document prepared by the Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee of the Acquisitions Section. It is a distinctive effort to acquaint both vendors and librarians with proper procedures for ordering, invoicing, claiming, etc., and
should become a useful tool for serials librarians. A final draft is in preparation for review at the 1973 Midwinter Meeting.
Other activities in the area of standards include consultation by the section
with the ALA Washington Office in support of the House of Representatives'
bill HR 8659 to amend Title 38, United States Code, as enacted by the Postal
Reorganization Act, to require that the mailing label or other cover of any
publication having periodical publication mail privileges, when mailed to a
subscriber, shall bear readily intelligible information regardine the name and
address of the subscriber and the expiration date of the current subscription.
Some question was raised over the notation of dates: the International Standards Organization Recommendation R2014 gives an all-numeric date expressed as year (four digits), month (two digits) , and day (two digits) ; on
the other hand, there is advocacy for the use of one of the two presently accepted systems, month-day-year in America, or day-month-year in Europe. At
this time the outcome of the pending legislation is not known.
Subcommittee I0 of Committee 239 of. the American National Standards
Institute is in the process of revising the standard, Periodicals: Forrnat antl
Arrangement The major change in the draft is the substitution of the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) for CODEN. The revised standard
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should be published sometime in 1973. The Serials Section observed that ALA
serial publications generally do not conform to these standards, deploring in
particular the unsuitability of narrow inner margins for binding.
The Duplicates Exchange Union (DEU) this year worked on a new form
letter to be used by the RTSD executive secretary or DEU committee members for replying to inquiries about the disposition of duplicates. The DEU
has also tabulated the number of member libraries which have been supplying at least one list of duplicate periodicals a year to orher members, as the
terms of membership require. The relationship of the DEU to other organizations servicing out-of-prinr periodicals was examined in the Winter 1972 issue
of ZRTS by Ted Hamann in his article "Out-of-Print Periodicals; the United
StacesBook Exchange as a Source of Supply." Continuing enthusiasm among
its members is plain evidence of the usefulness of the Duplicates Exchange
Union.
The Serials Section took action this winter to bring before RTSD rhe minimal availability of formal educarion in serials work in library schools and
urged the division to investigate the content and character of serials instruction in graduate library schools. The RTSD board at the
June 1972 conference approved of rhe formation, with the Library Education Division, of
an interdivisional committee on education for resources and technical services
to investigate the coverage of resources and technical servicesin library schools;
to develop a statement of the kind of education in these fields which is considered essential; and, to seek all appropriate means for furthering such a
Program.
A major event of the year was rhe formation this spring of rhe National
Serial Data Program, Paul Vassallo, director. The program is supported by the
Library of Congress, the National Agricultural Library, and the National Library of Medicine. It is responsible for the development of a central machine
readable source of serial catalog;ing information and an economically feasible
system of handling serials that will eliminate the costly duplicative input
and conversion projects that would otherwise be necessary. The objectives
of this, the third phase of the overall national serials automation program is
to provide the three national libraries and other research libraries as well, with
an authoritative automated bibliographic resource upon rvhich serials processing systems can be built; provide a base record of serial titles to which the
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) can be permanenrly affixed; provide a machine readable bibliographic resource for serials which will supply
cataloging information to libraries and at rhe same time permit the uniform
transfer of data on serials among libraries; and provide a serials system which
-the
will constitute the United States segment of
developing International
Serials Data System. As of July rhe program has been acrively engaged with
the fnternational Standards Organizition in drafting an ISO Standard ISSN.
'Ihe
National Serial Data Program is designated as the national center for the
assignment of ISSN's to U.S. serials; it has made one exception in authorizing
the Bowker Company to assign ISSN's from a block of numbers to the serials
listed in its own data file, which will appear in forthcoming editions of Ulri,ch's
International Periodicals Directory.
Because of the emergence of the National Serial Data Program, the Joint
Committee on the Union List of Serials has expressed interest in developing
active liaison with the program. Therefore, the Serials Section will continue
to appoint a representative to the Joint Committee. The program director,
furthermore, has expressed interest in creating an advisory committee of
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serials librarians for the purpose of keeping the program attuned to the needs
and desiresof librarians in the U.S. engaged in serials work.
Once again at the 1972 ALA conference the organization of the Serials
Section received critical scrutiny. The Serials Section Executive Committee
went on record, with two dissenting votes, as favoring the idea of merging the
Serials Section, Acquisitions Section, and the RTSD Resources Committee to
form a Resources Section. However, the RTSD board voted approval of its
Organization Committee recommendation that a Resources and Acquisitions
Section be constituted without inclusion of the Serials Section, but that the
latter should review its activities and function statement with a view to the
possibility that this section should become a committee of the Resources and
Acquisitions Section. Thus a primary activity of the Serials Section in 1972/73
must be an examination of its role in the Resources and Technical Services
Division. If its members have opinions on the usefulness of the section,
whether serials activities would be better served by retention of a section with
officers elected by members or by incorporating its organization into another
section, they are strongly urged to communicate them to the executive secretary of the Resources and Technical Services Division. Should dissolution of
the Serials Section be formally proposed, approval can only be made, of course,
by a vote of the membership. The section's executive committee should have
material enough in hand by the 1973 Midwinter Meeting to permit a rational, thorough appraisal of its usefulnessas a separately constituted section.
The Serials Section accepted with great regret the resignation of Mary Sauer
as incoming chairman of the section, efiective after the 1972 Chicago conference, because of greatly increased commitment to duties at her home library.
In order to fiIl this vacancy the incoming vice-chairman/chairman-elect, Herbert Linville, has graciously consented to accept the chairman's responsibilities,
assisted by the active participation of the past-chairman in the affairs of the
Serials Section.

Council of Regional Groups Report
Cenol F. Isnrvro'ro, Chairman
During 197l/1972, two informal newsletters were sent to all the officers of
the twenty-seven regional groups affiliated with the Resources and Technical
Services Division (RTSD) with the hope of improving communication between RTSD and its grass roots: the regional grouPs. It is unfortunate that
the ALAIRTSD
budget does not permit an official newsletter as many of the
regional groups have expressed an interest in receiving some kind of communication on a regular basis which would keep thcm informed of the activities
of RTSD.
Throughout the year I have heard from twenty-three of the twenty-seven
groups, some only reporting changes in their officers, and others providing
information on their meetings.
The Southern California Technical ProcessesGroup, Edward J. Kazlauskas,
chairman, was again a very active group. At their July l97l meeting Miss
Katherine Laich, ALA president-elect at that time, spoke on the role of regional groups and how they relate to ALA. In the fall a dinner meeting was
held at which Muriel Pollia, executive secretary to thd vice-president and general
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manager of Channel 4, KNBC, spoke on liberated women in professions.
The title of her address was "Let individuality be." In January 1972 a meeting
was held at the new library at California State College, Dominguez Hills. The
tJreme of the meeting was "Evaluation of Out-of-Print Book Dealers," and the
participants were: Betty J. Mitchell, Martha H. Pererson, and Glen Dawson. The
first annual symposium sponsored by the Coordinating Council of Library Organizations (CCLO), consisting of the Southern California Technical Processes
Group, American Society for Information Science, California Library Association, Medical Library Association, Special Libraries Association, and the Orange County Library Association, was held in February. There were two sessions: Session A: "Economic and Market Data: Non-print Sources," Marianne
Reith; "The History of the Technical Report: U00 s.c. (Repeat r.c.)," Johanna Tallman; "Data Bases for ERIC, Datrix, and Psychological Abstracts,"
Lorraine lt{athies; "The United States Census on Computer," Mary J. Ryan.
SessionB: "Research and Human Culture," I(athleen Ouma; "Caltech Population Program Computerized Reprint Index," Irene Goddard; "MEDLINE; Medlars On-Line Citation Retrieval Service," Angeline Durso; "Narrative Text
Processingand Analysis: An Example fuorr' Foreign Affairs," Charles A. McClelland. Evening: "National Planning for Libraries: M/ho, What, and When," Carlos Cuadra.
The Connecticut Library Association, Technical Services Section, Mrs. Dorothy Lockrow, chairman, sponsored a workshop jointly with the Connecticut
State Library, Division of Library Development this spring. Miss Pauline Seeley,
assistantdirector of the Forest Pres spoke on the changes in the new eighteenth
edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification, the regular schedules, and the
tenth abridged edition.
The Resources and Technical Services Section of the Georgia Library Association sponsored a joint meeting with the Reference Services Section last
fall at Jekyll Island, Georgia. Mrs. Christina Landram, chairman, introduced
Dr. Jerrold Orne, university librarian, University of North Carolina, who
spoke on "Microforms: Their Arrangement, Storage, and Use."
The annual meeting of the Kansas Library Association, Resources and
Technical Services Division, .James Soester, chairman, was held in Wichita in
April 1972. Connie Saheb-Ettaba, editor of Listening Posf and author of
ANSCR, the phonodisc classification scheme, was the speaker. Mrs. SahebEttaba, an authority on the selection and organization of records and cassettes, has been professionally associated with audiovisual materials in library work for several yeats.
Wentworth-by-the-Sea, New Hampshire, was the site of the fall meeting
of the New England Technical Services Librarians under the chairmanship of
Mrs. Marjorie McCleod. "Library Cooperation in New England: Getting Down
to Brass Tacks" was the topic for the meeting. The speakers were: Ronald
Diener, Boston Theological Institute: "Cooperation in a Specific Subject Area";
Paul Janaske, Research and Prop;ram Development Branch, U.S. Office of Education: "Government Grants and Prosrams"; Charles E. Funk, Connecticut
.State Library: "Political Implications and Practicalities." The spring meetiug, jointly sponsored with the New England College Librarians and the New
England Chapter of the American Society for Information Science, was a twoday conference at the University of Massachusettsand Hampshire College on
"The Library in an Era of Expanding Technology." The conference explored
the potential impact of telecommunications and instmctional technology on
libraries.
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The New York Library Association, Resources and Technical Services Section, Jane Stevens, president, continued to be an active and dynamic group.
After a study and survey of the services of subscription agencies to libraries, a
program was Presented at its October l97l conference with the theme, "The
Librarian and. the Subscription Agent: Ever the Twain Should Meet" with
Dr. Saud Matta, Pratt Institute, moderator; Stanley Greenfield, Franklin
Square Subscription Agency, and Judith Nientimp, Rush Rhees Library, University of Rochester, speakers; N4rs. Janet Judd, Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake
Senior High School, and A. D. Lieb, Moore-Cottrell Subscription Agencies, reactors. The Public Documents Committee of the Resources and Technical
Services Section presented a panel discussion on "Order Out of Chaos: Problems and Prospects for Local Documents and Records." Peter Paulson, New
York State Library, moderator; Dr. Louis L. Tucker, Office of State History;
Eugene Bockman, Municipal Reference and Research Center, New York City;
and Michael Shannon, Herbert Lehman College library; speakers.
The New York Technical ServicesLibrarians, Paul f. Fasana, president, has
had two outstanding meetings during the year. The fall meeting at the Columbia University Faculty Club had Ellsworth Mason, director, Hofsra University library, and Henriette Avram, chief, MARC Development Office, Library
of Congress, participating in a debate, "Perspectives on Libraries and Computers." The texts of the presentations have been published in the Winter
1972 issue of Library Resources 6 Technical Seraic,es(LRTS). Dr. Richard L.
Darling, dean, School of Library Service, Columbia University, spoke at its
spring meeting on "Technical Services and Library Education: Changing PersDective."
The Ohio Library Association, Technical Services Round Table, Robert A.
.]ones, chairman, held its fall meeting in Cleveland. Jones reported on activities of the goup during the year which included a survey mailed out to members concerning their primary interest in the type of programs, a second survey of technical services practices in Ohio libraries, with emphasis on cataloging ancl the use of paraprofessionals, and a workshop on paraprofessionals.
After the business meeting, the Technical Services Round Table combined
with the Audio-Visual Round Table in presenting "Multimedia Library Programs Achieve Visibility: the Integrative Role of Technical Services." James T.
Dodson, Wright State University Library Resources Center, Dayton, presided.
The panel consisted of three speakers: Mrs. Martha Petrucci, library coordinator,
Diocese of Columbus, who spoke on "The Acquisition of AV Materials";
Judy Fitzgerald, Akron University: "The Cataloging of AV Materials"; Richard
L. Ducote, Instructional Resource Center, College of Du Page, Glen Ellyn, Illinois, served as the reactor.
The fall meeting of the Northern Ohio Technical Services Librarians,
Mary E. Earle, chairman, was held at Case \Mestern University, Cleveland. Dr.
Frederick Kilgour, director of the Ohio College Library Center, outlined the
progress of OCLC to date and its future implications with serials control, remote catalog access,and circulation control.
The l97l annual meeting of the Ohio Valley Group of Technical Service
Lihrarians, Mary H. Stanger, chairman, was held at Berea College, Kentucky.
The topic of the first day of the conference was reprints with Christopher
J. Samuels, research administrator, McKinsey & Company, New York, speaking on "An Editor-Librarian Looks at Reprinting" and Floward A. Sullivan,
assistant director for technical services, University Libraries, Wayne State University, speaking on "The Challenge of Reprints." The second day of the con-
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ference consisted of discussion groups on current problems in acquisitions,
cataloging, government documents, and serials.
The Potomac Technical processing Librarians, Mrs. Roberta Miller,
chair-

tee was
to keep members informed of the developmenrs in their rel9-.-"9
spective libraries. rn addition to functioning as a clearingiouse for receiving
information and communicating information to members, the committee drew

count manager, Xerox Information systems: "shared cataloging
Discussion of the Ohio College Library ierrt".."
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am very grateful.

Dedmal ClassificationEdiforialPolicy
Commiffee Reporf
FnaNcrs

FfiNloN,

Chairman

tion on that committee.
Briti.sh'
Plans are under way for an exchange of personnel between ttle
the
Library
of
Division
classification
Nati,onal Bibli.ography and the Decimal
of Congress.
polMoit of the meeting was spent discussing a draft manual of editorial
of this manual should make the work of
icies and decisions. TLi .ot,pietion
and Forest Press much
the Decimal Classification Diroiriott, the committee,
easier.
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IN THE MAIL: CENTRALIZED PROCESS/NG IN CoLoRAD}
An^article.in the spring issue enritled, "The year's work in cataloging ancl
^classification" (LRTS 16:155-64) by suzanne Massonneau was reid-with
great rnterest,

IN THE MAIL: DEWEY 1B
The DDC 18 transfer of auxiliaries wholesale from the schedules (v.z) to
the- preliminary mattet (v.I) reveals the peaking of a process long in the
making but not given much atrention in the discuisions known to mel A look
at the awesome assemblageof auxiliaries will readily disclose that facet analysis is being added massively, somewhat akin to the development of the universal Decimal and Colon Classifications.
Questions arise accordingly from a number of viewpoints:
(l) the theory of cataloging
a. Is such detailed coding necessary in catalogs wtrictr also haue
subject headings? (As usual, in recent times, not mentioned in the
DDC prefatory matter.)
b. If yes-because subject heading assignment is so often insufficient_
is DDC coding a better way to meet the need than many more and
narrower subject headings?
c. If yes again, how is that known-is
it demonstrably cheaper, more
satisfactory to users,or what?
(2) practically
a. How many libraries are or soon will be using DDC Ig mainly (if
not exclusively) ?
b. How many DDC 18 users have assignecl even once, to a piece of
library marerial, any of the following auxiliary numbers
,sample
to be agreed upon for a surveyr
(3) the sensitivity of the editorial committee and rhe advisors:
How many DDC Editorial Committeemen and Advisors of the last
twenty-five years have done any research utilizing subject head_
ing cards, or studied sysremarically a major aspeci of the subjecr
heading apparatus? (Nleant not perjoratively bui scientifically.)
_
(4) education for librarianship
a. How much DDC l8 knowledge will be expected of a new grad_
, uate (employed in a DDC-using library) ?
b. How many library school class hours (jn a .,twelve-month"
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program) are thought of as an apProPriate investment in such instruction?
c.Ifthatnumberexceedstheexistingallocation,whatdoemploying librarians reckon could do with less,to compensate?
-Sid,ney !ackson, Kent State Llniuersity, Kent, Ohio.
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REVIEWS
Palmer, Bernard I:.a. Itself an Eduindexing in the past decade. All seven
cation; Six Lectures on Claxificaare quite readable and of utmost inti,on. 2d. ed., containing a continterest to all classifiers and classificauation by Derek Austin entirled
tionists; others inrerested in rhis gen"Two steps forward.
. ." Loneral area of library and information
don:
The
Library
Association,
science will find this collection very
1971. ll5p.
ISBN 0-8Sg6E-494-4 informative.-Donald
!. Lehnus, Case
(Also available from InrernationWestern Reserue Uniuersity, School of
al Scholarly Book Services, porrLibrary Science, Cleveland, Ohio.
land, Oregon. $4.50.)
In addirion to bringing back into
print Pakner's earlier collection of six
essays on classification, this new edi
tion presenrs a forty-page essay by
Derek Austin that shows the ways in
which the views of classification theorists have been modified in the tenyear period since ltself an Education
wa-s firsr published. The essays by
Palmer have been reprinted
unchanged. The only difference is that
the bibliogaphy
of twenry works
given by Palmer in the 1962 edition

Elliott, Charles Kenneth. A Guide to
the Documentation of Psycholog). London:
Linnet
Books &
Clive Bingley, 1971. 134p. [2.00.
($5.50) rsBN 0-85157-ll6_6.

Appropriately
designated as a
"simple guide," the book is a concise
introduction
to information
sources,
services, and the literature of psychology. It is addressed to students,
psychologists, social scientists, and
specialists in related applied endeavours, providing an entry point to information in areas outside their expertise. It does not cover systematically text$, journals, treatijes, and
reference tools, nor does it compare,
sification and his Colon Classifica- evaluate, or annotate. Dr. EIIiott does
tion; and classification as a subject not attempt to update Louttit's
thorough inventory and analysis of
for research.
the
literature of psychology, nor some
Austin's essay "Two
steps forward
." is general and- covers of the "guides ro the literature" chapters on psychology published within
briefly such topics as: the American
trend of converting to the LC classi_ the past fifteen years. His aim is not
to overu/helm one with the literafication;
coordinate
indexing;
the
ture, but to present it as part of the
Aslib-Cranfield
experiments; MARC
life of any scholar. He emphasizes
services; PRECIS (Preserved Context
Index System); and some of the work
that every research project must becarried our by the Classification Regin and end in the library since litsearch Group in England. One can
erature contains important empirical
see underlying all this, an emphasis and procedural inforrnation and probeing placed on the interworking of
vides a conceptual background for
index terms and classification.
any inquiry. In the body of the book
The first six essays by Palmer are
he instructs in the use of the literajust as timely and important today as ture, illustrating his explanation only
they were when they were first pubwith names of books, and appends
lished. Austin's essay reports on the
selective lists of journals, reviews, abimportant events in classification and
stracting and indexing services, hand-
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s:rye Uniuersity, School ol
Science, Cleueland, O hio.

Library

Organization for Economic Coopera_
tion and Developmenr. Liste ZommLr,ne d,e Descripteurs. Alignerl
List of Descriptors. Gemeinimes
Schlagw or taerri i rhni r. Edi t ion I 9 69.
Paris: 1969.5 vols.
The French and German tirles.
Liste Commune tle Descyiblatrrs and,
Gemeinsames Srh!aguorluerzeiclt n is,
express more fittingly the aims and
purposes of this descriptor list than
the English rranslarion into Aligned
List of Descriptors. Common or joint
List of Descriptors would come closer
to the intended meaning, while
"aligned" according ro rh; Oxford
and Webster's dictionaries does not
have the same meaning as ..comand "gemeinsam,', bur perhaps
T""g'
it will acquire it in rhe furur; if the
list is successful!
This descriptor lisc is remarkable
not because of its present achieve_
ments-these are regirded as a temporary and transitional stage on the
way to a revised and amended ver-

tion, rare qualiries in rhe field of in_
formation retrieval.
The work consists of three parts
which are
_presented in five ,"pirute
volumes. The core volume (302 pages)
contains
an
alphabetico_struttrired
vo.cabulary in three languages_English, French, and German-preceded
by explanations and outlinei of the

stitutions

as used by the three main
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participating institutions, plus suggestions for a "common" list of such
terms. The total number of descriptors amounts to about four thousand
in each of the three languages.
The origins, development, and
stagesof the project, the sources used,
the structure of the lists, and the
fields covered are described most
clearly in the French "Inrroduction"
by Jean Viet, which is followed by
English and German translations.The
Liste Commune de Descripre?rrsis the
result of the pooled experience of
five organizations: The International
Labour Office (ILO), International
Committee for Social Sciences Documentation
(ICSSD) , Deutsche Stiftung fuer Entwicklungslaender (DSE),
Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO), and
the Development Centre of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD). OECD
acts as the coordinator of this project
for an international lexicon of economic and social development, an urgent and major theme that reaches
into nearly all fields of human endeavor. Ahhough existing vocabularies
from all five organizations and. suggestions by experts were used, the
main contributions to tllre Li,ste Commune come lrom those of the FAO,
lLO, and DSE. The provenance of
most terms is indicated in the structured vocabulary by the correspondrng acronyms: FAO, ILO, etc.
In an effort to ensure compatibilitv
of the difierent vocabularies, the dJscriprors are grouped into "semantic
fields" in a structured list. However,
in the 1969 edition, these fields are
rather unconvincingly
"arranged in
ten major blocks numbered from I
to X." (According to a "provisional
Outline for the Revised Version"
(Aug.-Sept. l97l)
the presenr ar
rangement and sequence of the blocks
and
fields
will
be
completely
changed.) Each of the ten blocks ii
then divided into varying numbers
.595.

of "relatively extensive semantic fields"
which are further broken down into
numbered smaller sections. The de'
scriptors themselves are listed alphabetically under these third level heads,
and most of them are given simul'
taneously in English, French, and
German, together with their corre'
sponding source codes. For example,
Agriculture (Block IV) comprises six
large "semantic fields": Agriculture;
Animal; Animals; Fishing, Fishery;
Forest, Silviculture, Tree; Plant. The
smaller units under Fishing, Fishery
are numbered 0, I (Fishing ground) '
2 (Fishing operation), 3 (Fishing
gear, Fishing net) , 4 (Fishing economics, Fishery management). Undet these the speciflc descriptors, such
as "Coastal ground/ P€che Cdtidre/
Kuesten-Fischerei," followed by their
source code, e.g. FAO 06, are listed
in alphabetical order. In some cases,
conceptual descriptors with multiple
meanings are clarified by "USE" notes
and examples which seem to originate
mainly from the ILO List of Descrip'
tors. The structural part of the trilingual list of descriptors is, therefore, not really structured, but assembles several alphabetical sequences
of concepts and terms into broader
and narrower groups. At Present'
there is also no indication of semantic
relationships except synonymity.
Alphabetical lists in each of the
three languages provide users with
additional means of access to the
structured list and its language equivalents. This is done in the form of
three separate volumes of computerproduced, permuted term lists which
refer to the structured list by means
oI a two-part numerical code consisting of page and line numbers. Synonyms lead to the preferred terms by
means of USE-references.
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The authors of this Promising
cooperative enterprise know that the
1969 version of the Liste Commune
d,e Descriptezrs is imperfect. They
regard it as a working tool that will
be improved by cooperative and critical feedback. The most striking defects o[ the 1969 edition are obviousand unhelpful
ly the inappropriate
alphabetical sequences in the structured list, the lack of a more thorough
systematic grouping of its "semantic fields" and subfields, and the omission of semantic relations in the
structured displays. There is no justification for introducing mechanical
alphabetical order into a basica$
syitematic structure, especially when
the systematic approach is complemented by separate alphabetical word
access.
In spite of these and other transhortcomings, the list exsitional
emplifies a significant step towards the
ultimate aim of all thesaurus producbetween
tion, namely comPatibility
difierent indexing vocabularies, covering difierent and intetdisciplinary
fields as well as difierent languages'
This cooperative effort of several imorganizations
international
portant
and institutions thus shows one possible method for creating a simultaneous multilanguage indexing, reffanslation
and eventually
trieval,
aid. However, one question remains
unanswered: Will this project achieve
a new intellectual aPProach to creating a truly structured indexing vocabulary that will initiate more versatile uses of computers? Or, will it remain just another arTangement of
words, using the comPuter as a mechanized filing and checking tool?-Gertrude London, School of Library Science, (Jniaersity of North Carolina'
Chapel HilI, North Carolina.
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ERIC/CLIS ABSTRACTS
Selected and edited

The
Library

b2 Er.r,rN Ar,rlrar

following abstracts are based on those prepared by the Clearinghouse for
and Information Sciences of the Educational Resources Information
Center

(ERrc/clrs).

Documents with an ED number are available in the format specified_microfiche
(MF) or hard copy (HC)-from:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service
LEASCO Information Products. Inc.
P.O. Drawer O
Bethesda, Maryland, 20014
Payment must accompany orders toialing less than $10.00. Book rate or library rate
postage is included in the quoted price. Order blanks containing further information
may be obtained from LEASCO Information products.

B.T9h9Ilr,__Yesley T.-Bo_oi, C_ajglogs;
Selected.References.June 1969. l3p.
ED 058897.MF 90.65,HC 93.29.
Institution: LeascoSystems& ResearchCorp., Bethescla,
Maryland.

cooper, Michael David. Eualuation of Information Retrieaal systems:a simu-

lation and cost approach. May r971.222p.ED 058 9n. MF i|o.os,Hc
6o.az.

Copyltght Program Information. t97t. t4p. ED 057 845. MF g0.6g,HC g0.10.
(Superintendentof Documents,GpO, Washington,D.C. 20402.HE b.2ll:
lr03r-A).
Institution: National center for Educationcommunication (DHEW/OE), washing_
ton, D.C.
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materials.
on Phase II; study of Academic
cuadra, carlos A., and others. Fi,nal Report
Library Consortia. November 1971. 53p. ED 057 826. MF $0'65' HC $3'29'
Institution: System Development Corp., Santa Vlonica, California'
Sponsor: Ofrce of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C.
Phase II is a case-study analysis of fifteen selected consortia to help determine the
usefulness and effectiveneis of aiademic library consortia. The two major produch resulting from the project are Directory of Acad,emic Library Consotti,a and Guidelines
Phase, II report^presents the
for th"e Deaelopmient of Acailemic Li.brary Consortia. This
,r]*rTlu.y for bbth phase I and Phase II activities and findings, the survey findings, and
dissemination of the findings.

Reporl,on OSTI'
DeaelopmentaniL Testing of Automated Library Processes:
Sufported.Proiect,Apri't 1968 to March 1971.Summary.1971.27p' ED 059
724.MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution: Loughborough Univ. of Technology, England. Library.
I-ondon, England'
Sponsor: Office fbr Scientific and Technical Information,

and usable to other libraries as possible'
Fong,

Elizabeth.

A Suraey

of Selected

Document

Processing

Systerns. October

1971.68p. ED 058 892.MF $0'65,HC $0.65. (Superintendentof Documents,
GPO, Washington, D.c. 20402.c 13.46:599).
Institution:
Computer

National Bureau of Standards
Sciences and Technology.

(DOC), Washington,

D.C. Center

for

In addition to reviewing the characteristics of document processing systems, this
paper describes a system via a feature list approach. This report Presents features of
lhe systems in parallel fashion to facilitate comparison, so that a potential user may
have a basis for evaluation in terms of the capabilities which his requirements demand.
Because of the lack of tools to determine precise performance measurements, the
problem of system performance evaluation is not considered.
Hurlburt,

Charles

E., and

others.

The

Inftex

Retrieual

System Software.

Sep'

tember1971.633p.ED 057829.MF $0.65,HC $23.03.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. Electronic Systems I-aboratory.
Institution:
Science
Resources, Inc., Washington, D.C.; National
Sponsor: Council on Library
Foundation, Washington, D.C.
This report describes the general structure of the Intrex Retrieval Systems and each
of the component subroutines. The report is not an introduction to Intrex. In ad-

.
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Kurtz, Peter, and others. On-Li,ne Retrieual II. May lg7l. 420p. ED 0b7 BZ4.
MF $0.65,HC $16.45.
Institution: Informatics, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland.
Sponsot: Rome Air Development Center, iriffiss
is ED 045 128.

AFB, New york.

Related

document

This report is concerned with the implementation
of two interrelated computer
systems: an automatic document analysis and classification package, and an on-line
interactive informadon retrieval system which utilizes the informati,on gathered during
the automatic classification phase. well-known
techniques developed by salton and
Dennis-have been adapted for the automatic classification. For tliose interested only
in performing
retrievals from the on-line console, a short instructive manual is
provided in Appendix B, since this report is to serve as a maintenance manual as
well as a description of the work performed and general findings, program listings,
and other detailed information have been included.
McKay,

Marlq

ed. A

Guide

to A[iuoforms

and

Miooform

Retrieaat

Equip-

ment. 1970.68p.
ED 059750.MF $0.65,HC gA.Z9.
Institution: Applied Library Resources,Inc., Washington, D.C.

Moore, Lorna, and others. Distinction Is AIt; NTIS
from a Technical Librarian's Point-of-View. November 1971. IOp. ED 0b8 9lB. MF $0.65, HC

s3.29.

Institution: committee on rnformation Hang-ups, washington, D.c. Document procurement subcommittee.
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munity must be restructured, and it must act as the cohesive core of a network.
Standard's (Ottawa,
National
Conference on Cataloguing
March 1971. 175p. ED 058 901. MF $0.65, HC $6.58.
Institution: National Library of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.

May

19-20'

1970).

are also included.
"The
DevelopInforrnation
Netuorh,
Fi'nal Repott.
Library
New England
ProducSystem of Catalog Products
ment and Testing
of an Automated

tion." February1970.176p.ED 058898.MF $0.65,HC $6.58.
Institution:
New England Board of Higher Education, Wellesley, Massachusetts.
Sponsor: Council on Library Resources, Inc., Washington, D.C.
The final report on the New England Library Information Network (NELINET)
is divided into three parts: Section one is a general cornmentary on the NELINET
project, which was conceived to test the viability of creating a centralized, regional
capability to use electronic data processing techniques for technical processes and
other service requirements of a network of libraries. The philosophy of the total
project and of the system design planned to achieve project objectives is discussed.
is reviewed in section two'
The NEIJNET
system design and its transferability
Section three is a technical report on the hardware, software, and system design of
the project,
Open

Forum;

Micropublishing

of Gouernrnent

Information

(Shoreham

Hotel,

Washington,D.C., May 27,1971). 1971.40p.ED 058 920. MF $0.65,HC
$3.29.
Institution:

Information

Industry

Association, Washington,

D.C.

Three speakers present difierent points of view in considering the implications of
publisher's, and a
a GPO micropublishing
program: a librarian's, an information
micropublisher's.
and discussion among the forum attendees
A brief introduction
are included.

Richmond, Phyllis A. Reading Li.st in ClassificationTheory. 1970. 37p. ED
057 804.MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:
Science.

Case Western

Reserve University,

Cleveland,

Ohio.

School of

Library

This reading list contains 180 references and serves as an introduction
to classification research literature. While the list includes major viewpoints on basic work in
the field of classification as well as related areas, it excludes critical literature. The
major divisions of the reading list are: (l) Definition:
What Is Classification, (2)
Bibliographic Classification, (3) Types of Non-Bibliographic
Classification, (4) Recent
ViewS of Classification, (5) Subjects Related to Classification, and (6) Miscellaneous
Background Material.
Woods,

R.

G.,

and

others.

Acquisitions

and

Cataloguing

Systems:

Prelim-

inary Report 1971.52p. HC $1.95 (SouthamptonUniversity Library, University Road, Southampton,England) .
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Institution:

t
,
!
r

Southhampton University (England). Library.
Automated
systems for acquisitions and. catalogue production
for the Wessex
Medical Library are outlined in this interim repirt, ivith some
account of why
decisions were made. Section A describes the acquisition sysrem and
Secrion
,'Butlftt
describes the cataloguing system. The appendices contain:
(ti
computer configurations'
(2). flexowritei
specifications,
(aj specifications of'justotei
70, (4)
smples of catalogue enrries by
Justotext,
1sj system flow charts, and (6) bibliography.
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INDEX
Volume 16,1972
General Proced.ures Used, in Compiling

the Ind,ex

(l) Topic words and phrases have been selected as index terms, on the basis of
what appears to be the current common usage in the l i t e r a t u r e i r s e l f . I f t h e t o p i c
word is identical with, or very closely related to, the first word in the title of an
article, the title has not been separately listed.
(2) Cross-references have been inserted sparingly; in most cases, multiple listings
have been preferred to the use of syndetics.
(3) Personal names of all authors of articles, book reviews, and books reviewed
have been included, along with a few names used as subjects. There has been no
the name used as author from the name
attempt to distinguish, typographically,
used as subject.
(4) An "r" in parentheses following a page reference signifies that a book by that
person, of that title, or on that topic has been reaiewed on those pages.
(5) Corporate names have been indexed under the common form of the name as
(not in inverted form) . Acronyms and initialisms are
it normally appears in print
recorded as such, and they are filed as words, rvhether they are so pronounced or not.
(6) "ERICy'CLIS Abstracts" have been indexed under author and subject only, except for a few distinctive title entries.

Paging of the Volume

Pagesl-128: Number I (Winter 1972)
Pages129-288:Number 2 (Spring 1972)
Pages289-416:Number 3 (Summer 1972)
Pages417-576:Number 4 (Fall 1972)

"Africa

A

in the Standardized Classification

Academic
ribraries,b)a,^74-7s,-sz-.sz,o,,-t"T,'111;"',"-rll-rr,2j4-j., 27j-Br,
115-16 G) , 120,272-73(r) ,278,27e,
408,551
Acquisition
procedures, tg-2b, 2a42, gg46, t71-i7,269, ZBO,ZSi, SO2-1O,'f7t20,560
Acquisitions Section (RTSD)
dnnual report, bggg
Nominees,-9$
Administration. .9ee Management of libraries
'
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o

library

40&_t2,Eb74r
Nwozo' 178-94
l-iln*e,
American National Standards Institute
(ANSr) ' 166' 175-16,412
Analysis of Vocabulary Control i'n Li'brary
of CongressClassificationand Subiect
Headings,405-6 (r)
Anderson, JamesF., 82-92
Anderson, LeMoyne W., 551
Resources dv Technical

Seruices

"Anglo-American Cataloging Rules." Sae
Cataloging rules
Applebaum, Edmond L., 529-33
"Applying the Principle of Dealing with
Exceptions," 331-37
Archives, 409
Arkansas State University library, 82-92
Association for Educational Communications and Technology, 104-7 (r)
.
Atherton, Pauline. Il8-19
Audiovisual media. See Nonbook materials
Austin, Derek, 553 (r)
Automation, 5-10, 1l-18, ltO-ll
(r) , lil14 (r) , r19, t6t42, t9S-299,272,280,
378,408,409,558, 560
"Automation
Activities in the processing
Department of the Library of Con_
gress," 195-239
Avrarn, Ilenrierte D., It-18, lg\-239
Ayrault, Margaret W., ZO0

Cataloging
and
Classification
Section
(RTSD)
Annual report,54A42
Nominees, 93-94
Cataloging-in-Publication, 17, 155-56, lg7,

28r,4034,423-32
Catalogingprocedures,82-92, f18, 331-37,
33846,410, 560-61
Cataloging rules, 104-7 (r), 107-8 (r) ,
r2u21, 156-58, 266, 268-69, 294-304,
305-14, 402-3
Il Catalogoper Soggetti,,102-4(r)
Cazort, Jean Eld.er,277
Centralized processing, ll9-20, 156, 27273 (t),55r,560
Centt'ali,zed,
Processingfor Academic Libraries,272-73(t)
Chan, Lois Mai, 383-99,453-59
Chapman, Ronald F., 26245
Chinese mater ials, 445-52
Classification, ll7,
f l8, 120, 36+82,
553(ri,560
Bliss, 178-94
B
Colon,359$3
Dewey, 74-78, 82-9?, 97-98, 160-61,178Ball, Geofirey H., ll7
94, 268, 273-74 (r), 277, 282-99,bb\,
"A Beginner's Guide to Library photodu55r_52
plication," 262-65
Berman, Sanford, 403-4
Library of Congress,74-78, g2-92,95I0l (r) , 101-2 (r), 16r, fi8-94,277,
Bibliographics and bibliographic systems,
315-25,405-6(r) , a06-7 (r)
17, 48-60,6r_73, r95_2i9, 270, 305_
14, 33846,408,4lt, 553_55(r)
National Library of Medicine,267
Birket-Smith, Kjeld, l0l-2 (r)
Superintendentof Documents,95-97
Black materials, 277
UniversalDecimal,ll7-18, 4ll
Bliss Bibliographic Classification, l7g-94
Cleveland,Don, IIG-Il (r)
Boll, John Jorg, 107-8 (r)
Colon Classification,359-63
Book catalogs, tb7-58, 2:ffi46, 2BI, ESj
"ComparativeCard Production Methods,"
Book exchange. See United States Book
347-58
Exchange; Exchanges
Computer-assisted
procedures,5-10, ll-18,
Book storage, 117,280
110-ll (r), lll-14 (r), ll7-18, 120,
"Books for Establishing Chinese personal
16r-62, 195-239,278, 33846, 408, 410_
Names," 445-b2
lt
Boudreau, Allan, 326-3O
Computers in Knowledge Based Fields.
Bourne, Charles p., l2l
llr-r4 (r)
Brandhorst, Wesley T., 557
"Concerning Subject Authority
CataBritish libraries, 6l-73
logues," 460-65
Budget analysis, !79
Continuing education,275-76 (r\
Buffum, Charles W..400
Cooper,Michael David, 557
Burns, Robert W., Jr., 120
Copyright, 135-37, 176-77,253,557-58
Byrum, John D., Jr., 338-46
Corbin, John 8., 99 (r)
Cordell, Howard W., 54244
Cost studies,9U92, 1t7,272-73 (r), 219,
c
28r, 347-58, 488-96, 5rr_20, 557
Caless,T. W., l17-18
Council of RegionalGroups (RTSD)
Canadian libraries, 48-60, 280
Annual report, 546-50
Card catalogs, 281, 226.-20, 488-96
"The Cryptic Othet," 74-78
Catalog cafis, 236-27, I47 -SB
Cuadra,CarlosA., 558
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Data archives, f20, 338-46
Policy
Classification Editorial
"Decimal
Committee Report," 550
Decimal classification. See Dewey Decimal
classification
"The DeveloPing National Library Network in Great Britain," 6l-73
"The Developing National Library Network of Canada," 48-60
"Developments in Copying, Micrographics, and GraPhic Communication,"
135-54
Dewey Decimal Classification, 7+78' 82'
92,97-98, 160-61, 178-94, 268, 273-

74 (r), 277,383-99,550,55r-52
"Dewey 18: Another Step in an Evolutionary Process," 383-99
Dinka, Tesfaye, ll7
Photocopying
of Institutional
Directory
Serdces,4Oj
Document processing systems, 338-46, 558
Dougherty, Richard M.,272-73 (t)
Dudley, Norman, 538-40
Duplicates exchange. See Exchanges
Dyson, Sam A., 408

Filing rules and procedures, 240-61' 45359
FiIm Scripts One; Film Scripts Tuo, 109l0 (r)
Filmed Books and Plays, 1929-1969,108-9
(r)
Fong, Elizabeth, 558
"Form Division in DDC 800s,"268
Foskett,D. J., 120
Fristoe, Ashby J., 173-77
"From LC to Dewey," 500-l
G
Galejs,John E., 5ll-20
canson, Judith, l0l-2
Garrett, GeorgeP., f 09-f0 (r)
Gates,BarbaraA.,54G42
Gelfman, Jane R., 109-10 (r)
Gleaves,Edwin S.,278
Government publications, 95-97, 315-25,
401,559
Goyal,S. K.,26-32
A Guid,e to the Documentation ol Psychology,553-55(r)
A Guiite to the Library of CongressClassification,406-7 (r)

E
H

Earl, L. L.,277
"Economicsof SerialsExchanges,"5ll-20
Elliott, CharlesKenneth,553-55 (r)
Elrod, J. McRee,331-37
Emerson,SusanG., 553-55
Encyclolted,iaof InlorrnuLion Systemsttnd,
Serwices,l14-15 (r)
Enser,A. G. S., 108-9 (r)
Entries, 331-37,402-3, 445-52
"ERIC/CLIS Absrracrs," ll7-21, 277-81,
408-12,5574r
Esther J. Piercy award, 404,526-28
Evans, CharlesW., ?34'1
Evans,Frank 8.,277-78
Exchanges,19-25, 166, 412, 502-10, 51120
Report," 537
"ExecutiveSecretary's
"Expansion of the Prrblic Card Catalog
in a Large Library," 488-96
F
Facsimiles, 146-48
Farris, Robert C., 115-16
Fasana, Paul J., 268
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Hamann, Edmund, lS-25, 488-96, 54446
Hamburger, Roberta, 120-21
Hardison, O. 8., Jr., 109-10 (r)
"Headings, Subject. See SUBJECT HEADrNGS," 79-81
Heidbreder, M. Ann, 526-28
Hendricks, Donald D., l19-20
Microfiche for Libraries:
"High-Reduction
of Collections from
An Evaluation
the National Cash Regrster Company
and Library Resources, Inc.," 3347
Hines, Theodore C., l19
Hinton, Frances, 99-101, 550
Huckaby, Sally Ann, 102-4
Hurlburt, Charles E., 558-59

I
Immroth, John Phillip, 405-G (r) ' 4067 (r)
Indexing and indexing systems' ll8, ll9'

r2l, 273-74(r), 277,280,364-82'405'
555-56(r), 559

Information
ll (r)

Analysis and Retri'eual, ll|u-^
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Information networks. See Networks
Informarion retrieval, llG-ll
(r)

i
1

l0l-2 (r), 178-94, 315-25, 405-6
(r) , a0c-7 (r)
t4 (r), rt4-15 (r), lt6 (r), lr9, 2s0,
Filing rules, 240-61
33846,557,559
MARC, 15-17, r57, 159,16l-62, 195_239
Inglewood
(Calif.)
Public Library,
99Processing
Dept., 195-239,529-33
l0l (r)
RECON, 195-239
Integrated Scientific Information
System
Subject headings, 212-15, 226-25, 405-6
(rsrs), 408
(r), 453-59,460-65,46G69
"An Integrated, User-Oriented System for
Library of CongressClassificationAdapted
rhe Documenarion
and Control of
Boois,99-l0l (r)
for Chi,Id,ren's
Machine-Readable Data Files," 39g-46
Libmry Resources,Inc., 3347
International Standard Bibliographic De_
Library scienceliterature. I l8-19
scription (ISBD) , tb6,2lO
Library statistics,74-18,27+,75 (r) , 50t)-l
International
Standard Serial Numbers
Line, Maurice,6l-73
(rssN),166,176
Liste Commune de Descriptezrs,555-56 (r)
Intrex,?79-80,558-59
Local Applicabi.lityof the Library of ConInlroduction t.o Calaloging, I07-g (r)
gressClassification,l0l-2 (r)
An Introduction lo Chain Indexing, 272_
London, Gcrtrude, 555-56
lll-

74 (t\
Ishimoto, Carol F., b46-50
Itself an Educati,on: Six Lectures on Classification, SbZ (r)

J
Jackson,SidneyL., 267,551-52
Jayarajan,P., 359-63
Juvenile materials-classification, 9g-l0l
(r)

K
Kaltenbach,Margaret,27l-72, 405-6
Kelm, Carol R.. 537
Kent, Alten, llil-ll (r)
Kruzas,Anthony T., li4-15
G)
Kurtz, Peter,55g
L
Ladd, FrancesR., 272-74
LaHood, CharlesG., Ir., ll6
Latin American mateiials,280
Lay, W. Michael, 409
Lehnus, Donald, 107-8, 406-7
Leisinger,Alberr H., 1r.,409
Library automation.SeeAutomation
"Library Automation: A BalancedView,',
I r-18
Library of Ameri,canCiuitization. 4246
Library of Congress
Card Division, 23G-32
Cataloging policies, 163. See also Cataloging-in-publication
Classification,14-78, BZ-92,99-l0l (r),
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M
McAllister, Caryl, 409-10
McKay, Mark, 559
McKinlay, John,46G$5
McMillen, Carolyn,412
Machine readable data files, 338-46
Maier, Joan M.,272-73 (r)
"Main Entries for Nonbook Materials,"
402_3
Managementof libraries, 5-10, ll-12, 2632,2?5-76 (r)
Manual and, List of Subject Headings
Used on the Woods CrossReference
Cards,271-72(r)
"Map Cataloging," 40G-l
MARC, I5-r7, b7, 159, t6r42, 195-239
Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging
and Classification,404, 529-33
Martin, I. Margareta,278
Maruyama,Lenore S., 195-239
MASFILE-II Pilot Project, 278
Mason, Ellsworth, 5-10
Massonneau,Suzanne,155-64,294-304
Microform Utilization: The AcademicLibrary Enai,ronment, 115-16 (r)
Microforms, 3347, 115-16 (r), 116 (r),
135-54,r59, 26245, 278-79, 409, 559
Micropublishing,l16 (r) ,135-54, 175,409,
560
Mini,aturisedCommunications,116 (r)
"MisogynistsAll?," 97-98
Moore, Lorna, 559-60
"More on SUDOCS,"95-97
Moriarty, John H.,279
Motion pictures,108-9 (r), 109-10 (r)
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Mowery, Robert L., 74-78, 504-l
Museum data bank, 121
(r)
Myers, Charles A., lll-14
Myers, Rose E., 173J7

N
National Cash Register Company (NCR) '
3347
National libraries, 4840, 6l-73
National Library of Medicine classification,267
and
Program fot Acquisition
National
Cataloging (NPAC), 156, 4rr-r2' 528CJ

"NELA Preconference:Summary of Results." 269
Nemeyer,Carol A., 52G-28
Networks, 48-60, 6I-73, r1r-14 (t), 278'
560
New England Library Information Network (NELINET), 560
Nonbook materials, 104-7 (r) , f08-9 (r) '
10$-10 (r), ll8, 158-59,266, 268-69,
29+304, 305-14,400-1, 402-3, 4lO
Non-Booh Materials; the Organization ol
Integrated Collecti'ons,104-7 (r)

o
Ohio State University Libraries' ll8
Okutcu, Davut, ll7
"On Changing Subject Headings," 466-69
On-Line Renlote Catalog Access and Circulation Control SYstem' ll8
Ordering. See Acquisition procedures
for Economic Cooperation
Organization
and Development, 555-56 (r)
Out-of-print materials, l9-25

'J': A Documents Classification
"The Plain
Svstem," 315-25
Planning for a Nationwide System of Li'brary Statistics, 27a-7 5 (t)
Poindexter, Charles C', 410
Pound, Mary, t65-?2
President's rcport, 53+37
Price indexes, 171,175
Psychology materials, 553-55 (r)
Publishers' catalogs, 269
R
Ranganathan, S. R.' 421
Rathler, John C., 195-239,240-61
Ravindran, Arunachalam, 280
Readers and reader-printers, 38-39, 14346
"Reading List in Classification Theory"'
364-82,560
Reclassification, 74-18, 32-92, 120' 500-l
RECoN, 162, 195-235
422
Reorganization ALA/RTSD,
Reproduction of Library Materials Section
(RTSD)
Annual repott,54244
Conference, 270
Directory, 407
Nominees, 94
Reprosraphy, 170, 26245, 270, 407
n".'.ouices and Technical Services Division
(ALA)
Annual reports, 53tt-50
Nominees, 93-94
Piercy award, 404, 52U28
See also names of committees and sectrons
Revelli, Carlo, 102-4 (r)
Reviews, 99-l 16, 27 l-76, 405-7 ' 559-56
Richmond, PhYllis A., ll8, 36+82, 560
Riddle, Jean. See Weihs, Jean Riddle
Roth, Dana L., 97-98
Rowe, Judith S.,338-4G

P

s

Palmer, Bernard Ira, 553 (r)
Palmer, David C., 27+75 (t)
PCMI Library Collection Program, 39-42,
4546
Pease, Mina, 315-25
"The Period Subdivision in Subject Headings," 453-59
Periodicals. See Serials
"Personnel Development and Continuing
Education in Libraries," 275-76 (r)
Petrarca, Anthony E., 409
Photoduplication, 262-65, 270, 4U
Piternick, George, l14-15

.
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Salton, Gerard, l19
Sayre, John L., f20-21
"The ichedule of Main Subjects Proposed
for Edition 7 of the Colon Classification," 359-63
Schwatzkopf, LeRoY C., 95-97
Sears List it| Subiect Headings, 453-59
Seibert, Warren, 279
Serials, 19-25, 120, 157,165-.72' 278' 5ll-

20
Serials Section (RTSD)
Annual report, 544-46
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i
t

,

Nominees,94
Shared cataloging, l5Q 4ll-12, b28-Zg
Sheehan, Patrick J., I08-9
S h e r a , J e s s eH . , l l l - 1 4
Shinn, Isabella E., 502-10
Shively, Daniel, 268
Simmons, Peter,4l0-ll
Simons, Wendell W., l18
Slide classification, ll8
Spreitzer, Francis F., 135-54
Standardization, l6-17, lb6, 166, f75-26,

U
Ultrafiche.,See Microforms
Union lists and caralogs, 66-72, 167,278
United States Book Exchange (USBE),

19-25,166,4r2
Universal Decimal Classification, I 17-18,

41r

University

of

British

Columbia

library,

347-58
University libraries. See Academic libraries

270,280,305-14,326-30,33846, 4r2,
502-10,
560

v
Von Bodungen,SueB., 120
Voos,Henry, 99,272-73

w
"Subject Entry Searches," 267
Summers, F. William, 275-76
Superintendent of Documents classification,95-97
Svenonius, Elaine, 280
Sylvestre, Guy,48-60
"A Systematic Method for Reducing Overordering Copies of Books,', 26-32

T
Tansey, Lumine C., ll8
Tate, Elizabeth L., 268-69
Taylor, Gerry M., 82-92
Technical processing, 82-92,99

(r), l9b-

Waldron, Helen J., 281
Wang, Sze-Tseng,445-52
Wedgeworth, Robert, 253, 422
Weeks,David C., 4ll
Weihs,Jean Riddle, 104-7 (t) ,3Ob-14
Wellisch, Hans, 104-7, 400-t, 402-3
Welsh, William J., 525-33
Westby, Barbara M., 4tt-t2, 534-37
White, John 8.,466-69
Wiggins,Emilie V.,267
Williams, B. J. S., 116 (r)
Williams and Wilkins, 293
Wilson, T. D.,273-74 (r)
Wingate, Henry W., 281,423-32
Woods,R. c.,560-61
Woods,William Edward, 79-8t,271-72 ft\

235,315-25,33r_37,347..58,
4oi
A

Technical

Seraices Manual

for

Small

Libraries,99 (r),401
Thesauri,555-56 (r)'
Thomas, p. A., 4lt
"Toward Uniformity in Exchange Communication," 502-10
"Towards Some Standardsfor the Library
Card Caralog Tray," 326-80
Turner, Ann Craig, 347-58
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Year'sWork papers,lb5_72
Yucht, Donald J.' Z2A-30
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Wrlglt to choose?

lfflnat to use?

PEBIOIDTCALS

FOn

SCHOOL LIBBABTES

A Guide to Magazines, Newspapers, and
Periodical Indexes
Revised Edition
Compiled and edited by Marian H. Scott
This second edition, revised and up-dated from that of
1969, is your most reliable guide to more than 500
periodicals for young people from kindergarten through
grade 1|. Acknowledging curricular demands and the
wide range of reading levels and students' interests, the
editor presents a highly selective choice which includes
foreign and ethnic periodicals. In addition, periodicals for
central and special subject resouroe collections are included,
plus a section on building and using periodical collections.
Selections meet the recommendations of the Snndards
at all grade levels, and titles are coded to identify
suitability for the various grades.
ISBN 0-8389-0139-5

Winter

Amettcaln

Libtaryt
Associotion

50 E. Huron St., Chicago,Illinois60611
.568.

AtA

Librarv Resources b Technical Services

Boo(s
f,ibrarie5
ft QolleEe
or7rnierofielTe
BOOKS FOR COLLEGE LIBRARIES, published by the American Library Association, cites
apptoximately 53,400 titles, and, as slated in the Netace, is essentiaily ,,i list ol monographs
designed to support the college teaching program that depends heavity upon ttre tiOriry,
and to supply the necessary materials lor term papers and suggested and independ€nt ouiside reading."
NCR/Microcard Editions is reprinting works cited in BOOKS FOR COLLEGE L|BRARIES on
microtiche and oltering them in subiect-oriented groups based on BCL chapters. Each group
is available separalely and for each group there is a list ot tiiles which is why we calt it the
"unpackage plan"-you know lN ADVANCE whal you are getting, you choose the sections
you need and those lhat tit your budget, and you receive immediate detivery. How?

1. SELECIIOIV; Only titles already selected by qualified experts are inctuded in our program. With a copy ot BCL, anyone can assess the tiiles chosen, the basis ol selection,
and the qualitications of the seleclors.
2. NO LONG-TERM COMMITMENI. Groups are smat' ($2OO.O0ro 9600.00) and jndependent
of each other. A library can sither buy or not buy each group depending on its nseds
and budgel.
3. EQUIPMENT. Standard 4" x 6" microfiche are being used. Therefole, lhere is no need
to purchase or lease new reading equipment. Since not more lhan bne tiile appears on
a fiche, titles can b€ liled in any sequence.
4. DELIVERY.Several groups aro ready tor immediate dolivery.
HISTORY: Great Britain (BCL-I), AMERTCANLTTERATURE(BCL-z), ENGLTSH LTTERATURE (BCL-3), HISTORY: Unitsd States (BCL-4), H|STORY: Europe (BCL-s), EDUCATTON
(BCL-6),POLITICALSCIENCE (BCL-7),ECONOMTCS
(BCL-B), and more are on rhe way!

EIGIEI Microcard
Editions
Fot luilher infomation on any ot ail out subiect gtoups, send this coupon in today to Depr.crl
NCR|Mictocatd Eclitions, Wt 26th Strcet, N.W., Washington, D.C. 2OOg7

-I0

Please ssnd intormation on the following:

tr BCL-1Hi8tory:Great Britain
g BCL-zAmericanLiterature

NAME-

rNsrruroN

3 33i:"-;l?jil
bf,'J"li",""

O
O
O
O
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BCL-sHistory:Europe
BCL-6 Educatlon
BCL-7PoliticatScience
BCL-8Economics
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use
TheLCCardNumberIndexto the NationalUnioncatalog.
It listsfor youby LCcardnumberentriesin the NUC.

o

Searchthe NUCby LC CardNumber
Reduceyoursearchtime
Easyto use- No specialtrainingreq-uired

a

Savetimeandmoney

o
o

Write nowfor free
descriptivebrochure

LISCO
2zl8l MassachusettsAvenue
Cambridge,Massachusetts
O2l4O
Tel. (617) 868-0500

The answer is YES...

'.
.,

*rt*

prcvided Bp€cific ea6y-to-ata6in cost eductlon targcts are considered priqc ob.
iectivc8 oI network developmcnt.
MI. DavidP, Waile, Syslehs Engineer,
Prcsident of hic firm. and author oI this
penctratiDg booklet has drawn on the
lhousands of man hours o[ inlormation
systems expericncc of the professional
team working under hie direction as
lechnical consultants to maior librarieE
in lhe USA ard Canada. His group fias
worked with the ihree great US National
Libraries and others active in lnfor.
malion tretwork dcvelopmeDl iDcluding
NASA and the National Science FourdatioD,
The material prescnled has becn fa.
vorably reviewed by live of the most
widcly recognizcd library directors and

naliohal leadeB active in both public
and academic library developments.
CHAPTER CONTENTS INCLUDE
. The Nelwork Idea
. Priorities for Building Library Networks
. Who Will Euild and Who Will OFE|ate Library Networks
. Configuration ard Other Bibliogrqphic
Network Design Considerations
. Service Sqpporl for Libraty Networks
49 pates, paper bound
Ordet froD ltrforbalioD DyDaDicr Corp ,
00 Main Street, Reading, Massachusetts
01067 Enclo$e check lor $2.5o and ptrb.
lisher will pay pootaSe. We will bill
Iater, iI peferred,with postage and boninal handling charge extra

IIilOIIilUMI

$ileuHn$nu
A L L d e s i r e d t i t l e s , p e r i o d i c o l so n d i r r e g u l o r s ,f o r e i g n o r d o m e s t i c , o v o i l o b l e f r o m
one source
simplifies your work. Regionol offices ossure exceptionol, dec e n t r o l i z e d s e r v i c e .N e x t t i m e , g i v e u s o c o l l . . . w e ' d l i k e t o b e o f s e r v i c e .
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blends the two "recommended"* technologies ol low cost
B1BI€T
micrographic storage and high speed all purpose interactiveminicomputers.
provides an in-houseself'conlained bibliographic control system lor
ffilEf
each library and can give CRT console accessto library networksat lhe same time'
systemsexcel all other computer based library systemsformerly
BTIilET
designedlor use in technical processingwhen it comes to:
. Comorehensiveness
of MARCfilesplusallother
andcompleteness
LC cataloging data
o R e l i a b l e f i l ea c c e s st o L C c a t a l o g i n gf r o m 1 9 5 3 t o t h e m o s tc u r r e n t
c a t a l o g i n gd a t a a v a i l a b l e
. Operating improvementsthat sharply increase net productivity
o Low drain on expense budgets
representative is ready to show you how your library and your
A ffi|ET
network group can use lhis powerful system'
-ftftTt
----

INFORMATION

DYNAMICS

CORPORATION

EEEE B0Main Street,Reading,Mass.01867
trlnC

"The leader in bibliographic support eystems."

."Recommended"

by the Computet Science and Engineeil ng Boatd ol lhe National Academy-ot S,cjer^ces it
"LIBIARIES
AND INFORMATTON TECHNOLOGY tn"-i,iit""i
,iport i6 ine Cou|cit on Libraty Resourcls
A National Sistems Cfialleng€" available'lrcm NAS Printing & Publishing Otlice,2101 Constit/tion Ave', N.W.
washington, D.C 20418

.572.
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andstillgrwving!
F.W.FaxonCompany,the only
tully automated library subscription agency in the world, has an
IBM 370/145 computer currenily
listing 48,222periodicals tor your
library.
Out 'til torbidden service _
lhe automatic annual rehewal of
your subscriptions - provides fast,
accurate,and etticient processing
of your orders and invoices.
Send lor tree de3crlpilve brochurc and annual llbrarlena' guld€.
Librarybusinessis our only

BLANKET coverage of ail Western
countries,all languages,
-.#rgqe.an.
a[
subjectsand all types of-pu6lic_
atrons,includingthose that are not
readttyavailablethroughtradechannels.

ORDEReitherthe booksthemselves
sent on approval,returnablefor full
credit:

@?iii.iffi'n'l,i.lnc

or bibliographicalforms for the titles
selected:

W€sluood, llrssachu3ett3 OIO9O
Tel: (800)225-7894(Tott Frce)

or bibliographieswith ouf suggestions
creartymarked.

YOUWILL HAVE-

,'c0ilH0EllcP'

PROGRAMSare arrangedto fit all
your needs and any special wishes
you havecan be accommodated.
Wc will bc glodto
- sendyouo brochurcwlth morcinformotion
- prcqoreo guototlon(without obligotton)
bosedon yournecds.

SWETS&
TEMilGER

In Our Complctc
PeriodicolsScivic+All Anericon ond ForcignTitlcr
t.cnp|n.r
ol tcGrgor

o
r
r
o
o

ir o
5rryio

trcdiliracl
pcrt
. . . cr woll' ct:

EXPERIENCE
TMINED PERSONNEL
FINANCIALSTAB|L|W
AMPLEFACILIT|ES
RESPONSIBLE
MANAGEMENT
An enrqr'liy.
availoblo la

btcc'/on h
tht c*lq.

E.it Co.3t offic.
B o x 5 t 7 ,B E R W Y NP. a .t 9 3 1 2
Tefephone:
215.644.4944
Wort Coect ofticc
B o x1 7 6 1S, A N T AC R U Z ,C a t . 9 5 0 6 0
Telephone:
408.426.2199

touNl torr|',
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The computer-tomicrofilm system that
lets you view all Library
of Gongress MARGll
data and reproduce
full sets of catalog cards
at the touch of a button.

L.c. MARCll rapes

t
Il

Computer lo Microtilm

a
!

Data Base-16 mm microfilm
cartrittges

Xerox Microprinterand
ItotorizedcarltidgeDtive

ri
0-

Completesels ol fullYheaded
t-,C.tards tor all current
Engllsh languago MARC
cataloging

2

I

Title lnder and
L.C.Cardilurnberlndox

E
it

THE DATA BASE . . . The CARDSET microfilm file
contains full sets of completed, headed cards tor
each title provided in MARC ll by L.C. This permanent relerence source of current cataloging material
provides easily accessible bibliographic data with
speed and convenience.

.574.

CATALOGING REFERENCE . . . Quick location of
data in CARDSET is provided by cumulated title and
L.C. number indices.
C A R D R E P R O D U C T I O N . . .P r i n t a f u l l y - h e a d e dc a r d
set on quality stock, in seconds.

Li,brary Resources dv Techni,cal Seruices

WHAT IT DOES
The CARDSET system provides the library
with an easily accessible, permanent reference source of the data required for cataloging
current American books. lt enables you to
quickly locate authoritative bibliographic data
and to reproduce completed sets of catalog
cards simply and inexpensively.
Accuracy, authority and standardizationof the
data is assured because all of the cataloging
asgenerated from original MARC ll tapes.
The speed and convenience of the CARDSET
system enables libraries to get their books to
their patrons rapidly. The simplicity of the
operation means that the great majority of
cataloging can be done without the need for
trained catalogers operating the system.
HOW IT WORKS
All MARC ll magnetic tapes are processed by
Information Design into microfitm images. The
microfilm file then contains a full set of completed, headed cards tor each tifle. The layout
is 6-up on 16mm microfilm. The fite is updated
twice a month.
Two indices are provided on microfilm: (1) an
index of L.C. Card Numbers for convenient
look-up of most English language tifles and
(2) a Title Index which also provides certain
selected cross relerencesThe indices provide the location of the cataloging data in the file by cartridge number
and trame number. Both indices are updated
and cumulated twice a month.
A Xerox Microprinter is used to view the microfilm and print-out the lully headed L.C.
card set with excellent quality on stock of the
library's choice. The per-set cost is low and
production rapid.

WHAT IT COSTS
The CARDSET system is an annual subscription, starting with January ot the cu/rent year
and extending twelve months from installation
date.
The base subscription includes the microfilm
data base,the microJilmTitle and L. C. Number
indices, cartridges and a storage carrousel.
Also included is use of the motorized cartridge
drive for the Xerox Microprinter,and the reader
for index look-ups.
An additional retrospectivedata base covering
all English language cataloging done by L. C.
during 1968-1971is also available.The indices
for this data base are cumulated with the current indices.
Subscription prices, eftective through Decembet 31,1972,arc as follows:
1. Annualsubscription....... .$,e60
2. Reirospective
file.. ... . .... $1,980
Multiple-year subscriptions are available at
signilicant savings.
WHAT IT SAVES
Cost saving is a major benefit of the CARDSET
system. The basic microfilm file is a permanent reference source and the per-card reproduction costs are extremely low.
Time saved is substantial. All cataloging material is forwarded to the library as quickly as
it is made available by L.C. Individual orders
and delays are eliminated. Typing, proofing
and correcting cards are elimlnate-d.Technical processing is more efficient; matchi n g a n d h o l d i n g o p e r a t i o n sa r e s i m p l i f i e d ;t h e
problems of ordering, receiving and checking
in L.C. cards are eliminated; depository set
maintenance can be sharply reduced; filing
a n d l o o k - u pe r r o r sc o m m o n t o m a n u a l l ym a i n tained reference files are eliminated.
For complete details oh the CARDSET system
write today for our Users' Manual and sample
card sets.

ffi A LibraryMicrofilmSystemby InformationDesign,Inc.
lL=A 3247Middlefield Road o Menlo park, Catif. 94025 . (415) 069-2962
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and
Retrieval
lnformation
LibraryAutomation
This monthlv review is unique in
its extensiveti. S. and international
coveraseof the many specialized
fields ihich contributeto improved
informationsystemsand.library services for science, social science,
law and medicine;these
technologY,
fieldsinclude:
computertechnologYand systems'
scienceand technolory'lilibrarv
-administration,
photographic
brary
technoloev and microforms,facsimile anO communications,li-

analysiscenters.
Subscription is $24.00Per Year
(overseassubscribersadd $6.00).Or'
dersand inquiriesshouldbe directed to:
INC.
SYSTEMS,
LOMOND
21771
MT.AIRY,MARYLAND

ltEARlY2000

access
6,11110linger-tip
lleaily
to Yitalreferrnce
listed
DrcTt0t{ARlEsmaterials

(lFIHEWORI.O
now0n
microfiche

"A verv useful.annotatedbibliographyot language
diction;ries,..completefor those publishedduring
itri tasl ioo yeari, with a selectionof thole-pub'
iisneo5elweei 146band 1850." (winchellAEl08)

Part0neReadY:
I,ANGUAGES
ASITN
. INOO-CHINESE
. ALTAIC
O VIETNAMESE
. PALEOASIATIC
. SINO-TIBETAN
. URALIC
Part0ne
PricGs:
volumes
Appr0ximately
' i n 3 , 0 0 0400
f i ctitles
h e in500
. .....approx.$3'000
ortitles
Sub-srouos.
.....$1.25
pelfiche
lelectively
oriiereb
LCcardsetsofg..... ............35'

50 tilerlt Aylnue, F eeDort,llex Yort |1520
(516)3t9-9270

Excellenl
Vcrlue!
Dealer closing out one of
America'smost selectcolleciions o[ out of prinf sefs. Literature, history, relerence,

&Sffi,m€KX&$*
€{}ffiK
Yxw&ffi$
ffiffiwffi$wK
PlUS:
o otiginal trade books
r taP€ oassettes
o large planteditions
o microliche
Alt this and no gimmicks...
iust good service lrom the
li br ary-oriented publ isher.

ffiffi
.

t56) 3m

in Wolfram
Zaunmiillen'
Bibliographisches
Handbuch
der
Sprachwiirterbiicher.

e+c.,ry

A worthwhile

purchasefor colleges,ir. colleges and public libraries.
Box Number I
tRTS
50 E. Huron 5t
Chicogo, lll. 506l I

9270

For Catalogs, Wrlte or Call Collecl
.
5lo
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THENEW COPYCAT

HBRARY
ll

CATALOGER'S
CAMERA
It is now possible
to reproduce
all entriesfrom the NationalUnionCatalogin full catalogcardsize,with
out new Copy Cat. cataloger's
camera.The reproduction
fiom oul cameracan be uied for cardset
production
by several
available
methods(Xerox,Offset,
copyflo,Duplicating
service,
etc.)
Our CopyCat.camerais the ansruer
to the Cataloge/s
dreams.
lt offersthe followingadvantages
over
presentsystems
of obtainingcatalogcardsets.
1. Rapid production.All books cataloged
by
Libraryof Congress
procan be immediately
cessed.Librariescurrentlyorderingcard sets
fromL. C.wouldbelessdependent
on theL. C.
supplyof printedsets.

4. The CopyCat.camera
is compact
andeasyto
use.Any clericalhelpcanbe taughtto operate
thiscamera
within30 minutes
time.Thereisno
darkroom
needed.

2. Economy.
The outputof the CopyCat.camera
is lessthan7d per masterprint.Thiscompares
with approximately
print.
30dfor a Polaroid

5. The masterprint from the CopyCat.camera
can be usedas an orderingtool for receiving
card setswith booksfrom our affiliatecompany,MidwestLibraryService.

3. The print from the CopyCat,camerais clear
6. All partsof the CopyCat.system(equipment,
andsharp,
making
for excellent
reproduction.
lt
supplies,
maintenance,
etc.) are suppliedby
isalsofull catalog
cardsize.In asmuchasthisis
CopyCat.Inc.
a photographic
copy thereis no proofreading
necessary.
There is no cutting, maskingor
For additionalinformationon our Copy
mountingnecessary
whenusingthe CopyCat.
Cat' camerapleasecall us collectandaskfor Mr'
print. Justtype your call numbers
directlyon
Leser'0ur telephone
number
is3l&739-2536'
print
the
andyou arereadyfor cardproduc-
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